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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 
 

MACHAKOS COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 

OFFICIAL REPORT 

 

Friday, 17
th

 January, 2020 

 

Special Sitting 

 

(Convened via Kenya Gazette Notice 

No. 103 of 10th of January, 2020) 

 

The House met at 10.40 a.m. 

 

[The Speaker (Hon. (Mrs.) Mwangangi) in the Chair] 

 

PRAYERS 

 

Hon. Speaker: Good morning Hon. Members. I can see we have the quorum that we need 

so I call on the Clerk at the Table to proceed but bear with me I know you are t used to seeing me 

the way I am attired. I have not broken any parliamentary rules; at times I also see the Speakers of 

national parliament appearing the way I am. I still have the authority of the Assembly with me; I 

could not wear the gown for reason that you appreciate because I have an injury on my leg which 

cannot permit me to wear formal shoes. 

We can proceed, Mr. Clerk. 

  

COMMUNICATION FROM THE CHAIR 
CONVENING OF THE SPECIAL SITTING 

 

                  Hon. Speaker: Hon. Members, the special sitting is informed by the County Assembly of 

Machakos Standing Order 26(1) and (2) whose provisions you are very much aware of because we 

have had several special sittings in the past.  

Hon. Members, I will draw your attention to Section 132(2) of the Public Finance 

Management Act, 2012 provides that the County Executive Committee Member for Finance shall, 

on the same date that the revenue-raising measures are pronounced, submit to the County Assembly 

the County Finance Bill, setting out the revenue-raising measures for the County Government, 

together with a policy statement expounding on those measures. 

In accordance to that requirement of the law, the County Executive Committee Member for 

Finance made pronouncements on budget for the financial year 2019/2020 to the Assembly on 

25
th

 June, 2019. The CEC Member, Finance submitted draft proposal for the Machakos County 

Finance Bill, 2019 on 30
th

 September, 2019 which was the last day when they were required to 

submit that draft Bill to the Assembly. 

Immediately, as you were processing that draft, on 4
th

 December, 2019, you are aware that 

you went on recess before you could finalize the issue of the Machakos County Finance Act and so 

what we did and appreciating the importance of the Finance Act as a way of raising revenue for the 

County Government, the Leaders of the Majority Party and Minority Party consulted the Speaker 

and we agreed to have today's special sitting. 
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Hon. Members, Standing Order 26(3) requires that once you agree on a special sitting, it 

must be gazetted so that the public and the Members are notified of the place and date and the 

business to be transacted.  

So as per the Gazette Notice No. 103 of 10
th

 January, 2020, the business as specified is this 

Finance Bill and also a Report by the Appointments Committee and any other business that can be 

admitted as per the Standing Orders of this Assembly. 

Consequently, I am requesting that we transact the business that has brought us to this 

special sitting and I want to thank you because I can see you have attended in majority numbers so 

that you can do the duty that the persons and the political parties that elected you to  transact in this 

premises. 

Thank you, Hon. Members, and welcome. Mr. Clerk. 

  

PAPERS LAID 
  

Hon. Speaker: Under this Order, we have two businesses and that is first by Hon. Steve 

Mwanthi and he second one will be by Hon. Mark Muendo, Majority Leader. Hon. Steve Mwanthi, 

Chair of Finance Committee. 

  

(Applause) 

  

Consideration of the Machakos County Finance Bill, 2019 

(By the Chairperson, Finance and Revenue Collection committee, Hon. Stephen Mwanthi) 

  

(The Paper was laid on the Table) 

  

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Steve Mwanthi. I have received the Paper and I can see it 

is signed and dated. The next paper is by Hon. Mark Muendo, Majority Leader or your able assistant 

if you so wish. 

  
REPORT ON VETTING OF NOMINEES TO THE POSITION OF COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD 

  

Hon. Muendo: Let me do it because I am present.  

  

Hon. Speaker: Good. 

  

Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Hon. Speaker. I beg to lay the following Paper on the Table of 

this House today, Friday, 17th January, 2020; the report of the Committee on Appointments on 

vetting of nominees to the position of County Public Service Board. Thank you, Hon. Speaker. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Majority Leader Mark Muendo. Mr. Clerk, proceed; the 

Paper you are giving me is not a valid Paper. Hon. Muendo, please sign your paper and date it. Any 

paper that is not signed and dated is not a valid document of the Assembly.( 

 

(Hon. Muendo signed and dated the Paper) 

 

Mr. Clerk, proceed. 

 

NOTICE OF MOTION 
REPORT ON VETTING OF NOMINEES TO THE POSITION OF COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD 
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Hon. Speaker: Hon. Members, under this Order, we have one business by Hon. Mark 

Muendo, Majority Leader. 

 

Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

Hon. Speaker, that aware that Article 235 of the Constitution, Section 8(1)(a) of the 

County Governments Act No.17 of 2012 provides that the County Assembly shall 

vet and approve nominees for appointment to County public offices as may be 

provided for in the Act or any other law.  

Aware that pursuant to Section 57 and 58(1)(b) of the County Governments Act No. 

17 of 2012, the County Secretary and Head of Public service forwarded to the Hon. 

Speaker of the County Assembly notifications on nomination of three persons vide 

letter Ref: GMC/2/CS/CA/Vol.1/60 dated 21st August, 2019 and received on 22nd 

August, 2019 for consideration and subsequent approval by the County Assembly, 

for appointment as members of the Machakos County Public Service Board.  

Hon. Speaker, I wish to give notice of motion that this House discusses and approves 

the report of the Committee on Appointments on vetting of nominees to the position 

of County Public Service Board. 

Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Mark Muendo. Next Order. 

 

BILL 
Second Reading 

THE MACHAKOS COUNTY FINANCE BILL, 2019 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Hon. Speaker, pursuant to Standing Order 121(1), I wish to move the 

motion that the Machakos County Finance Bill No. 7 of 2019 be now read a second time. Thank 

you, Hon. Speaker. I call upon Hon. Moffat Maitha to second. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Stephen Mwanthi. Hon. Moffat Maitha. 

 

Hon. Maitha: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I stand to second. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you. Hon. Stephen Mwanthi. 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Now I call on Members that we go 

through the report. On page 2 is the Table of Contents and on 2.3 and up to page 4 while page 5 is 

introductions and objective of the Bill. Page 6 is committee membership--- 

Hon. Muendo: Point of Order, Madam Speaker. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Point of Order by Hon. Majority Leader. Hon. Steve Mwanthi, just sit as--- 

 

Hon. Muendo: I think we are going to agree as Members; you know we did a lot of 

documentation on this Bill and I can see most of the Members do not have copies which I think is 

important for us so that we can continue as we follow the Chairman so that we can move together. 

 

Hon. Speaker: The point of order is on the documents being availed to the Members. Clerk 

at the Table, has the report been uploaded? I am told the document has been uploaded but again you 

forgot your iPads at home and we agreed we need to be online really! What happened? The long 

Christmas holidays has done damage. 
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(Several copies of the Report were circulated to Hon. Members) 

 

I can see Hon. Annastaciah is even accessing it on her tablet as well as Hon. Mutinda, Hon. 

Mitaa and Hon. Mwikali. Members, we need to proceed and this will be the way; in fact, we will not 

have any papers printed so come 11th February, 2020 when we are opening, do not forget your 

books and pens at home . Come with them so let us go ahead. Those who are not accessing the 

documents from their tablets or iPads, you will access the hard copies which have been circulated 

and kindly share the hard copies. Let us continue, Hon. Members. 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I was on page 8 and that is where I would 

request Hon. Members to go; No. 3 for those with iPads and Madam Speaker, with your permission, 

I would start reading from there. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Go ahead. 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Thank you, Madam Speaker.  

3.0 THE MACHAKOS COUNTY FINANCE BILL 2019 

3.1 Consideration of the Bill by the Committee 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee discussed the Bill and also facilitated public participation 

pursuant to Standing Order 120(3) in all the 40 wards of the County. The Committee also held fora 

with the Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM) and Executive Committee Member, Finance 

who gave their recommendations on the Bill. 

3.2 Public Hearing and Receipt of Memoranda 

Hon. Speaker, pursuant to Article 196(1)(b) of the Constitution of Kenya 2010 and Standing 

Order 120(3) of the County Assembly of Machakos Standing Orders, the Assembly published an 

advertisement in the Daily Nation newspaper of Tuesday, 17
th

 December, 2019 informing the public 

of the venues where the public hearings in connection with the Machakos County Finance Bill, 2019 

will be conducted in all the 40 wards.  

The Assembly also made daily radio announcements on Mbaitu FM calling the public to 

attend the hearings for oral submissions or presentations of memoranda from 27
th

 December, 2019 

to 6
th

 January, 2020. The public were also called upon to send their memoranda through the 

Assembly email (assemblymks@gmail.com) on or before Thursday, 9
th

 January, 2020. Further, 

announcements were made in churches and other public places. 

3.3 Public Participation 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee conducted public participation in all 40 wards from 6th to 

8th January, 2020 pursuant to Article 196(1)(b) of the Constitution of Kenya and Standing Order 

120(3) of the County Assembly of Machakos Standing Orders. The members of the public gave 

their views which have been summarized by the committee as follows: 

3.3.1 Hawking 

Hon. Speaker, members of the public proposed that: 

(i)   Small scale hawker permit per month for peri-urban and rural areas be reduced from 

Ksh. 200 to Ksh. 50 as it was difficult to find customers because of harsh economic 

conditions. 

(ii)  Charges for motorized hawkers per day for all types of vehicles be reduced by 50 

percent since they were very high. 

(iii) Deletion of penalty for hawker selling from a moving vehicle. 

The Committee together with Members of the Assembly observed that hawking permits were 

paid by traders who did not carry out business in the County on day to day basis. The permit helped 

mailto:assemblymks@gmail.com
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in protecting businesses which paid regular business permits besides revenue collection. As a result 

reducing the permits and removing penalty for hawking without permit will encourage infiltration of 

County markets by hawkers whose revenue was expensive to collect. 

3.3.2 Non-Motorized Transport 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed that: 

(i)   Hand and ox-carts or donkey-drawn carts trade was carried out by low income 

earners and there was need to exempt them. 

(ii)  Motorcycle permit per month which was similar to peri-urban and urban areas be 

reduced from Ksh. 2,000 to Ksh. 1,000. They also called for reduction of daily 

payment from Ksh. 20 to Ksh. 10. The operators complained of poor road 

network in rural areas making some areas impassable as well as increasing cost 

of maintenance while keeping fares low to attract customers. 

(iii) Bodaboda operators in urban areas especially Mlolongo requested the County to 

honour its agreement to construct sheds, toilets and repair roads before they could 

start charging them the proposed fees. 

The Committee and the Members of the Assembly discussed this matter and observed that 

bodaboda transport needed to be regulated by ensuring the operators pay the proposed charges. 

Members however noted that bodaboda permit per year of Ksh. 2,000 was a bit high considering the 

challenges the operators go through and urged the Committee to consider reviewing them together 

with the daily charges.  

Members also observed that operators in urban areas had a genuine demand for requesting 

sheds, toilets and road repairs and urged the Department of Roads and Transport to look in to the 

matter urgently. 

 

3.3.3 Sand Harvesting/ Transportation Cess 

Hon. Speaker, members of the public observed that sand harvesting had contributed to 

environmental degradation and damaging of roads among other negative effects. The public 

proposed that: 

(i)   Sand permits per month be increased and if possible doubled to discourage the 

activity.  

(ii)  Sand harvesting be well coordinated and managed by putting in place policies 

and regulations that protect areas where the residents have banned sand 

harvesting, guard against sand scooping and regulate time of sand harvesting. 

(iii) Heavy penalty to be imposed on sand dealers who operated without permits. 

The Members of the Assembly discussed the matter noting the concerns of the public and 

urged the Department of Environment and Natural Resources to ensure that the Machakos County 

Sand Harvesting Act 2014 was implemented and proper regulations put in place including 

encouraging citizens to form associations and SACCOs to regulate the activity. Members further 

agreed that sand from other Counties be levied some amount of money to discourage transporters 

from obtaining receipts from other Counties and using them to evade payment of cess. 

 

3.3.4 Red Soil, Pink and White Soil and Fodder 

Hon. Speaker, members of the public proposed that charges for these soils be increased by 

between 100 to 200 percent. They observed that excavation of the soils left deep holes which 

required rehabilitation and the amount charged was too little to enable the County to undertake 

rehabilitation after closure of the sites.  

They also noted that pink and white soil had high value and the charges were very little. In 

addition, they observed that the lorries used to carry pink and white soil were usually overloaded 

thus causing damage to roads. 
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The public observed that there were bigger vehicles than a Canter that carry fodder and there 

was need to include them in the Bill and proposed that 7 tonne to be charged Ksh. 1,500, above 7 

tonne Ksh. 2,000 and above 10 tonne to be Ksh. 3,000 

  

3.3.5 Public Markets and Stalls 

Hon. Speaker, members of the public proposed:  

(i)  Bows, quivers and arrows be zero rated as they were mainly sold by the aged. 

(ii) Fees for 90 kgs of dry maize be reduced from Ksh. 50 to Ksh. 20 as a bag had 

very little profit margin. 

(iii) Separation of fees for new and second hand clothes. 

(iv) Inclusion of cess for avocados and if possible state charges in terms of tonnage 

to cater situations where produce was not in bags. 

(v)  Stock fees for goats and sheep be reduced from Ksh. 30 to Ksh. 20. 

(vi) Movement permit per head be renamed livestock cess to differentiate it from 

movement permit issued by Veterinary Department. 

  

3.3.6 Private, Residential and Commercial Rental Houses 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed deletion of words „private residential‟ in the phrase 

„private, residential and commercial rental house‟ to guard against misuse of the charges where 

private residents residing in their own houses may be forced to pay the charges yet they were not in 

business. 

 

3.3.7 Muguka/ Miraa / Khat 

Hon. Speaker, the public observed that consumption of muguka had negatively affected 

youth and families in the County. The public requested for total ban or increase of its charges while 

regulating time for selling the commodity just like alcohol. The public called on the Department of 

Finance and Revenue Collection to ensure it collects revenue from the dealers of the commodity and 

the County Inspectorate to enforce collection and adherence to consumption time. 

3.3.8 Gambling Slot Machines 

Hon. Speaker, members of the public observed that gambling slot machines were still in 

existence and public were gambling despite their ban by the National Government. The public 

called on the County Inspectorate to enforce the ban and penalize those found operating them as per 

the proposed charges. The public further called for of pool game regulation as school children were 

involved in playing the game even at night. Those playing the game were doing it all night and this 

could also be an avenue for abetting crime. 

3.3.9 Parks and Open Spaces 

Hon. Speaker, members of the public proposed the following views:  

(i)  Deletion of traditional dance in the line „traditional dance/ meeting per day (Mulu 

Mutisya Garden). Traditional dances were part of Kamba culture and should be 

promoted and preserved thus they should be free. 

(ii) Charges for political rally should be increased to Ksh. 20,000. This will ensure 

the garden was maintained and will also offset free charges for traditional dances. 

(iii) Religious meetings per day should be charged Ksh. 3,000. Crusades held at the 

venue collect a lot of money in form of offering and they also litter the place. 

Most of preachers were from outside the County. 

 

3.3.10 Parking 

Hon. Speaker, members of the public proposed the following views: 
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(i)   Parking per day for Canters be reduced from Ksh. 500 to Ksh. 300 as they have not 

been provided with parking area and have been taken outside the Central Business 

District (CBD) on the way to Nairobi near Kenya Power and Lighting Company 

(KPLC) offices where they cannot easily get customers. Most of their customers 

have been taken up by pick-ups which have been retained in the CBD. 

(ii) Parking for pick-ups be increased to Ksh. 150 to level out competition with Canters. 

(iii) Some wards proposed that parking fees at Municipalities (Mavoko, Tala/ Kangundo) 

should be Ksh. 100 for salon car and Ksh. 150 for pick-ups while others proposed 

parking fees to be reduced to Ksh. 50. Most of Nairobians leave their vehicles at 

Mlolongo near gateway mall to evade paying higher charges of Nairobi.  

 

3.3.11 Distribution / Loading 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed that loading and parking charges be combined to one levy 

and an annual sticker issued to traders who pay this license. They proposed that if a trader has more 

than 20 vehicles they should be charged as a fleet. The sticker should be transferable in case of 

mechanical breakdown. 

3.3.12 Building Plans 

Hon. Speaker, the public observed that construction in the County was expensive and 

proposed the following: 

(i)   That all charges should be reduced by half. 

(ii)  Issuance of title deeds and plot transfers should be reduced to Ksh. 500 and Ksh. 

1000 from Ksh. 2,000 and Ksh. 10,000 respectively. 

(iii) Development of agricultural structures be zero rated to encourage growth of the 

sector. 

 

3.3.13 Parking Places and Omnibus/ Bus parks 

Hon. Speaker, the operators of public vehicles requested to be allowed to continue paying 

the charges they were paying in 2019. 

 

3.3.14 Licensing of Premises and Trade 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposals were:  

(i)   Fees for M-Pesa Agents in rural be reduced from Ksh. 2,000 to Ksh. 1,000. These 

small agents rarely get deposits in rural set up. 

(ii)  Fees for M-pesa Agents and other Agents combined in peri-urban be reduced be 

reduced from Ksh. 6,500 to Ksh. 2,500 while charges for urban be reduced from Ksh. 

8,500 to Ksh. 5,000. 

 

3.3.15 Learning Institutions 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposals were: 

(i)   Inspection per annum be reduced from Ksh. 3,500 to Ksh. 2,000 in peri-urban 

and Ksh. 1,500 in rural. 

(ii)  Hostel with over 20 students should be reduced from Ksh. 10,000 to Ksh. 7,000 

to encourage growth. 

 

3.3.16 Advertising 

Hon. Speaker, the public made the following proposals; 

(i)   Petrol station branding to be reduced from Ksh. 20,000 to Ksh. 15,000 in peri-urban 

and Ksh. 10,000 in rural. 
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(ii)  Posters per poster be reduced in peri-urban and rural as follows; A5 from Ksh. 10 to 

Ksh. 2; A4 from Ksh.10 to Ksh. 2; A3 from Ksh. 20 to Ksh. 5; and A2 from Ksh. 30 

to Ksh. 10. 

(iii) Advertising on billboard p.a in urban and peri-urban to be increased as stated below: 

Up to 3sq metre from Ksh. 10,000 to Ksh. 100,000; between 3-5sq metre from 

Ksh. 20,000 to Ksh. 150,000 and additional charges per sq metre from Ksh. 4,000 to 

Ksh. 5,000. 

(iv) Door to door promotions per person be reduced from Ksh. 200 to Ksh. 100. 

(v)   Penalty for damaging of streetlight per pole to be increased from Ksh. 200,000 to 

Ksh. 300,000. This will reduce the cases where people malicious destroy the 

streetlights. 

 

3.3.17 Business Permits 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposals were: 

(i)   Fees for registration of Cooperatives be reduced from Ksh. 3,000 to Ksh. 2,000 

to encourage growth of cooperatives and help the rural citizens. 

(ii)  Interest rate per month (cumulative) be deleted. It amounts to double taxation. 

(iii) Penalty for non-payment of SBP by 30
th

 March be moved to 31
st
 May, 2020 

since the Finance Bill was late. In addition the penalty be reduced by 20 per cent 

of SBP. 

 

3.3.18 Quarrying 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposals were: 

(i)   Quarry cess; ballast and other crushed material be increased as follows: 

·  Semi-trailer per trip be increased from Ksh. 4,300 to Ksh. 5,000. 

·  Triple axle per trip be increased from Ksh. 2,400 to Ksh. 4,000. 

·  Eight (8) tonne lorry and above be increased from Ksh. 2,300 to Ksh. 3,000. 

·  Eight (8)  tonne lorry and below be increased from Ksh. 1,500 to Ksh. 2000 

(ii) Application fees for quarry permit annually be increased from Ksh. 5000 to Ksh. 

100,000. 

(iii) Quarry extraction fees per quarry annually be increased from Ksh. 3000 to Ksh. 

200,000. 

 

3.3.19 Pounds 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed that the release form fee be reduced to Ksh. 750 from 

Ksh. 200. Pounding of lorries, semi-trailers, Canters, buses, minibus, Nissans/ pick-ups, cars, sales 

vehicles and tractors should also be reduced by half all other charges be deleted. The public also 

expressed a concern that the County inspectorate officers were misusing these charges and harassing 

innocent wananchi while impounding their goods. 

 

3.3.20 Slaughter Houses 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed that charges for the main slaughter houses be reduced to 

be consistent with those prescribed in the Meat Control Act and made the following 

recommendations. 

(i)   Slaughter slab fee for Sheep/Goat per head be reduced from Ksh 100 to Ksh. 50; and 

Ksh. 200 to Ksh. 150 for cow per head. 

(ii)  Slaughter house license be reduced from Ksh 1,000 to Ksh. 300. 

(iii) Slaughter slab fee for cattle/camel/pig 1-20 be reduced from Ksh. 100 to Ksh. 50. 

(iv) Slaughter slab fee for cattle /camel/pig 21-30 be reduced from Ksh. 130 to Ksh. 50. 
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(v)  Slaughter slab fee for cattle cattle/camel/pig 31-50 be reduced from Ksh. 150 to Ksh. 

100. 

The public also noted that the movement permit per animal was misplaced and should be 

indicated under Agriculture. They recommended that the word veterinary should be added to 

differentiate it from movement permit for cess. The charges should also be aligned with the 

Veterinary Act.  

3.3.21 Liquor 

Hon. Speaker, traders highlighted that the process of acquiring liquor license was very 

expensive and tedious. Traders requested for re-looking at liquor management in the County and if 

possible consolidate all the licenses to one. The public gave different opinions from traders whereby 

they requested that charges for liquor be increased to discourage consumption. The following were 

the views given by traders: 

(i)   Application fee for liquor be reduced from Ksh. 2,000 to Ksh. 1,000 and ensure 

that the Single Business Permit (SBP) applicable be issued in one inclusive 

license. 

(ii)  Restaurant alcoholic drink license to be reduced from Ksh. 17,000 to Ksh. 

15,000 in peri-urban. 

(iii) Wines and spirits general retail alcoholic drink license be reduced from Ksh. 

15,000 to Ksh. 12,000 in peri-urban and from Ksh. 12,000 to Ksh. 10,000 in 

rural. 

(iv) Depot alcoholic drink license be reduced from Ksh. 50,000 to Ksh. 25,000 in 

peri-urban. 

(v)  Temporary or occasional alcoholic drink license per day be zero rated. 

(vi) Bottlers alcoholic drink license be increased from Ksh. 250,000 to Ksh. 500,000. 

(vii)Night club charges be reduced from Ksh. 70,000 to Ksh. 30,000. 

The following were the views given by the public:  

(a)  Depot and Distributors alcoholic drink license be increased from Ksh. 50,000 to 

Ksh. 100,000. They were large scale businesses. 

(b)  Penalty for unlicensed Alcohol pumps (KEG) per outlet of Ksh. 1,000,000 was 

very high. They proposed for reduction of the penalty to Ksh. 100,000. 

(c)  Wines and spirits general retail alcoholic drink license be increased from Ksh. 

15,000 to Ksh. 30,000. 

(d)  Night club charges be increased from Ksh. 25,000 to Ksh. 50,000. 

(e)  Alcohol pump license (Keg) be increased from Ksh. 15,000 to Ksh. 30,000. 

 

3.3.22 Public Cemetery 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed that burial fee on a permanent grave for an adult citizen 

be reduced from Ksh. 20,000 to Ksh. 15,000 while that of a child who is a citizen be reduced from 

Ksh. 15,000 to Ksh. 10,000. 

3.3.23 Environment 

Hon. Speaker, the views of the public include: 

(i)   Penalty for urinating in undesignated places be deleted. However, members of 

public in other wards proposed that the penalty be increased from Ksh. 500 and the 

County constructs more public toilets to take care of the plight of diabetic patients. 

  

(Laughter) 

  

(ii)  Penalty for dumping liquid or solid waste material be increased from Ksh. 

100,000 to Ksh. 200,000 to discourage pollution. 
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(iii) Reduce the environmental management approval fees from Ksh. 4,000 to Ksh 

2,000. 

3.3.24 Land Rates 

Hon. Speaker, the public made the following proposals: 

(i)   Land/plot search fee be reduced from 1000 to 500 

(ii)  Regularization and issuance of allotment letters be reduced from 10 per cent to 2 

per cent of the current market value. 

 

3.3.25 Weights and Measures 

The public made the following proposals: 

(i)   Application for inspection be reduced from Ksh. 300 to Ksh. 200. 

(ii)  Inspection and calibration of counter weighing machines with 5 stones p.a  be 

reduced from Ksh. 400 to Ksh. 300. 

(iii) Fuel pump per annum be reduced from Ksh. 2000 to Ksh. 1000 in peri urban and 

Ksh. 500 in rural. 

(iv) The County Government should employ experts on the same who will be doing 

the inspection of the weights and measures. 

 

3.3.26 Health 

Hon. Speaker, the public made the following proposals: 

(i)   That the exercise of registration for the universal health care (UHC) to be 

continuous. This would give an opportunity to those who have not registered to 

do so. 

(ii)  That health was universal and thus the charges should be deleted as they were 

not anchored on any parent law or policy. Those citizens who report at the 

hospital and they are not registered should be registered at that time. The County 

should continue using the current charges. The proposed charges were high and 

discriminatory to persons from other counties who reside in the County where 

some have resided in the County for over five years. The charges may bring 

about animosity with neighbouring Counties noting that some of the residents 

have families in these Counties. 

(iii) Vehicle Transport: Ambulance to Kijabe should be reduced from Ksh. 9,000 to 

Ksh. 6,000 and to Nairobi from Ksh. 5,000 to Ksh 3,000 

(iv) Fees for students under attachment should be zero rated. 

(v)  P3 forms completion and examination for rape and gender-based violence should 

be free and not Ksh. 1,000. 

(vi) Sanitary inspection of Schools/institution be reduced from Ksh. 3,000 to Ksh. 

1,500. 

(vii) That charges for inspection health clearance and issuance of license for the 

following be reduced as shown: 

·    Shop retailing (permanent) be reduced from Ksh. 1,500 to Ksh. 600. 

·    Food wholesaler be reduced from Ksh. 2,000 to Ksh. 1500. 

·    Eating House be reduced from Ksh. 2,000 to Ksh. 500. 

·    Beer depot be reduced from Ksh. 5,000 to Ksh. 1,000. 

·    Soda depot/container be reduced from Ksh. 3,000 to Ksh. 500. 

·    Butchery be reduced from Ksh. 1,800 to Ksh. 1,000. 

·    Medical clinic, nursing homes/ hospital hygiene license reduce from 

Ksh.13,000 to Ksh. 10,000 in peri-urban. 
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·    Penalty for non-payment of public health license by a business be reduced from 

Ksh. 20,000 to Ksh. 10,000. 

·    Penalty for food handlers without medical examination and subsequent approval 

to be reduced from Ksh. 5,000 to Ksh. 1,000. 

 

3.3.26 Agriculture 

Hon. Speaker, the public recommended that soil testing per season to be reduced from 100 to 

50. This will help in improving agriculture in the county. The public also noted that there is need to 

increase the agricultural offices in the ward. They also suggested that vaccination for poultry to 

should be zero rated. 

 

3.3.27 Single Business Permits (Schedule 4, 5 and 8) 

Hon. Speaker, traders in rural, peri-urban and urban areas made the following proposals: 

(i)   The County Government be issuing them with licenses on top of payment receipts as 

they were required by other institutions such as banks among others. 

(ii)  The Department of Finance and Revenue Collection should map out towns stated in 

Schedule 5 (peri-urban) and Schedule 8 (urban) to avoid over-charging traders 

outside these areas but within the ward which has a peri-urban or urban town. 

Traders cited Misakwani and Kusyomuomo markets in Machakos Central ward and 

Kivandini market in Matuu ward being charged urban and peri-urban fees 

respectively. 

(iii) Traders in kiosks, hawking, large trader/ retail shop, small filling station, small 

restaurant, butchery with roasted meat, medium eating house and small private 

educational facility requested their charges under Schedules 4 and 5 be reduced. 

(iv) The public also proposed SBP for large industrial plant be increased from Ksh. 

50,000 to Ksh. 500,000; medium industrial plant from Ksh. 35,000 to Ksh. 250,000 

and small industrial plant from Ksh. 20,000 to Ksh. 100,000. 

 

3.4 Meeting with Executive Committee Member for Finance and Economic Planning 

Hon. Speaker, the County Executive Committee Member (CECM) for Finance and 

Economic Planning was invited by the Committee on 14
th

 and 15
th

 January, 2020 to give 

recommendations on the Finance Bill 2019 pursuant to Section 132 (4) of the Public Finance 

Management Act. 

The CECM for Finance and Economic Planning send the Chief Officer, County Treasury, 

the Chief Officer Finance and Revenue Collection and the Director, Revenue Collection to represent 

him in the meeting. The recommendations of the CECM, Finance and Economic Planning who is 

referred herein as the County Executive have been considered in the Bill. 

3.5 Submission of Memoranda on the Bill 

Hon. Speaker, members of the public and various organizations submitted memoranda on 

the Bill pursuant to Article 196(1)(b) of the Constitution of Kenya and Standing Order 120(3) of the 

County Assembly of Machakos Standing Orders. The memoranda were as follows: 

1.   Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM); 

2.   Dickson M – A concerned Machakos County resident on one Single Business Permit 

for Liquor Outlets. 

3.   Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) Machakos County. 

 

3.5.1 Memorandum by the Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM) 

Hon. Speaker, Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM) is an association whose 

membership is business organizations in the value addition industry. Its membership comprises of 
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over 1,000 manufacturing institutions from an array of sectors and services. The Association has a 

representation of over 100 industries who are major investors in Machakos County. The Association 

submitted a memorandum on the Machakos County Finance Bill, 2019 on 25
th

 November, 2019 and 

also held a discussion with Committee on the 26
th

 November, 2019. The Memorandum is annexed 

to the report as annex 2.  

The proposed amendments by the association and deliberations of the Committee were as 

follows: 

(i)   Single Business permits (SBP) on Fourth Schedule on industrial plants. The amount 

had been continuously hiked from Ksh. 50,000 to Ksh. 85,000 since 2017. The 

Association proposed for development of predictable tariff and pricing policy to be 

used as a basis of variations in licensing fees and levies. 

(ii)  Distribution and loading fees in the Third Schedule. The Association requested these 

charges to be deleted as they amounted to double taxation of their members who had 

already paid SBP and were delivering goods to clients within the County. The 

Committee observed that manufacturing and distribution business were distinct and 

traders should pay license for each.  

The Association amended the proposal and requested that charges for distribution for 

trailers per year which had been increased from Ksh. 30,000 to Ksh. 50,000 to be 

retained at Ksh. 30,000. 

(iii) Quarrying cess: Ballast and other crushed materials. The association requested for a 

development of a policy framework on cess collection and a percentage of cess 

collected be utilized in infrastructure development to facilitate ease of doing 

business. The association proposed deletion of quarry extraction permit per quarry 

annually as it had already been catered for by the SBP. The association also observed 

that cess for ballast had been increased contrary to a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MoU) entered between the Association and the Executive Committee Member for 

Finance and Economic Planning that the current rates of cess for ballast runs for two 

years. The association requested for status quo to remain and they continue paying 

the charges they were paying in 2019. 

The Committee observed that the permit was for quarrying only, while SBP allowed 

the quarry owner to sell the products and the amount had been reduced from Ksh. 

200,000 to Ksh. 3,000. The association dropped the proposal. 

(iv) Quarrying permit per acre in the third schedule of Ksh. 100,000 needed to be 

deleted. It was not clear whether it was for whole parcel of land owned by a client or 

the area being mined. 

(v)  Murram royalties in the third schedule should be deleted as it amounted to double 

taxation since royalties were paid to National Government. 

The Committee observed that the word royalties was an error as it should be murram 

cess. The association dropped the proposal and requested for the correction of the 

wording. 

(vi) Extraction Machines permit in the Third Schedule. The association observed that it 

would amount to double taxation if the operators paid for each machine they were 

using for quarrying. 

The Committee observed that the charges were silent whether the permits were for 

quarrying machines or such machines that were used for hire and proposed to ensure 

that they were clear. The association proposed that the words „for hire‟ be included to 

differentiate machines used for quarrying and those hired for other works. 
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3.5.2 Memorandum by the Mr. Dickson M – A concerned Machakos County resident on one Single 

Business Permit for Liquor Outlets 

Hon. Speaker, the concerned Machakos County resident requested the multiple licenses 

required to operate liquor outlets be consolidated to one permit so as to maximize on revenue 

collection. 

3.5.3 Memorandum by the Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) 

Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) is the umbrella body for all 

business people. The Chamber of Commerce submitted memoranda on liquor licences, plot search, 

inspections fees, operating hours, police harassment and categorization of bars. 

The KNNCI made the following proposals:  

(i)      Alcohol pump license for KEG be scrapped as clubs were already paying liquor 

license thus double taxation. Penalty for unlicensed alcohol pumps (keg) was too 

punitive. 

(ii)     Plot search fee be scrapped. 

(iii)    Licenses for bars should be harmonized. Bars paid multiple licenses such as 

SBP, Liqour, Public health, MCSK and KRA among others. 

(iv)    Inspection and application fees be reduced from Ksh. 2,000 to Ksh. 1,000. 

(v)     Bar operation hours be increased to enable the businesses make some profits. 

(vi)    The police were moving around businesses soliciting for bribes and harassing 

those who did not cooperate and the County Government should look in to the 

matter. 

(vii)   The County Government should categorize bars according to sizes for purposes 

of charging licenses but not location alone. 

(viii)  The County Government should issue permits to approved bars and restaurants 

only. There were very many wines and spirits joints selling beers illegally and 

were open all day thus posing undue competition.  

  

4.0 COMMITTEE OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee considered the views of the public collected during public 

participation, submissions of the CECM for Finance and Economic Planning and the Memoranda 

submitted by various bodies.  

Based on these views, the Committee makes the following recommendations to be 

considered by the House during the Committee of the Whole House to amend the Bill: 

4.1 Hawking 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that the public had requested small scale hawker 

permit per month be reduced from Ksh. 200 to Ksh. 50 and also all categories of motorized hawkers 

per day be reduced by 50 percent. The Committee noted that it is more costly to collect revenue 

from hawkers because they keep on moving from one place to another and they can easily evade 

payment of the permit. In addition, SBP is less costly to collect and fairly hard to evade. Based on 

these facts, the Committee does not recommend amendments to hawking charges.  

4.2 Public Lavatories 

Hon. Speaker, there were no proposals received from the members of the public on 

lavatories. The Committee is therefore not proposing amendment to public lavatories. 

 

4.3 Non – Motorized Transport (Fees and charges on products) 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that the public had requested that traders using hand, 

oxen and donkey-drawn carts be exempted from paying fees because most of them were low income 
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earners. Bodaboda operators in rural areas also requested for reduction of yearly charges while those 

in urban areas requested for sheds, toilets and good roads. The Committee recommends that: 

(a)  Fees and charges for hand, oxen and donkey-drawn carts per month be zero rated as 

the business was operated by low income earners. 

(b)  Motorcycle permit per year in rural areas be reduced from Ksh. 2,000 to Ksh. 1,000. 

(c)   Motorcycle permit per day be deleted as it was difficult to collect and the bodaboda 

operators would easily evade its payment. 

 

4.4 Sand Transportation 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that some members of the public requested for 

increment of sand harvesting charges because of the negative effects associated with the activity 

while others requested for reduction of the charges as the activity was their occupation. The public 

further requested for proper management of sand harvesting including introduction of weighbridges 

in sand harvesting areas.  

The County Executive informed the Committee that sand dealers were using sand receipts 

from other Counties to carry sand in the County for free. Kitui, Kiambu and Nairobi had introduced 

some fees to curb the practice in their Counties. The Committee took the middle ground by not 

increasing charges for sand permits and instead increasing the penalties.  

Based on these views, the committee recommends as follows:  

(a)  Payment of sand coming from all areas other than Machakos County be as follows: 

i)    Lorry below 7 tonne (Direct) Ksh. 1,200. 

ii)   Seven (7) tonne lorry (sample, FSR, FVR) Ksh. 1,500. 

iii)  Eight (8) tonne lorry and above (FVZ, KUNGIA, CXZ): Ksh. 2,000. 

iv)  Semi-Trailer: Ksh. 2,500. 

(b)  Penalty on non-payment of sand permit be increased from Ksh. 30,000 to Ksh. 

100,000. 

(c)  Penalty for harvesting sand in un-designated areas be increased from Ksh. 30,000 to 

Ksh. 100,000. 

(d) Penalty for sand harvesting without sand permit per lorry be deleted as it was similar 

to penalty on non-payment of sand permit. 

(e)  Insert the words „for hire‟ immediately after the phrase „extraction machine‟ to 

differentiate them from those used by quarry operators in their business. 

(f)  Charges for Pink and white soils for all categories of lorries be doubled as proposed 

by the public. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Steve Mwanthi, on (a)(i) to (iv) is it per trip per day or per what period 

maybe for clarification for the rest of it. 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: It is per trip, Madam Speaker. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Every trip. 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Yes; coming from other areas other than Machakos County. 

 

4.5 Public Markets and Stalls 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that the public had proposed for zero rating of bows 

and related products, inclusion of cess for avocados and separation of fees for new clothes and 

second hand clothes. The Committee recommends that: 

(a)  Bows, quivers and arrows be zero rated. 
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(b)  Cess for 90 kg bag of avocados to be: urban Ksh. 60, peri-urban Ksh. 40, rural 

Ksh. 30. 

(c)  „Movement permit per head‟ be renamed „livestock movement cess per head‟ to 

distinguish it from permit issued by livestock officers certifying animals being 

moved from one area to another were healthy. 

(d)  The other charges remain as proposed in the Bill. 

 

4.6 Private, Residential and Commercial Rental Houses 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that permit on private residential and commercial 

houses was not clear who will pay the proposed fees. Residents may be forced to pay permit when 

living in their own homes. The Committee also noted that it was not clear how the County 

Executive will enforce payment of the permit as the landlords may refuse to pay which may affect 

the persons who have rented the premises. The Committee recommends: 

i)    That the title of this part be amended to read „rental houses.‟ 

ii)   Deletion of the words „private residential‟ in the sentence „permit on private 

residential and commercial houses.‟ 

iii)  The County should not bar tenants from paying for their licenses on the excuse that 

the landlord has not paid rental permit. 

 

4.7 Miraa / Muguka / Khat 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that majority of the members of the public proposed 

banning of miraa / muguka / khat trade in Machakos County or increasing charges due to its 

negative effects to the residents. The Committee also noted that banning of the trade would affect 

relationship of the County with those Counties where the product was a cash crop.  

The County Executive explained that they were not able to collect revenue when the charges 

were high because once the vehicles were impounded, the traders abandoned them and the product 

would spoil. The owners of the vehicles would then come to claim them explaining that they had 

been hired to transport the goods.  

Based on the above observations, the Committee recommends: 

(a)  That transportation permit per month of a vehicle be increased from Ksh. 10,000 to 

Ksh. 15,000. 

(b)  Insertion of miraa sellers permit per month per basin (karai) at Ksh. 1,000. 

(c)  That miraa health certificate per annum be increased from Ksh. 1,000 to Ksh. 1,500. 

(d)  The other charges to remain as proposed. 

 

4.8 Parks and Open Spaces 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed that traditional dance be zero rated at Mulu Mutisya 

garden to promote culture. The public also proposed increase of fees for political rallies to cushion 

the decrease. The Committee thus recommends the following amendments: 

(a)  That the words „traditional dance‟ be deleted in the sentence „traditional dance/ meeting per 

day (Mulu Mutisya Garden). 

(b)  That charges for Political rally per day be increased from Ksh. 10,000 to Ksh. 20,000.   

(c)  That the other charges remain as proposed in the Bill. 

 

4.9 Parking 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that KAM and some wards had proposed merging of 

parking fees and distribution / loading charges to be one for businesses that use own vehicles to 

deliver goods to their customers since they had paid SBP. The County Executive informed the 
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Committee that distribution was an independent business line just like manufacturing, wholesaling 

or retailing and required independent SBP.  

In addition, the public proposed reduction of parking fees for Canters as they had been 

moved out of the CBD and increase of the proposed parking fees at the Tala/ Kangundo and 

Mavoko municipalities. The Committee recommends: 

(a)  Parking per day for canters be reduced from Ksh. 500 to Ksh. 300. 

(b)  Distribution/ loading for trailer per year be reduced from Ksh. 50,000 to Ksh. 

30,000. 

(c)  Parking at for Tala/ Kangundo and Mavoko Municipalities be increased from Ksh. 

50 to Ksh. 100. 

(d) The other charges to remain as proposed in the Bill. 

 

Hon. Speaker: So this parking in (c) are is for what? What kind of vehicles for 

Tala/Kangundo--- 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: All vehicles using the designated parking. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Private vehicles? Saloon? 

 

Hon. Mwanthi:  Yes. 

 

Hon. Speaker: We note that. 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: 

4.10 Building Plans 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that the public had requested for reduction of all 

building plan charges by half so as to reduce cost building and attract more investors. The 

Committee observed that building plan approval was a major source of revenue and reduction may 

not yield the targeted revenue.  The Committee also observed issuance of title deeds was a National 

Government activity and it would be difficult to charge it. The Committee recommends:  

(a)    Deletion of issuance of title deeds charges. 

(b)   That the other charges to remain as proposed in the Bill. 

 

4.11 Parking Places and Omnibus/ Bus parks 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that Matatu operators had requested for construction 

of bus parks before they could start paying the proposed charges. The Committee does not 

recommend amendments to the proposed charges but urges the County Executive to look at the 

plight of Matuu, Tala and Mlolongo bus park operators as they are in poor conditions among other 

areas.  

 

4.12 Licensing of Premises and Trade 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that in 2019, revenue clerks charged traders in Peri-

urban areas application fees for small scale businesses Ksh. 600 instead of Ksh. 300. The 

Committee urges the County Executive to charge the correct fees as proposed in the bill and 

disciplinary action to be taken against any officer who charges otherwise.  

The committee further observed that there were proposals to reduce mobile money transfer 

and bank agencies charges. The Committee observed that the charges had been reduced in 2017 and 

reducing them further would be counterproductive. The Committee recommends that the charges 

remain as proposed in the Bill. 
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4.13 Learning Institutions 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed reduction of inspection fee and the Committee 

recommends that: 

(a)    Inspection per annum be reduced from Ksh. 3,500 to Ksh. 2,000 in all areas. 

(b)   The other charges to remain as proposed in the Bill. 

 

4.14 Advertising 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that advertisement was main source of revenue for 

the County thus reducing charges as requested by the public would mean reverting back to 

charging mama mboga. The Committee therefore does not recommend amendments to the proposed 

charges. 

4.15 Drainage and Sewerage 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee did not receive proposals of amendments in this section and 

therefore does not recommend amendments to the proposed charges. 

 

4.16 Taxi Cab 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee did not receive proposals of amendments in this section and 

therefore does not recommend amendments to the proposed charges. 

 

4.17 Business Permits 

Hon. Speaker, the public had proposed deletion of three (3) percent interest rate paid by 

defaulters of SBP as it would amount to double taxation. The County Executive defended the 

interest rate noting that traders will delay paying for SBP if the interest rate was removed. The 

Committee engaged the County Executive on the Presumptive Tax and the Chief Officer,  Finance 

and Revenue Collection informed the Committee that all County Chief Officers for Finance and 

Revenue Collection had informed KRA to collect the tax by itself. The Committee does not 

recommend amendments in this section. 

 

4.18 Quarrying 

Hon. Speaker, the public had requested cess for ballast and other crushed materials and 

application fees for quarry permit be increased. The County Executive informed the Committee that 

dealers in quarry materials had gone to court in 2019 to contest charges in the Machakos County 

Finance Act, 2019 but lost. Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM) informed the Committee 

that it had negotiated with County Executive to retain the rates which they were paying for two 

years. 

The Committee further observed that Quarry extraction fees per quarry annually had been 

reduced from Ksh. 250,000 charged in 2019 to Ksh. 3,000. To cushion this reduction, royalties on 

sale of ballast or other crushed materials at the rate of Ksh. 150 per tonne had been introduced. 

The Committee observed that changes to quarrying were minimal and proposes amendments 

as follows: 

(a)  Deletion of the in the phrase „royalties for sale of ballast / crushed materials per 

tonne (on site)‟ and replace it with the phrase „Quarry extraction fees for sale of 

ballast / crushed materials per tonne (on site) 

(b)  Deletion of the word „royalties‟ in the phrase „murram royalties‟ and replace it 

with the word „cess.‟ 

(c)  The other charges remain as proposed in the Bill. 
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4.19 Pounds 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that impounded goods were getting lost in the hands 

of inspectorate officers. The public said that inspectorate officers were misusing pounding fee and 

harassing them. The Committee recommends that: 

(a) Release form fee be reduced from Ksh. 750 to Ksh. 200. 

(b) Pounding of lorries, semi-trailers, Canters, buses, minibus, Nissans/ pick-ups, 

cars, sales vehicles, motorcycles and tractors should also be reduced by half. 

(c)  Pounding for building items per item, other equipment, impounded goods/ items 

per item be deleted. 

(d) Storage for impounded vehicles per night be reduced to Ksh. 500. 

     Other charges remain as proposed in the Bill. 

 

4.20 Slaughter Houses  

Hon. Speaker, the Committee recommends that: 

(a) Movement permit per animal be deleted in this area and inserted in Agriculture. 

Word „veterinary‟ be inserted after permit to differentiate it from movement permit-

cess. 

(b) The other charges to remain as proposed in the Bill. 

 

4.21 Liquor 

Hon. Speaker, the Kenya National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KNCCI) and Mr. 

Dickson (Concerned County resident) in their memoranda to the County Assembly requested that 

the various licenses required for operation of a liquor outlet be merged to one permit. The public in 

some wards called for increase of some liquor licences to discourage consumption while others 

requested for reduction so as to ease cost of doing business.  

The KNCCI also requested for reduction of charges related to KEG. The Committee having 

considered these views recommends: 

(a)  That all liquor related licenses be consolidated in to one permit. 

(b)  Deletion of land / plot search fee. It is misplaced here. 

(c)  Depot alcoholic drink license be reduced from Ksh. 50,000 to Ksh. 25,000 in peri 

urban and to Ksh. 20,000 in rural areas. 

(d)  Deletion of outdoor advertising; application fee, inspection fee, bill board up to 

4‟ x 4‟ and Bill board 5‟ x 5‟. It is misplaced here. 

(e)  Deletion of alcohol pump license (KEG) 

(f)   Deletion of Penalty for unlicensed Alcohol pumps (KEG) per outlet. 

(g)  The County Executive implements the Machakos County Liquor Licensing Act, 

2014. 

 

4.22 Control of Water Supplies 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee recommends that the charges be retained as proposed in the 

Bill. 

 

 

4.23 Refuse Receptacle and Collection 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee recommends that the charges be retained as proposed in the 

Bill. 
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4.24 Restaurant, Eating House and Snack Bar 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee recommends that the charges be retained as proposed in the 

Bill. 

4.23 Public Cemetery 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed reduction of fees for permanent grave for adult and a 

child. The Committee observed that there was a cheaper option of temporary grave--- 

 

Hon. Masesi: Point of order, Madam Speaker. 

  

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Cosmus Masesi. 

 

Hon. Masesi: Madam Speaker, 4.23 is coming twice; it is a repetition, Madam Speaker. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Yes; you are right. I expected another point of order. 

 

PROCEDURAL MOTION 
EXTENSION OF TIME 

 

Hon. Ndawa: Point of order, Madam Speaker. I am rising on Standing Order 27; it says that 

the morning sitting is supposed to be from 10.00 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. and in case the business is not 

likely to be concluded, a motion be moved that we extend. So in view of that, I seek that we move 

that we extend time to finalize the business at hand. Thank you, Madam Speaker. I call on Hon. 

Kisila to second my motion. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Brian Kisila. 

 

Hon. Kisila: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I second the motion. 

 

Hon. Speaker: We proceed. 

 

(The House resumed business as per the Order Paper) 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Point of order from Hon. Masesi is taken so I 

propose that to be 4.31. 

 

Hon. Speaker: No. It was 4.23, 4.24 then 4.23. So you re-number from 4.24 and it should 

be captured that there is that correction. 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

 

4.25 Public Cemetery 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed reduction of fees for permanent grave for adult and a 

child. The Committee observed that there was a cheaper option of temporary grave. The 

recommends that the charges remain as proposed in the bill and the County Executive to fence all 

public cemeteries in the County and keep them neat to show some respect for the dead 

 

4.26 Environment 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that there had been a lot of dumping of liquid waste 

in River Athi around Mavoko area and this should be discouraged. The Committee recommends 

that:  
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(a)  Penalty for dumping liquid or solid waste material be increased from Ksh. 100,000 

to Ksh. 500,000 to discourage pollution. 

(b) The other charges to remain as proposed in the Bill. 

 

4.27 Land rates 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee recommends that:  

(a)    Regularization and issuance of allotment letters be reduced from 10 per cent to 2 per 

cent of the current market value. 

4.28 Weights and Measures 

Hon. Speaker, the public requested for employment of County staff to be inspecting 

weighing scales. The public noted that the private inspectors were charging them high fees and 

proposed for reduction of some charges. The Committee recommends that:  

(a)  Application for inspection be reduced from Ksh. 300 to Ksh. 200. 

(b)  Inspection and calibration of counter weighing machines with 5 stones per annum be 

reduced from Ksh. 400 to Ksh. 300. 

(c)  The other charges remain as proposed in the Bill. 

  

4.29 Health 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee observed that Universal Health Care (UHC) charges will be 

rolled out in the entire country starting February, 2020. The Committee also noted that instead of 

penalizing citizens who have not enrolled with the UHC, the County should register them at the first 

facility of call when they report for treatment.  

The Committee further observed that there was need for a parent law on the UHC from 

which these charges can be drawn from. The Committee further noted that the charges were very 

many and needed more time to consider them and also undertake a benchmarking. This was 

informed by the demands of the public to amend certain items in the proposed charges like 

internship fees, P3 completion fees, postmortem costs among others. 

The Committee therefore recommends for further consultation on the charges with the 

Committee on Health and Emergency Services, CEC – Health and other stakeholders. 

4.30 Agriculture 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee recommends the charges remain as proposed. 

4.31 Single Business Permits (Schedule 4, 5 and 8) 

Hon. Speaker, the public proposed reduction of SBPs for butcheries, small filling stations, 

large trader / shop, retail store, kiosks and medium eating house. The Committee observed that large 

business enterprises and large industrial manufacturing industries needed to contribute more to the 

development of the County.  

The Committee recommends that: 

(a)  Single Business Permit (SBP) code 805 for large industrial plant be increased to Ksh. 

150,000 all areas. 

(b)  Single Business Permit (SBP) in rural area for following codes to be reduced: 

i)   Code 105: large trader be reduced from Ksh. 8,000 to Ksh. 5,500. 

ii)  Code 120: kiosk light reduced from Ksh. 1,600 to Ksh. 1,400. 

iii) Code 335: small filling station reduced from Ksh. 7,100 to Ksh. 5,500. 

iv) Code 552: medium eating house reduced from Ksh. 4,000 to Ksh. 3,500. 

v)  Code 558: butchery with roasted meat reduced from Ksh. 4,000 to Ksh. 

3,500. 

(c)    Single Business Permit (SBP) in peri-urban area for following codes to be reduced: 

i)   Code 105: large trader be reduced from Ksh. 10,000 to Ksh. 7,000. 
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ii)  Code 120: kiosk light reduced from Ksh. 2,000 to Ksh. 1,900. 

iii) Code 335: small filling station reduced from Ksh. 7,500 to Ksh. 6,500. 

iv) Code 552: medium eating house reduced from Ksh. 5,000 to Ksh. 4,500. 

v)  Code 558: butchery with roasted meat reduced from Ksh. 5,000 to Ksh. 

4,500. 

(d)   The other charges remain as proposed. 

   
5.0 GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee makes general recommendations as follows:- 

1.   The County Government be issuing traders with permits and licenses after paying for 

them instead of asking them to display payment receipts in their premises as they 

were required by other institutions such as banks, application for government tenders 

among others. 

2.   The Department of Finance and Revenue Collection should map out towns stated in 

Schedule 5 (peri-urban) and Schedule 8 (urban) to avoid overcharging traders outside 

these areas but within the ward which has a peri-urban or urban town. 

3.   Revenue officers should charge what is provided in the Act once enacted and 

disciplinary action should be taken on those charging otherwise. The County should 

also train revenue officers on the use of the Act. Revenue officers should wear name 

tags and carry identification documents when they go round business premises 

collecting revenue. 

4.   Service delivery should be improved to match revenue collected from respective 

sectors of the economy. The County should improve roads leading to quarries, 

construct toilets in public markets, and construct bus parks and fence livestock 

markets. The Department of Finance and Economic Planning should ensure each 

ward had operational revenue office which was adequately staffed. 

5.   The County Executive should ensure proper policies for management of sand 

harvesting were in place before opening sand harvesting. 

6.   The County Executive should publicize the Act and make it available at the ward 

offices before its use. 

7.   The County inspectorate should avoid harassing and victimizing business people and 

they should act professionally. The officers should not move from one business 

premise to another without a Revenue Officer. 

8.   The revenue  officers or inspectorate  should  not  impound items  and  goods 

collected from traders who  do  not have trade licenses  or  have not  displayed them 

in the premises. 

9.   Persons Living with Disabilities should be exempted from paying fees and charges 

prescribed in the Act once enacted subject to presentation of National Council for 

Persons with Disability Kenya (NCPDK) documents. 

 

6.0 CONCLUSION 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee is grateful to the Office of the Speaker and that of the Clerk to 

the County Assembly for the support accorded during the Committee sittings and facilitating the 

Committee to retreat. The Committee further acknowledges the valuable input given by the Hon. 

Members of the Assembly at different meetings held with them. 

The Committee further appreciates the County Executive Committee Member for Finance 

and Economic Planning for his submissions and recommendations to the Bill. The Committee is 

thankful to the Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM), Mr. Dickson M (the Concerned 

Machakos County resident), the Kenya National Chamber of Commerce (KNCCI) and all members 
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of the public for submitting memoranda and giving valuable views on the bill during public 

participation. 

I wish to express my appreciation to the Hon. Members of the Committee who sacrificed 

their time to participate in the activities of the Committee and in preparation of this report. 

It is therefore my pleasant duty and privilege, on behalf of the Committee on Finance and 

Revenue Collection to table this report on the Machakos County Finance Bill 2019 in this Hon.  

House for consideration and adoption. Thank you, Hon. Speaker. 

 

(Applause)  

  

(Question proposed) 

 

Hon. Speaker:  Hon. Members, I believe now this is the time that you would proceed to 

debate of the report to discuss.... there is a mix up; just a moment. 

 

Hon. Speaker consulted with the Clerk at the Table) 

 

Hon. Members, I told you that people have been on long holiday but at least I did not go on 

long holiday mentally, so I have proposed the question Hon. Members and it is time for you to 

debate but allow me to give you some guidance Hon. Members as you go into the debate, 

particularly on the report.  

Hon. Members remember the process that we are undertaking is seeking to raise funds for 

the County Government to be able to give services and you remember that the CRA makes a 

condition on how much revenue you raise locally would determine how much you get from the 

National Government; have that in mind. 

Secondly, Hon. Members, you need to balance the need for raising fund with easing business 

or encouraging business in the county and having in mind the hard economic times that the 

government has always talked about and the people of Kenya are experiencing.  

The other issue is consideration of the public views because you went round; the public 

should feel that you heard them and should see you putting into effect what is possible out of what 

they proposed and then Hon. Members there is also the issue of taking deterrent measures through 

finances.; you have concerns on environment you know that, you have concerns on the health-

related issues particularly on issue of Miraa and the youth and children and then also you have the 

issue of gabbling slots and pool tables.  

Then on the report itself Hon. Members, just to guide you on needed corrections; if you look 

at page 25, on the issue of title deeds and building plans. I have noted that the proposal is a deletion 

of the charges for issuance of title deeds. Please, you cannot do that. Remember the County 

Government owns property and the County Government leases that property. 

What is confusing is that the County Government will give leases but the person who 

process the lease is the National Government but the National Government remains the owner so 

that it would give leases to investors within the county of its land and that is title. So the County 

Government will still need charges to facilitate issuance of leases which you can call titles to 

facilitate issuance of titles to the people that it has given leases. So think about when you are 

debating the issues of deleting it is going to bring problems. 

Then, on page 27, on the issue of quarrying; remember you have made your decisions and 

the House is still to debate but remember you need to think about a levy for correcting the damage 

that is done through this process. I know a number of you have lost electorates particularly children 

when they go to swim in abandoned quarry sites which are left open even cows get in there and 

other animals and they die. Think about rehabilitation of the land; think about the roads that you are 

loading on to the County Government.   
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Then on page 29 on public cemeteries; note there is a duty that you need to do as part of the 

County Government. In Machakos County, we don‟t have a legally-existing cemetery. There is a 

process of setting up a public cemetery in the law and there is also a process of setting up a dump 

site in the law so you don‟t have any legally set up cemetery or dump site.  

Those are things you need to think about and what recommendations you can mark as you 

debate on this important law. So, Hon. Members, let us now go into the work. Hon. Ndawa‟s hand 

was up; please go ahead.  

  

Hon. Ndawa: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I will start by congratulating the committee and 

more so the chairperson for bringing such an elaborate report. Madam Speaker, we have passed so 

many Finance Bills since we came here but for me the one before this House is now what we call 

business-friendly Finance Bill; so this is the best according to me. 

 

(Applause) 

 

Madam Speaker; the issues raised during the public participation have all been tackled and I 

have gone through when the Chairperson was reading or was taking us through we have seen that 

the views of the electorates and the business people were considered. So, Madam Speaker, I want to 

say heko to that committee for considering the views of the electorates.  

Madam, Speaker there are some issues that I want to talk about which have been raised in 

the recommendations of the committee and I think all the recommendations given by the committee, 

I think these are the best remedies for the problems we have in Machakos. 

Madam Speaker apart from being a Member of County Assembly for Matuu, I am also a 

business person and for a business person to survive in business, we must have a business-friendly 

Finance Bill and I believe it has come. Madam Speaker, recommendation No. 1 talks about issuance 

of the permit; for the last two years we have been paying for the licenses but we have not been 

issued with the permits. 

The receipts that we get fade within a very short time. If you are asked to produce the receipt 

maybe after three months you cannot be able to read the contents of the receipt. So, Madam 

Speaker, the recommendation is very clear and I am very sure it‟s going to address the problem. 

That receipt is not an official document that you can present before any bank to secure a loan and 

Madam Speaker, you know in business you may not have all what is required in your business; you 

need to go and borrow somewhere so that permit is going to assist us to acquire loans from 

banks.  Madam Speaker, I agree 100 per cent in that recommendation.  

Recommendation No. 2, Madam Speaker, talks about some towns which are mapped and 

reflect as if they are in urban but they are not; they have cited an example of few towns one is in 

Matuu, that is Kavandini. Kivandini is a very small town and there is not much activity in that town 

and the way the Finance Bill has recommended I also agree with it, with the 

committee recommendation. If you charge that particular person the way you are charging in Matuu 

town, honestly we are going to be unfair so the recommendation is also accepted and agreeable.  

Madam Speaker, the other issue which the committee has emphasized on is about the issue 

of the inspectorate officers confiscating goods from the traders. Madam Speaker, in this we need to 

get the clearance from you or the assurance from you; do the inspectorate officers have capacity to 

confiscate goods from the traders? If you are selling green vegetables, they pick them in the 

morning they keep them in their office then they return to you when they are dry. Do they have 

capacity to do so?  

  

Hon. Speaker: You are the ones who are now passing the law; what is pounding? pounding 

or storage fees implies the situation that you find me selling this in the wrong place you take it away 

and go and charge me and find me then you collect it and you pay money for that.  
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Hon. Ndawa: Madam Speaker, thank you for the advice but there is something we call 

circumstantial or circumstances which lead to that. Maybe you have displayed your goods to sell, 

you have gone you have obtained the goods from somebody who.. you buy from somewhere to 

come and sell in the market, you give all you have to that seller, then you come with nothing in your 

pockets to sell--- 

  

Hon. Speaker: You will sell in the designated market.  

  

Hon. Ndawa: Yes In the designated market then that particular time you are asked to pay 

Ksh. 100 and in your pockets you have nothing; you request that revenue officer to give you at least 

an hour to sell the first bunch---  

Hon. Speaker: We don‟t go that way Mheshimiwa Ndawa. If you pass the law and say okay 

for anyone who have just gotten to the market they will be given time to sell a bit so that now the 

money they can pay; can you enforce that? Even as an officer, how will you know who has just 

come in and who has not? If you pass a law on tax, it must be paid when it is needed; either you 

borrow from somebody because you don‟t borrow from the government, you borrow from your 

friend and pay the government, you carry on with your business.  

If not so you don‟t come so what we need to discuss now is it Ksh. 100 or is it Ksh. 50.  

  

Hon. Ndawa: Thank you, Madam Speaker. You know we are in those markets and we see 

the problems that face our people, Madam Speaker. So I am just requesting that we are going to pass 

it as the committee has proposed but we kindly request our revenue officers to be human. If you 

come to me and there are other five traders after me, if I am not ready, why don‟t you get from that 

then you come to me without going far.  

  

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Ndawa, there was a meeting that we sat with The Governor and the IG, 

and the Governor requested that the IG facilitates the training of enforcement officers. When you 

hear there is that forum, please go and talk to them so that they can also be humane. Now what you 

do this time is to pass this amount or that amount the rest will be left now for that other forum.  

  

Hon. Ndawa: Thank you, Madam Speaker. my contribution is that whatever has been set by 

the committee or whatever has been agreed by the committee I do support because the county need 

funds to do a market shed in Matuu, do a bus park in Matuu, do something else and we if denying 

the county monies means that we are denying ourselves services.  

So, Madam Speaker the other bit that I would wish to talk about is about this Miraa and 

Khat, the committee has set and the executive has set the fees for transportation of that Khat and 

that Miraa. Madam Speaker it is my proposal that the public health department should also come in 

and should be involved to set means of transporting that particular product. Madam Speaker this 

Khat is transported using these Probox cars and they are driven very fast so if the reason they are 

giving is that they just want to reach the market before the product becomes dry, why don‟t we 

improvise we say that we have a big vehicle which can carry Miraa and we have a fridge in that 

particular ninii so that even if you travel the whole day, your product is secure. 

So, Madam Speaker, I am requesting so as to save the lives of our people on our roads, if we 

can come up or we can propose that we set and we declare that the speed limit should be observed 

and we come up with that idea of vehicles fitted with fridges, I am very sure we will have saved 

ourselves and we will have saved our people. Madam Speaker, the document is 100 per cent correct 

and I do support it. Thank you.  

  

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Ndawa. I will come to you Hon. Minority Leader; Hon. 

Majority Leader.  
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Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Let me also applaud the committee of finance 

and the Chairmanship for the good work they have done in a short time. As you know Madam 

Speaker, this was done in two weeks so I applaud them on that. Madam Speaker, I am a bit 

concerned on the quarry; this is on page 27. Madam Speaker, as we all know the people of Kiambu 

will talk about coffee, the people of Kiambu will talk about tea because that is what makes them 

have revenue to run their counties. 

 Madam Speaker, in Machakos County we produce a lot of ballast and sand and mostly in 

these quarries, as I have experience because most of them are in Mavoko municipal and most of 

them are in my ward, I will feel they are not doing justice to this county; the quarry miners. Madam 

Speaker, in Kinanie we had proposed the license of mining any quarry to be paying permit of Ksh. 

500,000 and the reason was.......those are the views of the people of Kinanie.  

The reason was we feel that they are doing a lot of damage on our houses because they are 

using substandard explosives which are not recommended by the government and they have done 

damage to the houses. When you go to Kinanie dispensary some of the rooms we are not using 

because they are condemned because of the mining which is going around. Madam Speaker, same 

people of Kinanie are complaining about the roads. As their Hon. Member, every day and every 

time, they call me talking about the roads. Who is damaging these roads? These roads are damaged 

by lorries carrying ballast and quarry materials. 

Madam Speaker, let me be frank. Unless there is some hidden agenda on quarries, we are 

getting nothing on quarries. With my first experience and Hon. Kisini who was a worker when I was 

councilor in Mavoko Municipality in 1997 to 2000, Hon. Kisini was working that office of revenue 

and he can ascertain how much we used to collect. Madam Speaker, the quarries were about 20 that 

time, we have about 40 quarries which are doing mining in Athi River. 

 Madam Speaker, unless we get good revenue from these miners to make our roads, we will 

blame the government of today for nothing. Those lorries most of them they don‟t pass through the 

weighbridge and they are overloaded. So, Madam Speaker, for I said that we must collect revenue 

based on what God has given us. I said Kiambu were given coffee and tea, here in Machakos 

County we were given ballast that is we have the best ballast in Kenya. 

So, Madam Speaker, as I come from that area whereby every day and night we don‟t sleep 

because of lorries carrying ballast, as far as we are also talking about investment, yes but when you 

go to those quarries most of them they are using machineries we cannot talk of them having 

employed anybody. You will find in the quarries there are about two people because they use the 

machinery they do the crushing, they put on a crusher then there is a loader to load then you come 

with your lorry, so we cannot say these investors are helping Machakos people. 

Madam Speaker, let this House will focus on where to collect revenue and what is coming 

from that and what advantage we have from those companies. Madam Speaker, sometimes back I 

was talking about these quarries and I said we can find a way of getting a lot of revenue 

from........Last year the same time we had the Finance Bill, I had talked much about these quarries. 

Madam Speaker, if we can focus on these quarries very well, we can collect enough revenue 

and then the mama mboga will be free. I believe a Muhindi sitting in Nairobi or any investor of 

those areas and then making more billions because everybody who want to know about the quarries 

which is going on in Mavoko, just go to Kangundo road and then you go to Kinanie road; you will 

see lorries after every minute--- 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Point of information. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Point of information from Hon. Steve Mwanthi 

  

Hon. Mwanthi: Thank you, Madam Speaker and I appreciate that member is so much 

concerned on that and it is an issue that has been taken care of very well by the committee by the 

introduction of Ksh. 150 per tonne on that same page. This is money that should be paid by the 
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quarry owners and Madam Speaker, if you calculate Ksh. 150 by 15 tonnes, you will find each and 

every lorry will now be supposed to pay Ksh. 2250 over and above what was being paid.  

If you calculate that you will find a quarry maybe doing like 50 trucks per day that quarry 

will be paying over Ksh. 100,000 per day other than even getting the half a million per year that 

means we will even be earning more than whatever the members of public had anticipated. 

 

(Applause) 

 

So it is very well taken care of and the other charges the older charges for the cess of the 

trucks have remained. That will mean a lorry will be paying like almost Ksh. 5,000 per trip and that 

will make more money than even we anticipated. My calculation shows me that it will be more, we 

will be getting Ksh. 700 million from those quarries each and every year. Thank you, Madam 

Speaker. 

 

Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I am very much informed. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Majority Leader, that was a point of information. Hon. Ngunga, you 

have another point of information on the same issue? 

  
Hon. Ngunga: Thank you, Madam Speaker and the whole House. I want to appreciate the 

committee for the good work they have done but while at that again I want to caution the House that 

while we are talking about raising revenue, remember again the consumers of the products we are 

talking about are also local. Suffice to understand that most of us use these quarry materials in our 

building. 

I understand that as you put it, the owner of the quarry will actually pass the same to the 

consumer and the consumer is me and you and the people we represent so that we have to do a very 

serious business. While I agree with the Leader of Majority that our roads are at stake, while we also 

agree our environment is at stake, we need to balance as a House and realize the same excess we are 

talking about is going to be passed to us.  

Most of us are in construction business and we know what is taking place. Today what used 

to be Ksh. 20,000 delivery of ballast is now going to turn out to be Ksh. 30, 000; who is going to be 

paying this, Madam Speaker? It is me and you. Thank you. 

  
Hon. Speaker: Hon. Member, Majority Leader and the members who have just spoken, 

what we are discussing here is about balancing interests and very soon I will also ask the House here 

to make a fact-finding mission on the effects of quarrying activities in Kinanie. I live there myself 

and I am not hiding that I am already in court having sued because my House is crumbling. 

What they do is blast, I guess they use excessive blast and the whole place shakes. Even five 

kilometers away; you cannot hide your responsibilities because very soon you will be called to 

address catastrophes in the area and I am actually glad the Hon. Member Majority Leader 

mentioned even the health center not even individual homes even the health center. These are some 

of the things you need to balance perhaps and also rehabilitating the environment. I mentioned to it 

you know Haller Park in Mombasa. 

Why do you not insist that once a quarry is decommissioned, let them plant trees what do 

they give back to the public? What is their corporate social responsibility? Do they dig boreholes for 

that area to give to the people water? Some of these things you cannot run away from. As for the 

damage to the homes and so on a number of us are in court so let the court make a decision but 

again there is also a role you need to address and you would not know until you are there and see 

and see an establishment like this one crumbling because the whole earth is shaking every time a 

blast is done. 
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You saw what happened in Thika. I think the County Government in Thika...Kiambu the 

people rioted and took action. They said no you cannot do this so that is part of the debate some of 

the considerations we make and we can continue the points of information having being given. We 

are still on Majority Leader; Hon. Jacinta if it is not part of the debate let the Hon. Majority Leader 

finish and then we will come to the Hon. Minority Leader and the other members. 

  
Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. The information which I got from the 

chairperson and from Hon. Ngunga; yes I have gone through I have seen the Ksh. 150 per tonne. 

Madam Speaker, what I am talking about here I am talking with a lot of experience and Madam 

Speaker, the weight the people of Kinanie and Mavoko are feeling could not be felt by somebody 

else who is away from Kinanie. This is a document but what I am saying Madam Speaker, the 

damage to our roads has been done is very big. 

Madam Speaker, yes I agree Ksh. 150 per tonne will be more than the Ksh. 500,000 permit 

but in Kinanie we said they pay the Ksh. 500,000 and also because this is cess also pay cess. There 

is a difference between cess and permit, Madam Speaker. The business permit we said should 

be Ksh. 500,000 then a cess of Ksh. 150 per tonne and I can read very well and I know what we 

recommended. So, you cannot say because you are collecting Ksh. 150 per tonne then say that a 

license should be Ksh. 3,000. To me, my observation is that it is not clear. 

Secondly, the committee could have come out and said the method of collecting 

this Ksh. 150; yes I have seen somewhere but it is not clear Madam Speaker, because as we are 

talking we might sit here pass the Bill and we pass it for somebody to make money. For example, 

the method being used now; when I was a councillor in Mavoko 1997, we used to have vehicles 

moving, lorries and everything which municipal had and we had no other revenue other than the 

quarries. In 2002, revenue from ballast and quarries was Ksh. 2.5 million a day and the records are 

there. 

Today if we go very high is Ksh. 800 (??) a day and today Hon. Speaker, we have more 

quarries than those times. What happened? That is the question. Madam Speaker, I agree with the 

committee Ksh. 150 but the method of collecting that Ksh. 150; are we going to have those workers 

we see them with yellow kabuti coming on the roadside and instead of being given a receipt, they 

take the money, they put in the pocket and the lorry goes. Are we going to collect the money for this 

county?  

The Committee should also think of recommending how that money will be collected. 

Madam Speaker, still on that because that is where I feel we should leave the mama mboga in 

Machakos free and get that money from those investors. The information from Hon. Ngunga I 

receive it well but what percentage are we consuming in Machakos of those materials? It is actually 

two percent. 

We are not talking about the stones from Kathaana, we are not talking about building 

materials from Karusha we are talking about the ballast that is now building Nairobi, Kiambu and 

Kirinyaga and around Muranga. This is where Machakos can collect a lot of revenue. Madam 

Speaker, I am talking about this with a lot of authority and experience on those quarries. 

I also do construction but when you compare the percentage consumed locally and we also 

we have our old ladies who do manually and they do better because it is on a limestone they do 

better ballast that the one we get from Athi River. They have done it in Mwala, Katangi and I have 

seen it all over those are also investors because they are doing it and we are building with those 

materials so the issue Madam Speaker, of saying it will be passed to the consumers of Machakos the 

percentage is very small. 

The lorries which come down here; there is one out of 20 and 20 going to Nairobi/ Kiambu. 

I challenge the Hon. Members to calculate the price of tea leaves one packet, you calculate a packet 

of coffee because we do not grows those commercially then now you come back do Kiambu people 

say a pack of Ksh. 20 of majani will be passed to the consumer. It is irrelevant. Let us be realistic 

and collect revenue. 
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(Applause) 

  

What we have in Machakos and what God gave us it is better stone for quarries. Better 

stones for construction and then in Kinanie we propose that Madam Speaker, for the building stones 

which are locally here, those are small miners. We do not want to collect anything there because 

they pay permit at a lower rate because we all need the stones. When you go to Kiambu they have 

their own mining area. They have a lot of quarries around Thika.  

Madam Speaker, I want to make our people free from chasing these mama mboga for Ksh. 

10 and the committee of finance can do it and make it the mama mboga can go free so for Hon. 

Ngunga for the burden to be passed to the consumer so he can but sukuma free; instead of Ksh. 5, he 

can now buy at Ksh. 2. 

  
Hon. Speaker: So that the mama mboga does not pay but Mheshimiwa Ngunga will still 

pay for the sukuma. 

  
Hon. Muendo: Sukuma but instead of Ksh. 10, Ksh. 2 because mama mboga is not paying 

rate. I mean--- 

 

(Laughter) 

  
Hon. Speaker: Hon. Members, I personally attended the public participation in 

Mlolongo/Syokimau. Mlolongo has also part of the quarries and the quarry association members 

attended and we were trying to find out how many lorries visit those quarries. A member of that 

quarry said over 1,000 one day and I asked him one day? He said yes because he was saying the 

charge of Ksh. 1,600; what is Ksh. 1,600 they were paying per lorry and then he told us that one 

lorry makes three trips in a day so if you do just a simple math Ksh. 1,600 they were saying that is 

what they were paying. He was trying to argue on reduction of the charges. We asked how much 

you pay and how many lorries visit the quarry in a day. 

He said over 1,000 and so if you take just the minimum of 1,000 lorries and then remember 

they are passing on those roads which are never done; in fact, they also said they want the roads 

done that is the people who operate the lorries because they are saying they are getting a lot of break 

down on the lorries. So they said Ksh. 1600 multiply by three and 1,000 it comes to Ksh. 4.8 million 

per day. That is just the minimum per day that is what should come to the county if we were 

collecting by way of....what do you call that charge? Cess, yes by way of cess and that is the bare 

minimum actually he was saying 1,500, 2000 lorries per day. 

So you can see we are sitting on gold mines; we are so rich Machakos. If we emphasized and 

collected the money we would have really good roads and hospitals. Maybe Hon. Majority Leader 

can be going towards winding up so that then.....Members just hold your horses you contribute on 

your points so that--- 

  
Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I thank you because you attended and you 

heard yourself what I am saying here is the truth on the ground in our area. Madam Speaker, I will 

propose on these quarries that we collect that cess on site. The method of doing it is very easy. 

Every quarry had got a weighbridge which is electronic and the moment an investor or a customer 

comes and buys the ballast, it has to go through the weighbridge. It is for this county to invest a bit 

on IT whereby they can link those electronic weighbridges with their revenue collection office in 

Athi River so you just see what is happening daily. 

 

(Applause) 
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If we continue this way of getting Ksh. 150 on a receipt to somebody wearing a 

yellow kabuti on the way. In fact, most of the people they wear yellow kabutis and then they collect 

cess because nobody knows who is there and who is coming from the county. So Madam Speaker, I 

propose also that this county government of Machakos because that is where we need a lot of 

revenue, we do all the roads which are going to the quarries and then we do central point we put our 

own weighbridge also if the owners of the quarries maybe thinking of dealing with kind of fraud 

then we will be knowing how many lorries in a day have passed there. 

It is very easy in this digital world; you can have a weighbridge with a camera which will be 

seeing in the office of Jacinta when she is sited in the office; the lorry registration number and the 

time and the tonnage when you are still in Machakos. So it is very easy it is only because we do not 

want to invest in that I suppose there should be someone within these quarries; sorry to say. So 

Madam Speaker, on quarries I think we need also to be serious on that. Madam, Speaker, I am not 

through, I want to go to industries. 

  
Hon. Speaker: Okay just try to hurry up so that we can also have other views. 

  
Hon. Muendo Yes, but you know Majority Leader Hon. Speaker, has got a lot of time 

because what I am talking here is sense and should be taken with a lot of weight. 

 

(Laughter) 

  
Hon. Speaker: Let us go on Hon. Majority Leader. 

  
Hon. Muendo: Madam Speaker, let us go to page 30 on the industries. The committee, (a) 

single business permit code 805 when you go to you booklet you will see for large industrial plants 

be increased to Ksh. 150. This is large; what are large industries? Golden Africa is in my ward and 

most of them are in my ward Kinanie. Golden Africa has got 3,000 workers. I went there to see the 

human resource manager about enquiring whether they have employed from Machakos. You just 

wonder when you go there. 

The personnel manager is a Luhya, the assistant manage is a Luo and I think the other person 

third is a Kikuyu. How are they going to employ a Kamba? No way. They also have their people so 

Madam Speaker, when I look and say we recommend and the KAM comes and then says we are 

blah blah blah. If the committee could have gone there because that is a private entity, it is a 

company we are not chasing anybody, they could have asked for the turn out in a year how much 

money they make comparing to what they pay to this county. 

Madam Speaker, the same I am talking about whereby we can collect a lot of revenue; 

Golden Africa is supplying cooking oil, cooking fat and also soap. I was just giving an example then 

you say that company should pay Ksh. 50,000 for 12 months. We are seated here and Hon. Dan has 

a club called 3Ds he pays also Ksh. 50,000 with 20 workers. That is 3,000 workers; six lines of 

different oil being manufactured exported to Uganda, given to our Armed Forces. It is all over 

Africa then we sit here and say mama mboga Ksh. 10, bodaboda Ksh. 200. 

  
Hon. Ngunga: Point of order. 

  
Hon. Muendo: Madam Speaker, let me finish I am almost winding up. 

  
Hon. Ngunga: Madam Speaker, I feel obliged. 

  
Hon. Speaker: Just a moment. 
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Hon. Ngunga: I feel obliged to correct the Hon. Member on the floor that here we are 

talking about revenue and there is a difference between revenue and you know there are bodies here. 

This is a county government and we have the Kenya Revenue Authority. It is the KRA that will be 

doing what Hon. Majority Leader is saying. When you go for example you talked about...what body 

is this you talked about that employs 3,000...Golden Africa. Golden Africa the KRA will be there at 

their gates--- 

  
Hon. Speaker: Hon. Ngunga, you are also out of order. We are not talking of taxation; we 

are talking of license to do business. 

 

Hon. Ngunga: That is where I am. 

  
Hon. Speaker: Hon. Ngunga, hold on. We are saying that if it is a big enterprise and it is 

making money, there is a way you can charge the license to cushion the small traders who are 

within the county and who are most likely the majority. If you look at Kenya Power its billing 

system you notice that for industries like that, they charge a lot of money but for you who is in the 

house and using one bulb almost nothing you pay because they subsidize your rate. 

That is how they do it in the business so we are talking of permits to do business in the 

county and not taxation on the profits that you make. We need to be clear about that but remember 

we also said we need to be sure that we can have, retain investors we must be friendly. We must 

make it possible for them to do business but they should also pay for doing business in the county. 

Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Sometimes Hon. Ngunga who I respect--- 

 

(Laughter) 

  
Hon. Speaker: Hon. Majority Leader can you finish your submissions because we also 

have--- 

  
Hon. Muendo: Who is a teacher--- 

  
Hon. Speaker: Please finalize do not go in that direction. 

  
Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I was saying; thank you for that guidance. I 

was saying the permit not the work of KRA in this business. The permit which is supposed to come 

from the county should not be as little as Ksh. 50,000 a year. Madam Speaker, I would like also to 

request the county government of Machakos, the executive, that when they want to bring this 

Finance Bill to bring it when there is time so that the committee can go benchmarking. 

The committee could go to Nairobi County and know how much we collect from Firestone 

which is a big industry then come to KAPA which is just about 500 meters and see how much they 

pay. That will guide us on quarries they go here in Kitengela, there is a quarry, Kajiado there is a 

quarry they compare the prices because I know they are higher. So Madam Speaker, on industries I 

am a bit not happy because first of all, the question of large industries Ksh. 150,000; what is a large 

industry? We need also to clarify. 

  
Hon. Mwanthi: Point of information. 

  
Hon. Speaker: Point of information on large industry; what is it? 

  
Hon. Mwanthi: Yes. Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

  
Hon. Speaker: On the number of persons employed. 
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Hon. Mwanthi: You see you will realize that code 2805--- 

  
Hon. Speaker: They will give the numbers; population. 

  
Hon. Mwanthi: They have given the population and it is meant for factories that are in peri-

urban areas and again on the same all those big companies, when you go to the Bill itself, there is 

the payment for social cost of harmful behaviour for environmental health pollution (noise and air) 

and safety management to the community by cement and other polluting entities per annum is put at 

Ksh. 11 million, Madam Speaker. 

  

Hon. Speaker: So that is on the other charges? 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Yes, other than the Ksh. 150,000 that is for SBP. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Let us finalize on this aspect Hon. Majority Leader because we need to 

move forward. 

  

Hon. Muendo: Yes, Madam Speaker. I will still go back to the chairperson; this is very 

important because when we say Ksh. 11 million, can you be clear who is going to collect the Ksh. 

11 million. 

 

Hon. Speaker: It is still the county government nobody else. It is still part of the taxation by 

the county government. It is still to come from the county government. 

  

Hon. Muendo: Madam Speaker, Ksh. 11 million is collected on what? Is it on permit--- 

 

Hon. Speaker: You will go back to the Bill Hon. Majority Leader because there is still a 

penalty when you damage the environment and they say the polluter pays heavily even in the 

national law on environment. Is that what you are talking about Hon. Chair. 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: In fact, Madam Speaker, this is not a penalty; the penalty to companies 

dumping liquid is Ksh. 25 million. The Ksh. 11 million will be a charge and it is on page 133; it is a 

levy so they are supposed to pay. 

  

Hon. Speaker: When you pay an insurance cover Hon. Majority Leader, when you pay 

insurance cover all of you who have vehicles; there is a levy that you are charged to facilitate 

training on insurance matters. So this is a kind of levy to take care of the environment.  

 

Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. There is still a grey area on that because I am 

talking about the permit which is paid in a year by the industries and that is what I am looking for 

because there is a lot of talk in that area that there are some industries who will do what we call 

corporate social responsibility to the people but Madam Speaker, to me it is not clear, these 

industries, how much do they pay to this county. 

The reason, I have been to Mavoko where the industries are for the last 30 years and I can 

tell you even some of the industries don‟t pay cess; I don‟t want to quote any because it was passed 

in this House that they will be doing some things for the county government so they should not be 

paying and that is in record. Madam Speaker, when we talk about this and that, I know what is 

going on these industries. Our people are not employed but we are not getting enough revenue from 

these industries.  
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As I wind up, I would like, we are not competing but I am talking of something which can 

help this county to collect more money; the best thing is for the committee also to go benchmarking 

first and find out how many industries we have and how much money because it is not something 

which is hidden, comes in the county in a year from those industries. That is what I am saying, 

Madam Speaker. Thank you. 

 

Hon. Speaker: How much do you propose for the Business permit, from Ksh. 150 to how 

much? 

 

Hon. Muendo: Madam Speaker, this is money which we know will be paid because our 

inspector will see whether the permit has been paid, I propose in Kinanie Ksh. 500,000. 

 

Hon. Speaker: That is quarrying and we are now on the industries……that is Golden 

something. 

 

Hon. Muendo: Golden Africa. 

 

Hon. Speaker: How much in your view would be proper? 

 

Hon. Muendo: Should be Ksh. 1 million per year. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Steve, what is the permit you said the industries pay? Is it Ksh. 50,000 

or Ksh. 150,000? So we move from Ksh. 150,000 to? 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: This is for the companies in peri-urban areas, I was trying to get the ones 

for Mavoko to see how much and I understand I think it is Ksh. 250,000 the one which is indicated 

here. 

 

Hon. Speaker: What we are debating here must be captured well also for purposes of the 

amendment that we are going to have going forward. For Mavoko is urban. Yes it is Ksh. 150,000 

for all areas and now the majority Leader in his contribution he is proposing how much per permit? 

 

Hon. Muendo: I am proposing Ksh. 1 million for urban for the large industries because the 

small ones are scattered all over but we have major ones. We can start with the ones which are 

making a lot of money. 

 

Hon. Speaker: I am being told last year it was Ks. 50,000 so now the proposal was to 

increase to Ksh. 150,000. We are talking in English and we don't talk like that. Hon. Jeremiah you 

are not in the market; you are in the Assembly. 

 

Hon. Munguti: My opinion, I propose they pay Ksh. 1 million. 

 

Hon. Speaker: But we are just guiding you in the last year it was Ksh. 50,000 now it was 

proposed Ksh. 150,000 and now the opinion of the Member who is on his feet finalizing is Ksh. 1 

million. Capture that. 

 

Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. As I wind up, I want to give an example of 

how those industries treat us. We went to one of the industries as a House--- 
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Hon. Speaker: Hon. Majority Leader, take my guidance. Let us not bring other issues so 

that if it is about the employment and how it is, let us be fair to them. You can do a motion but not 

in this sitting. 

 

Hon. Muendo: Okay, Madam Speaker. I propose Ksh. 1 million and for the committee to do 

an audit and know how many industries we have in Machakos and how much how they pay and 

they categorize  big or medium, because that has not been done and there are others that are 

growing. So, Madam Speaker, with all that, I say the committee has heard what they should improve 

and what they should do. Thank you, Madam Speaker.   

  

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Majority Leader. Hon. Minority Leader. 

  

Hon. Kamitu: Thank you very much, Madam Speaker. I want to be very brief because the 

Majority Leader has really given us a brief and it is on this strength that when we are talking about 

the committee for finance, it is a committee that is mandated to bring such a report so that we may 

have good revenue collection. 

I want to give my comments on the general recommendations on page 32; this is also in 

relation to the revenue collected and I would kindly ask the Members to check on recommendation 

No. 4 where they are asking about service delivery should be improved to make revenue collected 

from respective sectors of the economy. I am also to what the Majority Leader has said, those areas 

if the county government is collecting money from those quarry or ballast areas, and in our 

residential areas Madam Speaker you are aware we have got the quarry areas where we mine items 

like stones and hardcores. 

I am saying this because the county is not giving out a return in regard to those roads. Those 

lorries, in fact, pay the taxes to our revenue officers and when you ask for remedy like improving 

the roads because I am talking about residential areas where it is densely populated and the problem 

we get is that the roads have been made impassable. 

So, my question; as a committee what is our oversight mandate in regard to where such 

lorries are paying a lot money to the county and the roads that are used by those lorries are 

impassable, they are in a very deplorable state. So, Madam Speaker, my humble request is that 

revenue collected in those areas there should be a kick back to the residents. 

 

(Applause) 

 

I am talking of a good example like Katine in my area in Tala and in Kathaana where Hon. 

Ikusya belongs; in our area, the temperatures on the ground like now in the rainy season are very 

high because some in instances like when we have burial functions, we are even using ox carts to 

carry coffins Madam Speaker, and the government is collecting money from the lorries. So what are 

we going to do? 

My humble request is that, we have made very good recommendations but then as a House 

what are we supposed to do as a committee. You have given us very good recommendations but you 

should also come out in our recommendations the way we are supposed to oversight because that is 

one duty of this Assembly. Those returns that are supposed to be made in those areas as a committee 

we should also have an Oversight committee which should be going round to see--- 

  

Hon. Mulatya: Point of information, Madam Speaker. 

  

Hon. Speaker: You want to inform him that we have an implementation Committee? 

  

Hon. Mulatya: No. 
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Hon. Speaker: Hon. Whip, why don‟t you just let the Hon. Minority Leader finish. 

  

Hon. Mulatya: It is important for him. 

  

(Laughter) 

  

Hon. Speaker: Okay, go ahead. Is it for Hon. Minority Leader or for the House? 

  

Hon. Mulatya: Yes, the government representative. Madam Speaker, I think what he is 

talking about, the committee has elaborated very well but the committee has said let them form 

some Saccos there to monitor all these things for the kickbacks he is talking about. All those 

Saccos--- 

  

Hon. Speaker: A kick back is a negative thing. 

  

Hon. Mulatya: Yes because in my ward we have cooperative Saccos so they are working 

very well down there so I am telling him to tell his people to go and form---  

  

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Mulatya, you are not even assisting. You are making things worse 

because Hon. Minority Leader is very much on point. Personally, you House have also failed me as 

your Speaker; I had to pay money out of my pocket to repair my road because it had been damaged 

by the same trucks you are talking about. So what he is saying is, if those trucks have paid money, 

let the money be ploughed back to those roads so that you don't have to pay money out of your 

pockets to do the roads and I think that is what you are talking about on oversight. 

  

Hon. Mulatya: Point of information, Madam Speaker. 

  

Hon. Speaker: No I will not take it Hon. Whip; please rest. 

  

Hon. Kamitu: As I continue, Madam Speaker, look at No. 4; the county should improve 

roads leading to the quarries, construct toilets in the public markets because our traders there are 

also paying money. So we need the toilets. Construct bus parks, the matatus they are also paying 

and fence livestock markets because people who trade with livestock they are paying money. So 

something should be ploughed back to the community. 

Madam Speaker, on the same note, very good recommendations by the committee and we 

are talking about the Executive ensuring proper policies. Who are supposed to make these policies? 

The Executive and us as an Assembly. So is there any follow up in regard to those policies because 

as legislators, we are the people who are supposed to legislate on those policies that regard revenue 

collection.  

You have also said the revenue officer should also be trained--- 

  

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Minority Leader, there is information coming and let it be information 

in one second; Hon. Majority Leader. 

  

Hon. Muendo: I wanted to inform the Minority Leader that these policies originate from 

Executive and then we tackle them; the first time we came in to the Assembly there were about 16 

policies which were listed by the Governor, we have not seen any. Thank you Madam Speaker. 

  

Hon. Speaker: Now, Hon. Majority Leader, that information is also offside because I heard 

the Minority Leader say well that the Executive and this Assembly and the Assembly as an 
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oversight body; have you written to ask for those policies. What have you done? That is why I said 

you are failing in your oversight as an Assembly. 

  

Hon. Kamitu: Thank you Madam Speaker for the same guidance; I don't know whether my 

point well. We are also saying that the Executive should train the revenue collectors. As an 

Assembly there should also be a follow up to ensure that revenue officers who are on employment 

are well-trained so that they do their mandate how it is supposed to be done. 

You heard what the Majority Leader what he was saying that in areas where you see these 

revenue collectors, they are only wearing the uniform but are they actually carrying out their rightful 

duty in regard to revenue collection because in any Government revenue is paramount to run the 

economy of the county. So my contribution was as an Assembly, as oversight and legislators, we 

should go out and ensure that policies made by the Executive are implemented and followed by this 

Assembly. Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

  

Hon. Speaker: Thank you Hon. Minority Leader. Hon. Museku, Chair of Chairs. 

  

Hon. Museku: Thank you, Madam Speaker 

  

Hon. Speaker: Members kindly, just a moment Hon. Museku; let us start summarizing our 

contributions because if it has been said, let the government use money which it collects, do you 

need to say it again because I will be forced now to cut you short; remember we still have a report 

on appointments today as another business. If we go at this rate we will not finish. So, Members if I 

find you are taking unnecessary long, I will cut you short because we need to save on time. Hon. 

Chair of Chairs. 

  

Hon. Museku: Thank you, Madam Speaker, for giving me this time to air my views. I am 

giving thanks to the Chair and the committee of finance for the report they have done on finance 

issues or how our government is going to collect finances. A few issues I would like to highlight; 

one of them is sand harvesting. We have talked about sand harvesting, permits, penalties and all 

these. Remember we also are supposed to be having sand harvesting sites or areas specifically 

demarcated for sand harvesting. 

We need to be seeing in this Finance Bill licences being issued to authorize sand harvesting 

areas so that we can be able to curb sand scooping along the roads. If we come up with a permit and 

we say we are going to be designating specific areas as sand harvesting areas, which will mean 

therefore that we are giving licenses for an area to be able to give sand, then if a lorry wants to carry 

sand from a specific area, then it will have to be quoting the permit of the truck will be saying the 

specific permitted area where the truck is supposed to carry; not just a permit because the minute 

you are given a sand permit you even collect from along the road. 

So, I would like the committee to have a look at that and see whether we can be able to 

introduce permits for sand harvesting itself. 

  

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Chair of chairs, you can do that as a House. How much would you 

propose from your view to be charged for such sites so that it can be included in the Bill. You know 

you are the ones who are making this law; insert what you think we should include. 

  

Hon. Museku: Yes. My suggestion would be, because it depends on the site, the committee 

will need to do verification on the ground and go and find out the size of the areas that are permitted 

for sand harvesting because if you charge a flat fee and then you find for example there is somebody 

who is carrying in Mwala or Masinga as an example--- 

 

(Hon. Kisila spoke off record) 
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Hon. Speaker: Hon. Kisila, nobody gave you the permission to respond and remember he is 

not addressing Hon. Chair of Chairs 

  

Hon. Museku: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I was just giving an example; that some areas 

will have more sand than others so maybe we can say if it is this area; the fee is this much; if it is 

this area the fee is this much. This will also force our youth who have been harvesting that sand to 

form Saccos so that they can be able to jointly get a permit for their area and that will end up giving 

those Saccos legal employment and avoid sand scooping all over the place if the committee could be 

able to do that this will be able to assist. 

  

Hon. Speaker: The proposal Hon. Chair of Chairs is that the committee has an assignment 

and we are capturing this on the HANSARD to go back and do more work on the Bill which will 

call now for an amendment to the Bill which we will have to pass today. Are we in agreement on 

the issue of charges on sand sites? Remember on the time you have for application of this Act. Have 

that in mind. Hon. Chair of Chairs you can continue.  

  

 Hon. Museku: Thank you, Madam Speaker. The other item which I needed to talk about I 

think you have already mentioned it is on the CSR issue, in as far as the Companies who are being 

given licenses for quarrying. The large Companies doing quarrying need to have a corporate social 

responsibility which needs to be directed by us. Normally what they do is that they will go and take 

a wheelchair, buy two wheelchairs for the physically disabled and go and then their PR person will 

go and take a photo handing over two wheelchairs and it will be out in their office as part as their 

cooperate social responsibility.  

I know there is the Ksh. 11 million which has been put there for licensing but that is for the 

large manufacturing farms. I am talking about the quarries; they need to be directly told these 

quarries here construct a school here, construct a health facility here, construct a polytechnic here so 

that the quarries which are there can contribute jointly and actually come out with the public utility 

which once the quarries are gone and the holes are left gaping, we can say we have holes gaping but 

at least we have a hospital here which was constructed by these people.  

  

(Applause) 

  

I am talking from experience because I was working in Tanzania when Buhemba gold mine, 

Nyamongo, Kabangoniko gold mine were being commissioned and two years down the line, the 

Government had to enforce to force those companies who are mining gold there to come out to 

build schools, construct hospitals for the local people there otherwise the gold goes and the local 

people are left with gaping holes.  

So, it is important for us to ensure we enforce cooperate-social responsibility not leaving 

them to determine what CSR to do but for us to guide them in what CSR we intend them to put up 

because I have said that they always take small pictures and they put them in the newspapers and 

they show they are doing CSR which is not correct.  

The other final thing which I would like to talk about is, we have talked about echoing what 

the Chair of finance has said, yes it is a good thing that now we have introduced Ksh. 150 per 

tonnage which will definitely double the revenue which we are collecting from the quarries. There is 

a report which is going to be tabled before this Assembly soon by the ad hoc committee on how to 

enforce that. We have come out with recommendations on how to collect both the revenue which is 

being collected from outside and how to make sure that the Companies themselves are remitting this 

Ksh. 150 which we are supposed to be collecting.  

If it is implemented, we should be collecting Ksh. 5 million a day from those quarries. Ksh. 

2.5 million from the trucks, Ksh. 2.5 million from the quarry owners, that is Ksh. 5 million and that 
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is Ksh. 1.8 billion a year from one source. Even if the other source gives you Ksh. 2 billion, you are 

talking about an average revenue collection of Ksh. 4 billion.  

Our budget this year was Ksh. 4.6 billion. So we should have been able to finance our own 

budget from our own local revenue collection but as the Majority Leader said, the biggest challenge 

we are going to have is to ensure that we come out with internal controls, systemic controls which 

are going to ensure that the county Government collects all the revenue that it is supposed to collect 

from those areas. 

  

(Applause) 

  

If that happens, Hon. Members, I am very sure we are going to be able to come out with 

good policies that can be able to assist this Government. So, Hon. Members, I do not have much to 

say but to thank the Committee and say that they have done a good job and if this Bill is 

implemented I am very sure we will be heading in the right direction. Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: Thank you, the Chair of Chairs. Hon Mueni. 

  

 Hon. (Ms.) Mueni: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I am supporting the words of the Majority 

Leader of forgetting about the mama mboga revenue because we are having so much money in the 

sand and in quarries. Madam Speaker, by December the people of Mheshimiwa Chair of Chairs at 

my place in Mumbuni were carrying sand and putting at my gate. I went to the executive--- 

  

 Hon. Speaker: They were protesting? 

  

 Hon. (Ms.) Mueni: Yes. I went to the Executive and I was given two vehicles. When I came 

with them they just went down to the river. The whole river is at Manza, they are carrying sand 

there. So, I was about to be killed the following night because they just told me they want the lorries 

which are carrying the sand. I had to keep quiet because over the night they were saying we do not 

want that kamama to hear us and they are at my gate.  

So, they did nothing but even now if you go there, you will find those people carrying that 

sand. So, those people at the market or those people who are having the yellow kabutis can go to all 

the rivers around and they will be getting the money that they are looking for from the market. They 

will get hundreds and millions of money from the rivers but not going around disturbing the women 

who gave you people the votes. 

  

(Applause) 

  

They are just giving you the Ksh. 5 that they have and they are the women who stood on the 

line for a whole day even the Mheshimiwa for Kiima Kimwe, they are there and they are not talking 

about those mamas of sukuma. So, you have to consider the people who brought you here but mot 

the rich men who are................if Mheshimiwa Ngunga was here, they are considering the people 

who are carrying the changarawe; the big people and the changarawe for building the houses. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: Hon. Mueni, you are mixing the language. Changarawe, you mean the sand? 

  

 Hon. (Ms.) Mueni: Yes. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: Okay.  

  

 Hon. (Ms.) Mueni: So, Madam Speaker, mine is to say that, the committee of finance need 

to think about what the Majority Leader has said about the women for mbogas that they should 
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forget about that money and they go round. Even on the roads, there are people getting sand and I 

think Mheshimiwa Chair of Chairs, you have to go to that place of yours and see. Even very soon 

my house will be carried away by water. The water is coming down so you need to be very careful 

and go there and check. 

  

 Hon. Museku: Point of information! 

  

 Hon. Speaker: Hon. Museku, you have been challenged on the environmental degradation 

caused by sand scooping or harvesting in your Ward. 

  

 Hon. Museku: Yes, Madam Speaker. I am thanking the Hon. Member, for what she has 

said. If you heard in my contribution, it was geared towards the elimination of that. I talked about, 

we need to give licenses to permitted sand harvesting areas. The rivers which are in my area cannot 

qualify to be a sand harvesting area. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: They scoop? 

  

 Hon. Museku: They scoop. All the rivers there are scooping. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: That is why Mheshimiwa Mueni is saying the river is coming towards her 

house because it is being dug. 

  

 Hon. Museku: That is why I am saying we need to introduce that so that we can ensure that 

nobody is given a permit to do sand scooping in areas that are like that. Otherwise, unless we do 

that, these are called Kasinga people and they are a little bit tough. We are trying to find ways of 

enforcing it. Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: Hon. Museku, when you are at that, there is a page that I was shown on this 

Bill which is supposed to address the issue of sand yard but by the way, it is but I do not think it is 

what Mheshimiwa Museku is talking about because you have seen the sand yards are put around 

Mlolongo and other places that gave the name to Mlolongo, I do not know whether this what is 

addressed on page 133? It does not look very adequate in the line of the submissions of the Hon. 

Chair of Chairs. 

   

 Hon. (Ms.) Mueni: Madam Speaker. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: Hon. Mueni, you will finish. Let him finish because he was on a point of 

information. 

 

 Hon. Museku: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I think these are two different things. What you 

are talking about there is a sand yard or sand deposit business. Sand yard, you know the people on 

the roadside who bile sand there? That is what we call a sand yard; sand deposit, same thing. Those 

are the people who are being targeted here. What I am talking about here is sand harvesting permits 

or licenses for the people who are going to get it from the source. That is what we need to put here. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: So, Hon. Mueni, please finalize. 

 

 Hon. (Ms.) Mueni: Madam Speaker, I do not know whether there are people who talked 

like the Minority Leader who can tell those people of the Executive because he is the one who is 

from the side of the Government to go just now to my place and see the people who are there. Every 
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day they take more than 20 lorries and the water is coming down to my place. So, Madam Speaker, I 

think you have to take action about this. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: That is the work we also have the Committee on Environment and I have 

challenged that committee to also visit areas like Kinanie where there is a problem of quarrying. 

That committee should also visit the area of Hon. Mueni who is talking about the issue of scooping 

and the river moving towards her house. It is a serious challenge that we have, Hon. Members. So, 

Hon. Majority Whip. 

 

 Hon. Mulatya: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Mine is very short. One, there is this issue of 

sand coming from other places other than Machakos. That means maybe if the lorry is coming from 

Embu County coming to another, that passing through. It is very good that they have brought this 

idea of charging them but we should also check these people have already paid cess in those other 

Counties and we might also overcharge them and they go to court and then we end up not getting 

any money from them.  

Like now they have indicated that we get Ksh. 1,200 from them. I feel if these people have 

also paid, we are supposed to be a little bit lenient with them so that they will not go to court and we 

will not get that money. 

  

 Hon. Munguti: Point of information. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: I will just ask the Hon. Whip to suggest the amount. 

 

 Hon. Mulatya: Ksh. 800 will be appropriate. There is also this other issue of extraction 

machines. They have talked of a permit for excavator. You know there are different machines or 

excavators; we have the large, mini, so it was also good to put like which one? If it was the bigger 

machine, it is this amount, like my own, it is the mini-excavator and paying Ksh. 10,000 I think will 

be unfair also. 

To wind up, we have the best document right here and I applaud the Chair and the 

Committee and we know the Chair is very hardworking and very smart; we applaud you for that. 

Madam Speaker, after we finish this document we are going down for implementation by the 

Executive and this is where corruption comes in.  

I do not like corruption; you will find out down at the roots, Village Administrators, Ward 

Administrators do not know their work and they will take this document and they start 

implementing themselves by extorting money from people who are constructing and all these kind 

of things.  

So, it is the work of the Executive to put down even if it means to train these people so that 

at least the revenue clerks are the ones implementing this document because the work of Village 

Administrators is unknown and you find they are extorting too much money from there. Thank you. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: Implementation is an issue. Hon. Kiteng‟u. 

 

 Hon. Kiteng‟u: Thank you, Hon. Speaker. Mine is on liquor and it is brief because I want to 

go directly to the night club charges and this is on page 15; (iii), (ii) and (i) on liquor. Hon. Speaker, 

I will go with the proposals of the Executive for night club Ksh. 70,000 which also the traders had 

requested that also although as a committee we used the guidance from the Clerk Assitants because 

of the public participation that we had but most of the Committee Members also agreed that we just 

do it at Ksh. 50,000 but as a House, I have a different opinion with the amount being Ksh. 50,000 

per night club charges, we will have night clubs everywhere and we will find most of the peri-urban 

they will also have night clubs and a lot of noise and to control this issue of drinking in our 
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community, I will go with the proposal of and I requested the House we will go with the proposal of 

the Executive which is Ksh. 70,000 so that we can be able to control this business. 

The other one is health. Hon. Speaker, as a committee we saw that it is not good as per the 

people‟s views of these charges that have been imposed but in my Ward whereby I am at the border 

of two Counties whereby in the side of Kivaa Location, I have a Level III facility and I border Embu 

County, in Kithyokoo Location I border Kitui County. Hon. Speaker, I must attest like on 15th 

December, 2019 we received medicine from the County Government of Machakos whereby we 

received enough that can be able to cater for my people for like three months but in three weeks 

because 70 percent we were treating people from Kitui County and in that connection I see to it that 

as a House we make sure that we agree with the rates and charges which have been put or imposed 

by the Executive and we try to advise the people of Machakos, people who reside from Machakos, ti 

register with the Universal Health Coverage so that they can enjoy free treatment. Thank you, Hon. 

Speaker. 

  

 Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Kiteng'u. Hon. Members, I call upon the Mover of the 

Motion to reply. 

 

 Hon. Mwanthi: Thank you, Hon. Speaker and Hon. Members. As a committee, many of the 

things that have been raised by the Hon. Members, have or will be captured in the report as we 

move on at making sure that the County Government of Machakos gets the best rates for 

Development. But Madam Speaker, I would like to highlight on something small before I sit on the 

issue of sand harvesting. You see we have the Sand Harvesting Act, 2014 that has been highlighted 

on our document that it should be followed especially No. 3.  

It is indicated just on top after the headline and this is what number three states; the object 

and purpose of this Act is to provide for a legislative framework for regulating sand harvesting and 

in particular to: 

a. Require the registration of sand dealers and sand harvesting associations. That is one, 

it has been captured by the committee and Members have also raised the same. 

b. Estimate sand harvesting areas, sand harvesting hours and sand transportation 

methods. That is something we feel if followed well, if implemented we can be 

heading somewhere on that issue. 

c. Provide for an institutional framework for management and regulation of sand 

harvesting 

d. Provide for rehabilitation and protection of the environment from harmful effects of 

sand harvesting and related activities. 

e. Provide for benefit sharing and investing back to the community part of the revenue 

collected from sand harvesting. 

f. Enable communities to participate in the management of sand harvesting. 

I believe if all that is followed and then in the inclusion of sand harvesting permit, we will 

go somewhere and that issue will not be there. So, thank you, Madam Speaker and Hon. Members. 

  

(Applause) 

  

 Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Chair, Finance. 

  

(Question put and agreed) 

  

(Applause) 
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(The Bill was read a Second Time and committed to a Committee 

of the whole House today by leave of the House)  

  

Mr. Clerk, proceed. Hon. Members, I believe that we are on Order No. 10? We are just 

through with Order No. 2. Sorry, we are on Order No. 9 which is going to lead us to the Committee 

of the Whole House. 

 

(Then) 
  

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE HOUSE 
 

(Order for Committee read) 

 

[Hon. Speaker left the Chair] 

 

IN THE COMMITTEE 

 

[The Chairperson (Hon. Museku) took the Chair] 

 

THE MACHAKOS COUNTY FINANCE BILL, 2019 

   

Hon. Chairperson: Hon. Members, I think we are finalized with the consultations we were 

doing here and we may just go ahead and continue with the Committee of the Whole House. Mr. 

Clerk, proceed. 

 

(Clause 2 agreed to) 

 

(Clauses 3 to 356 agreed to) 

 

(Schedule 1 and 2 agreed to) 

 

Schedule 3 

 

Hon. Mwanthi:  Mr. Chairman, I beg to move:- 

        THAT, Schedule 3 be amended as follows:-  

  

1. NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORT  

THAT under “NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORT” classification and category be 

amended by as follows–– 

 

(a) By deleting  the  figure “100” relating to non-motorized  transport (fees and  charges  

shall only be applicable on the product) “for hand carts per month” in urban  areas ; 

(b) By deleting  the  figure “100” relating to non-motorized  transport (fees and  charges  

shall only be applicable on the product) “for hand carts per month” in  peri-urban  

areas; 

(c) By deleting  the  figure “100” relating to non-motorized  transport (fees and  charges  

shall only be applicable on the product) “for hand carts per month” in  rural  areas; 

(d) By deleting the figure “100” relating to non-motorized  transport (fees and  charges  

shall only be applicable on the product) “for  Ox- Cart (Donkey) per month” in  urban   

areas; 
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(e) By deleting the figure “50” relating to non-motorized  transport (fees and  charges  shall 

only be applicable on the product) “for  Ox- Cart (Donkey) per month” in  peri-urban   

areas;  

(f) By deleting the figure “50” relating to non-motorized  transport (fees and  charges  shall 

only be applicable on the product) “for  Ox- Cart (Donkey) per month” in  rural   

areas; 

(g) By deleting the figure “30” relating to  “boda-boda  Motorcycle  per  day” in Urban 

areas; 

(h) By  deleting the figure “30” relating to  “boda-boda  Motorcycle  per  day” in per-

urban  areas; 

(i) By deleting the figure “30” relating to  “boda-boda  Motorcycle  per  day” in  rural 

areas; 

(j) By deleting the figure “2,000” relating to  “boda-boda  Motorcycle  per  year” in  rural 

areas  and  substituting therefor the  figure “1,000” 

 

2. SAND HARVESTING/TRANSPORTATION CESS 

THAT under “SAND HARVESTING/TRANSPORTATION CESS” categorization be 

amended –– 

 

(a) By deleting the  expression “Payment (Registration)of sand coming from All Areas 

other than  Machakos County.8  Tonne Lorry and above”  

(b) By  deleting the figure “ 1,200” relating to  “Payment (Registration) of sand coming 

from All Areas other than  Machakos County.8  Tonne Lorry and above in urban  areas; 

(c) By deleting the figure “ 1,200” relating to  “Payment (Registration) of sand coming 

from All Areas other than  Machakos County.8  Tonne Lorry and above in peri-urban  

areas; 

(d) By deleting the figure “ 1,200” relating to  “Payment (Registration) of sand coming 

from All Areas other than  Machakos County.8  Tonne Lorry and above in rural  areas; 

(e) By deleting the  expression “Payment (Registration)of sand coming from All Areas 

other than  Machakos County.8  Tonne Lorry and above”  

(f) By  deleting the figure “ 1,500” relating to  “Payment (Registration) of sand coming 

from All Areas other than  Machakos County.8  Tonne Lorry and above in urban  areas; 

(g) By deleting the figure “ 1,500” relating to  “Payment (Registration) of sand coming 

from All Areas other than  Machakos County.8  Tonne Lorry and above in peri-urban  

areas; 

(h) By deleting the figure “ 1,500” relating to  “Payment (Registration) of sand coming 

from All Areas other than  Machakos County.8  Tonne Lorry and above in rural  areas; 

(i) By deleting the  figure “20,000”  relating to “penalty on non-payment  of  sand” in 

urban areas  and  substituting therefor  the figure  “100,000” 

(j) By deleting the  figure “20,000”  relating to “penalty on non-payment  of  sand” in 

peri-urban areas  and  substituting therefor  the figure  “100,000” 

(k) By deleting the  figure “20,000”  relating to “penalty on non-payment  of  sand” in 

rural areas  and  substituting therefor  the figure  “100,000” 

(l) By deleting the  figure “30,000”  relating to “penalty for harvesting  sand in 

undesignated  areas” in urban areas  and  substituting therefor  the figure  “100,000” 

(m)By deleting the  figure “30,000”  relating to “penalty for harvesting  sand in 

undesignated  areas” in peri-urban areas  and  substituting therefor  the figure  

“100,000” 
(n) By deleting the  figure “30,000”  relating to “penalty for harvesting  sand in 

undesignated  areas” in rural areas  and  substituting therefor  the figure  “100,000” 
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(o) By deleting the   figure  “100,000”  relating to “Penalty for sand harvesting without 

sand permit per lorry” in urban areas 

(p) By deleting the   figure  “100,000”  relating to “Penalty for sand harvesting without 

sand permit per lorry” in peri- urban areas 

(q) By deleting the   figure  “100,000”  relating to “Penalty for sand harvesting without 

sand permit per lorry” in rural areas 

 

 

3. PINK SOIL  AND  WHITE  SOIL 

THAT under “PINK SOIL AND WHITE SOIL” categorization be amended –– 

(a) By deleting the  figure “1,000”  relating to “permit per 7 tonne  Lorry per trip”  in 

urban areas and substituting therefor the  figure “2000” 

(b) By deleting the  figure “1,000”  relating to “permit per 7 tonne  Lorry per trip”  in 

peri- urban areas and substituting therefor the  figure “2000” 

(c) By deleting the  figure “1,000”  relating to “permit per 7 tonne  Lorry per trip”  in 

rural areas and substituting therefor the  figure “2000” 

(d) By deleting the  figure “1,000”  relating to “permit per 8 tonne  Lorry per trip”  in 

urban  areas and substituting therefor the  figure “2000”; 

(e) By deleting the  figure “1,000”  relating to “permit per 8 tonne  Lorry per trip”  in 

peri-urban  areas and substituting therefor the  figure “2000”; 

(f) By deleting the  figure “1,000”  relating to “permit per 8 tonne  Lorry per trip”  in 

rural  areas and substituting therefor the  figure “2000”; 

(g) By deleting the  figure “2,000”  relating to “permit above 8 tonne  Lorry per trip”  in 

urban  areas and substituting therefor the  figure “4000”; 

(h) By deleting the  figure “2,000”  relating to “permit above 8 tonne  Lorry per trip”  in 

peri-urban  areas and substituting therefor the  figure “4000”; 

(i) By deleting the  figure “2,000”  relating to “permit above 8 tonne  Lorry per trip”  in 

rural  areas and substituting therefor the  figure “4000”; 

(j) By deleting the  figure “3,000”  relating to “permit for trailer  per trip”  in urban  

areas and substituting therefor the  figure “6000”; 

(k) By deleting the  figure “3,000”  relating to “permit for trailer  per trip”  in peri-urban  

areas and substituting therefor the  figure “6000”; 

(l) By deleting the  figure “3,000”  relating to “permit for trailer  per trip”  in rural  areas 

and substituting therefor the  figure “6000”; 

 

 

4. PUBLIC  MARKETS  AND STALLS  

THAT under „PUBLIC MARKETS AND STALLS” categorization be amended –– 

(a) By deleting the  figure “5” relating to “bow and arrow” in urban areas 

(b) By deleting the  figure “5” relating to “bow and arrow” in peri-urban areas 

(c) By deleting the  figure “5” relating to “bow and arrow” in rural areas 

(d) By deleting the  figure “3” relating to “bow ” in urban areas 

(e) By deleting the  figure “3” relating to “bow ” in peri-urban areas 

(f) By deleting the  figure “3” relating to “bow ” in rural areas 

(g) By deleting the  figure “3” relating to “arrow ” in urban  areas 

(h) By deleting the  figure “3” relating to “arrow ” in peri-urban  areas 

(i) By deleting the  figure “3” relating to “arrow ” in rural  areas 

(j) By deleting the  figure “3” relating to “quiver” in urban  areas 

(k) By deleting the  figure “3” relating to “quiver” in peri-urban  areas 

(l) By deleting the  figure “3” relating to “quiver” in rural  areas 
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(m) By deleting the   expression “movement permit per  head”  and substituting therefor 

the  words “livestock movement cess per head” 

 

5. PRIVATE, RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL RENTAL HOUSES 

THAT under „PRIVATE, RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL RENTAL HOUSES” 

categorization be amended –– 

(a) By deleting the  words  “PRIVATE, RESIDENTIAL &”  from the expression 

„PRIVATE, RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL RENTAL HOUSES” 

 

6.  MIRAA/MUGUKA/KHAT  

THAT under „MIRAA/MUGUKA/KHAT” categorization be amended by–– 

(a) By  deleting  the  figure “10,000” relating to “transportation permit per month” in 

urban areas  and  substituting therefor the  figure “15,000”; 

(b) By deleting  the  figure “10,000” relating to “transportation permit per month” in 

peri-urban areas and  substituting therefor the  figure “15,000”; 

(c) By deleting  the  figure “10,000” relating to “transportation permit per month” in 

rural areas and  substituting therefor the  figure “15,000”; 

(d) By deleting  the figure “1,000” relating to “miraa  health Certificate  per annum” in 

urban areas  and  substituting  therefor  the figure “1,500” 

(e) By deleting  the figure “1,000” relating to “miraa  health Certificate  per annum” in 

peri-urban areas  and  substituting  therefor  the figure “1,500” 

(f) By deleting  the figure “1,000” relating to “miraa  health Certificate  per annum” in 

rural areas  and  substituting  therefor  the figure “1,500” 

 

7. PARKS  AND OPEN  SPACES  

THAT under “PARKS AND OPEN SPACES” categorization be amended by–– 

(a) Deleting the words “Traditional  Dance” appearing immediately before  the  expression 

“Meeting per day (MULU MUTISYA GARDEN)” 

(b) By deleting the figure “10,000” relating to “Political rally per day” in urban  areas. 

 

8. PARKING  

THAT under “PARKING” categorization be amended by–– 

(a) By deleting the  figure “500”  relating to “canter per day”  in urban areas and substituting 

therefor  the figure “300”; 

(b) By deleting the  figure “50”  relating to “parking fee(street) at   Mavoko,Tala/Kangundo 

municipalities saloon car per day” in urban areas and substituting therefor the figure 

“100”; 

(c) By deleting the  figure “50”  relating to “parking fee(street) at   Mavoko,Tala/Kangundo 

municipalities saloon car per day” in peri-urban areas and substituting therefor the figure 

“100”; 

(d) By deleting the  figure “50”  relating to “parking fee(street) at   Mavoko,Tala/Kangundo 

municipalities saloon car per day” in rural areas and substituting therefor the figure 

“100”; 

(e) By deleting the  figure “50”  relating to “parking fee(street) at   Mavoko,Tala/Kangundo 

municipalities pick-up per day” in urban  areas and substituting therefor the figure “100”; 

(f) By deleting the  figure “50”  relating to “parking fee(street) at   Mavoko,Tala/Kangundo 

municipalities pick-up per day” in peri-urban  areas and substituting therefor the figure 

“100”; 

(g) By deleting the  figure “50”  relating to “parking fee(street) at   Mavoko,Tala/Kangundo 

municipalities pick-up per day” in urban  areas and substituting therefor the figure “100”; 
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(h) By deleting the figure “50,000” relating to “distribution/loading trailer per year” in urban 

areas  and  substituting therefor the figure “30,000”; 

(i) By deleting the figure “50,000” relating to “distribution/loading trailer per year” in peri-

urban areas  and  substituting therefor the figure “30,000”; 

(j) By deleting the figure deleting the figure “50,000” relating to “distribution/loading trailer 

per year” in rural areas  and  substituting therefor the figure “30,000”; 

 

9. BUILDING PLANS  

THAT under “BUILDING PLANS” categorization be amended –– 

(a) By deleting  the   phrase “title deed issuance/registration” 

(b)  By deleting the  figure “2,000” relating to  “title deed issuance/registration” in urban area; 

(c) By deleting the  figure “2,000” relating to  “title deed issuance/registration” in peri-urban 

area; 

(d) By deleting the  figure “2,000” relating to  “title deed issuance/registration” in rural area; 

 

10. LEARNING  INSTITUTIONS 
THAT under “LEARNING INSTITUTIONS” categorization be amended by –– 

(a) By  deleting  the  figure “3,500” relating  to “ inspection  per  annual” in  urban areas  

and substituting therefor the  figure “2,000” in urban areas; 

(b) By deleting  the  figure “3,500” relating  to “ inspection  per  annual” in  urban areas  

and substituting therefor the  figure “2,000” in peri-urban areas; 

(c) By deleting  the  figure “3,500” relating  to “ inspection  per  annual” in  urban areas  

and substituting therefor the  figure “2,000” in rural areas; 

 

11. QUARRYING  
THAT under “QUARRYING” categorization be amended –– 

(a) By deleting  the expression “Murram royalties”  and  replacing it with  the  word 

“Cess” 

(b) By deleting the  expression “royalties for sale of ballast / crushed materials per tonne 

(on site)”  and  replacing it  with the  expression “Quarry extraction fees for sale of 

ballast / crushed materials per tonne (on site)” 

 

12. POUNDS  

THAT under “POUNDS” categorization be amended –– 

(a) By deleting the  words “enforcement/security fee” 

(b) By deleting the figure “5,000”  relating to “enforcement/security fee”  in urban  areas; 

(c) By deleting the figure “5,000”  relating to “enforcement/security fee” in peri-urban  

areas; 

(d) By deleting the figure “5,000”  relating to “enforcement/security fee”  in rural  areas; 

(e) By deleting the  figure “30,000”  relating to  “lorries”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “15,000”  in  urban areas  

(f) By  deleting the  figure “30,000”  relating to  “lorries”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “15,000” in peri-urban areas 

(g) By deleting the  figure “30,000”  relating to  “lorries”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “15,000” in rural areas 

(h) By deleting the  figure “40,000”  relating to  “semi-trailer”  and substituting therefor 

the figure “20,000”  in  urban areas  

(i) By  deleting the  figure “40,000”  relating to  “semi-trailer”  and substituting therefor 

the figure “20,000” in peri-urban areas 
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(j) By deleting the  figure “40,000”  relating to  “semi-trailer”  and substituting therefor 

the figure “20,000” in rural areas 

(k) By deleting the  figure “15,000”  relating to  “canter”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “7,500” in urban  areas 

(l) By deleting the  figure “15,000”  relating to  “canter”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “7,500” in peri-urban  areas 

(m) By deleting the  figure “15,000”  relating to  “canter”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “7,500” in rural  areas 

(n) By deleting the  figure “10,000”  relating to  “buses”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “5,000” in urban  areas; 

(o) By deleting the  figure “10,000”  relating to  “buses”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “5,000” in peri-urban  areas; 

(p) By deleting the  figure “10,000”  relating to  “buses”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “5,000” in rural  areas; 

(q) By deleting the  figure “10,000”  relating to  “matatu mini bus”  and substituting 

therefor the figure “5,000” in urban  areas; 

(r) By deleting the  figure “10,000”  relating to  “matatu mini buses”  and substituting 

therefor the figure “5,000” in peri-urban  areas; 

(s) By deleting the  figure “10,000”  relating to  “matatu mini buses”  and substituting 

therefor the figure “5,000” in rural  areas; 

(t) By deleting the  figure “10,000”  relating to  “Nissan/pick-ups ”  and substituting 

therefor the figure “5,000” in urban  areas; 

(u) By deleting the  figure “10,000”  relating to  “Nissan/pick-ups”  and substituting 

therefor the figure “5,000” in peri-urban  areas; 

(v) By deleting the  figure “10,000”  relating to  “Nissan/pick-ups”  and substituting 

therefor the figure “5,000” in rural  areas; 

(w) By deleting the  figure “6,000”  relating to  “Car/taxis”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “3,000” in urban areas; 

(x) By deleting the  figure “6,000”  relating to  “Car/taxis”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “3,000” in peri-urban areas; 

(y) By deleting the  figure “6,000”  relating to  “Car/taxis”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “3,000” in rural areas; 

(z) By deleting the  figure “7,000”  relating to  “sales  vehicle”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “3,500” in urban areas; 

(aa) By deleting the  figure “7,000”  relating to  “sales  vehicle”  and substituting 

therefor the figure “3,500” in peri-urban areas; 

(bb) By deleting the  figure “7,000”  relating to  “sales  vehicle”  and substituting 

therefor the figure “3,500” in rural areas; 

(cc) By deleting the  figure “20,000”  relating to  “Tractors/Earth movers, plant 

equipment ”  and substituting therefor the figure “10,000” in urban areas; 

(dd) By deleting the  figure “20,000”  relating to  “Tractors/Earth movers, plant 

equipment ”  and substituting therefor the figure “10,000” in peri-urban areas; 

(ee) By deleting the  figure “20,000”  relating to  “Tractors/Earth movers, plant 

equipment ”  and substituting therefor the figure “10,000” in rural areas; 

(ff) By deleting the  figure “200”  relating to  “handcraft/wheelbarrow ”  and substituting 

therefor the figure “100” in urban areas; 

(gg) By deleting the  figure “200”  relating to  “handcraft/wheelbarrow ”  and 

substituting therefor the figure “100” in peri-urban areas; 

(hh) By deleting the  figure “200”  relating to  “handcraft/wheelbarrow ”  and 

substituting therefor the figure “100” in rural areas; 
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(ii) By deleting the  figure “400”  relating to  “Ox-cart”  and substituting therefor the figure 

“200” in urban areas; 

(jj) By deleting the  figure “400”  relating to  “Ox-cart”  and substituting therefor the figure 

“200” in peri-urban areas; 

(kk) By deleting the  figure “400”  relating to  “Ox-cart”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “200” in rural areas; 

(ll) By deleting the  figure “500”  relating to  “bicycles”  and substituting therefor the figure 

“250” in urban areas; 

(mm) By deleting the  figure “200”  relating to  “bicycles”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “100” in peri-urban areas; 

(nn) By deleting the  figure “200”  relating to  “bicycles”  and substituting therefor the 

figure “100” in rural areas; 

(oo) By deleting the  figure “1000”  relating to  “motorcycle”  and substituting therefor 

the figure “500” in  urban areas; 

(pp) By deleting the  figure “800”  relating to  “motorcycle”  and substituting therefor 

the figure “400” in  peri-urban areas; 

(qq) By deleting the  figure “800”  relating to  “motorcycle”  and substituting therefor 

the figure “400” in  rural  areas; 

(rr) By  deleting the  figure “750”  relating to  “release form fee ”  and substituting therefor 

the figure “200” in  urban  areas; 

(ss) By deleting the  figure “750”  relating to  “release form fee ”  and substituting therefor 

the figure “200” in  peri-urban  areas; 

(tt) By deleting the  figure “750”  relating to  “release form fee”  and substituting therefor 

the figure “200” in  rural areas; 

(uu) By deleting the   words “other equipment” 

(vv) By deleting the  figure “250”  relating to  “other equipment” in urban areas; 

(ww) By deleting the  figure “100”  relating to  “other equipment” in peri-urban areas; 

(xx) By deleting the  figure “100”  relating to  “other equipment” in rural areas; 

(yy) By deleting the   words “building items per item” 

(zz) By deleting the  figure “500”  relating to  “other equipment” in urban areas; 

(aaa) By deleting the  figure “250”  relating to  “other equipment” in peri-urban areas; 

(bbb) By deleting the  figure “250”  relating to  “other equipment” in rural areas; 

(ccc)  By deleting the   words “impounded  goods/item per item” 

(ddd) By deleting the  figure “500”  relating to  “impounded  goods/item per item” in 

urban areas; 

(eee) By deleting the  figure “250”  relating to  “impounded  goods/item per item” in 

peri-urban areas; 

(fff) By deleting the  figure “250”  relating to  “impounded  goods/item per item” in 

rural areas; 

(ggg) By deleting the  figure “2,000” relating to “Storage of impounded vehicles per 

night per vehicle”  and  substituting therefor the  figure “500” in urban  areas 

(hhh) By deleting the  figure “2,000” relating to “Storage of impounded vehicles per 

night per vehicle”  and  substituting therefor the  figure “500”  in peri-urban  areas 

(iii)By deleting the figure “2,000” relating to “Storage of impounded vehicles per night 

per vehicle” and substituting therefor the figure “500” in rural areas. 

 

13. LIQUOR  
THAT under “LIQUOR” categorization be amended by –– 

(a) By  deleting the  figure “application/inspection fee” 

(b) By deleting  the  figure “2,000”  relating to “application/inspection fee”  in urban area; 
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(c) By deleting  the  figure “2,000”  relating to “application/inspection fee”  in peri-urban 

area; 

(d) By deleting the  phrase “land/plot search fee” 

(e) By deleting the figure “1,000‟ relating to “land/plot search fee”  relating to urban areas; 

(f) By deleting the figure “1,000‟ relating to “land/plot search fee”  relating to peri-urban 

areas;  

(g) By deleting the figure “1,000‟ relating to “land/plot search fee”  relating to rural areas;   

(h) By deleting  the  figure “2,000”  relating to “application/inspection fee”  in rural area; 

(i) By deleting  the  figure “50,000”  relating to “Depot alcoholic drink license” in peri-

urban area  and substituting  therefor  the figure “25,000”; 

(j) By deleting  the  figure “50,000”  relating to “Depot alcoholic drink license” in peri-

urban area  and substituting  therefor  the figure “20,000”; 

(k) By  deleting the  phrase “outdoor advertising” 

(l) By deleting the  phrase “application fee” 

(m) By  deleting  the  figure “2,000”  relating to “application fee”  in urban area; 

(n) By deleting  the  figure “2,000”  relating to “application fee”  in peri-urban area; 

(o) By deleting  the  figure “2,000”  relating to “application fee”  in rural area; 

(p) deleting the  phrase “inspection fee” 

(q) By  deleting  the  figure “2,000”  relating to “inspection fee”  in urban area; 

(r) By deleting  the  figure “2,000”  relating to “inspection  fee”  in peri-urban area; 

(s) By deleting  the  figure “2,000”  relating to “inspection  fee”  in rural area; 

(t) By deleting the  phrase “Bill Board up to 4‟ x 4‟ ” 

(u) By  deleting  the  figure “5,000”  relating to “Bill Board up to 4‟ x 4‟”  in urban area; 

(v) By deleting  the  figure “5,000”  relating to “Bill Board up to 4‟ x 4‟”  in peri-urban 

area; 

(w) By deleting  the  figure “5,000”  relating to “Bill Board up to 4‟ x 4‟”  in rural area; 

(x) By deleting the  phrase “Bill Board up to 5‟ x 5‟ ” 

(y) By  deleting  the  figure “5,000”  relating to “Bill Board up to 5‟ x 5‟”  in urban area; 

(z) By deleting  the  figure “5,000”  relating to “Bill Board up to 5‟ x 5‟”  in peri-urban 

area; 

(aa) By deleting  the  figure “5,000”  relating to “Bill Board up to 5‟ x 5‟”  in rural area; 

(bb) By deleting the  phrase “ Alcohol pump license(KEG) ” 

(cc) By  deleting  the  figure “30,000”  relating to “Alcohol pump license(KEG)”  in 

urban area; 

(dd) By deleting  the  figure “15,000”  relating to “Alcohol pump license(KEG)”  in 

peri-urban area; 

(ee) By deleting  the  figure “10,000”  relating to “Alcohol pump license(KEG)”  in 

rural area; 

(ff) By deleting the  phrase “penalty for unlicensed Alcohol pumps (KEG) (Per outlet) ” 

(gg) By  deleting  the  figure “1,000,000”  relating to “penalty for unlicensed Alcohol 

pumps (KEG) (Per outlet) in urban area; 

(hh) By deleting  the  figure “1,000,000”  relating to “penalty for unlicensed Alcohol 

pumps (KEG) (Per outlet) in peri-urban area; 

(ii) By deleting  the  figure “1,000,000”  relating to “penalty for unlicensed Alcohol 

pumps (KEG) (Per outlet) in rural area; 

 

14. PUBLIC  CEMETERY 

THAT under “PUBLIC CEMETERY” categorization be amended by–– 

(a) By deleting the figure “15,000”  relating to  “child”  in urban  areas  and substituting 

therefor the figure “10,000” 
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(b) By deleting the figure “15,000”  relating to  “child”  in peri-urban  areas  and 

substituting therefor the figure “10,000” 

(c) By deleting the figure “15,000”  relating to  “child”  in rural  areas  and substituting 

therefor the figure “10,000” 

 

15. ENVIRONMENT 
THAT under “ENVIRONMENT” categorization be amended by –– 

(a) By  deleting  the  figure “100,000”  relating to “penalty for dumping liquid or solid 

waste material ” in urban areas and  substituting  therefor the figure “500,000”; 

(b) By  deleting  the  figure “100,000”  relating to “penalty for dumping liquid or solid 

waste material ” in peri-urban areas and  substituting  therefor the figure “500,000”; 

(c) By deleting  the  figure “100,000”  relating to “penalty for dumping liquid or solid 

waste material ” in rural areas and  substituting  therefor the figure “500,000”; 

 

16. LAND  RATES 

THAT under “LAND RATES” categorization be amended  

(a) By  deleting the  figure “10”  relating to “10% of current  market value”  and  

substituting therefor the  figure “2%” in urban  areas; 

(b) By deleting the  figure “10”  relating to “10% of current  market value”  and  

substituting therefor the  figure “2%” in peri-urban  areas; 

(c) By deleting the  figure “10”  relating to “10% of current  market value”  and  

substituting therefor the  figure “2%” in rural  areas; 

 

17. WEIGHTS AND MEASURES  
THAT under “WEIGHTS AND MEASURES” categorization be amended  

(a) By  deleting the  figure “300”  relating to “application for inspection”  and  

substituting therefor the  figure “200” in urban  areas; 

(b) By deleting the  figure “300”  relating to “application for inspection”  and  

substituting therefor the  figure “200” in peri-urban  areas; 

(c) By deleting the  figure “300”  relating to “application for inspection”  and  

substituting therefor the  figure “200” in rural  areas; 

(d) By  deleting the  figure “400”  relating to “inspection and  calibration of 

counter weighing machines  with 5 stones p.a”  and  substituting therefor the  

figure “300” in urban  areas; 

(e) By deleting the  figure “400”  relating to “inspection and  calibration of 

counter weighing machines  with 5 stones p.a”  and  substituting therefor the  

figure “300” in peri-urban  areas; 

(f) By deleting the  figure “400”  relating to “inspection and  calibration of 

counter weighing machines  with 5 stones p.a”  and  substituting therefor the  

figure “300” in rural  areas 

 

18. HEALTH 
THAT under “HEALTH” categorization be amended by deleting the following fees and 

charges in PART 27 relating to Universal Health Care–  

 

PART 27 HEALTH  

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES 2019 
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PART 27 HOSPITALS LEVEL 3,4 & 5 

Universal Health care Per household  Free 

OXYGEN FILLING 

Oxygen filling 8.5 cubic meters (M3)  2,500.00 

Oxygen filling 6.8 cubic meters (M3) 2,000.00 

Oxygen filling 3.4 cubic meters (M3) 1,500.00 

Oxygen filling 1.3 cubic meters (M3) 1,000.00 

RENAL SERVICES 

Haemodialysis Per session (NHIF)  8,500.00 

Per session (cash payers)  7,500.00 

Central line/catheter 

insertion 

Once  13,000.00 

INTENSIVE CARE UNIT SERVICES 

Bed charges Per day  9,000.00 

I.C.U deposit Per person 30,000.00 

Cardiac Monitoring Per day 1,000.00 

Ventilator Per day 1,000.00 

Nursing care Per day 500.00 

Blood. Gas. Analysis Per day 2,000.00 

    

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

NB: Drugs and consumables to be charged separately 

LABORATORY SERVICES 

Blood gas analysis 3 parameters  1,500.00 

Blood gas analysis 5 parameters 3,000.00 

RADIOLOGY 

Skull/CT head Per session  6,000.00 

Abdomen Per session 6,000.00 
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Pelvis Per session  5,000.00 

Spine Per session 6,000.00 

Chest Per session 5,000.00 

Extreminities Per session 5,000.00 

CT head with contrast Per session 7,500.00 

Abdomen with Contrast Per session 7,500.00 

Chest with contrast Per session 7,500.00 

Absconders  

Index Code Item/Service  Rate KSH 

1 ABS001 Absconders -  

AMENITY  

1 AT042 FUNSOFT  5,000.00 

2 AT035 NHIF Admission Deposit  1,500.00 

3 AT043 Private Bed Fee  800.00 

AMENITY  

1 AT045 Blood Giving Set  30.00 

2 AT046 Branula  50.00 

3 AT047 Catheter  100.00 

4 AT048 Clean Gloves  30.00 

5 AT044 Deposit Non NHIF  5,000.00 

6 AT049 Dressing  50.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

7 AT050 Enema  20.00 

8 AT051 Giving Set  20.00 

9 AT052 Giving Set (I.V)  20.00 

10 AT053 Giving Set(I.V Per Set)  30.00 

11 AT054 Injections  10.00 

12 AT055 Iv Fluids  100.00 

13 AT056 Needle And Syringe  100.00 

14 AT057 N.G Tube  50.00 

15 AT058 Pelvic Assessment  100.00 

16 AT059 Per Rectal  20.00 
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17 AT060 Shaving For Theatre  20.00 

18 AT061 Sterile Gloves  50.00 

19 AT062 Urine Bag  50.00 

20 AT043 Ward Days  1,000.00 

U.H.C FEE  

1 CV01  U.H.C Fee  Free 

2 cv02 Self-Sponsored  100.00 

U.H.C  

1 C001 C.C.C  Free 

2 C002 Chest  Free 

3 C003 Consultation Fee  0.00 

4 C004 Diabetic Clinic Rbs  100.00 

5 CR02 Gynecology  100.00 

6 CR03 Gynecology  100.00 

7 CR01 Gynecology  100.00 

8 C009 Psychiatry  100.00 

9 C010 Skin Infection  100.00 

10 C011 Sopc  100.00 

11 C012 Sti  100.00 

12 C013 Vct  50.00 

13 C014 Youth Center  50.00 

U.H.C  

1 CR06 Gopc  100.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

2 CR05 Mopc  100.00 

3 C015 Popc  100.00 

4 C009 Psychiatry  50.00 

DENTAL  

1 D001 Amalgam Filling  400.00 

2 D002 Change of Dressing (Cod)  50.00 

3 D003 Closed Simple Disimpaction  350.00 

4 D004 Complete Denture  3,500.00 

5 D026 Disampaction open and closed  300.00 

6 D023 Excision biopsy  2000.00 
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7 D011 Full Mouth Scaling (Fms)  500.00 

8 D012 Incision  & Drainage  500.00 

9 D013 Mersupialiasation  1,000.00 

10 D007 open disimpaction  500.00 

11 D015 Partial Denture (1 Tooth)  700.00 

12 D016 Permanent Filling (Composite)  800.00 

13 D018 Prophylaxis Polishing  300.00 

14 D014 Rct  1,000.00 

15 D020 Removable orthodontic  2,000.00 

16 DN02 Review  50.00 

17 D022 Ros  50.00 

18 D019 Rpd  700.00 

19 D027 RpdAdditionaltooth  300.00 

20 D024 Simple Extraction  200.00 

21 D021 Splinting  500.00 

22 D009 Tms Reduction  350.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES 

DENTAL  

1 D034 Age Assessment  100.00 

2 D035 Alveoloplasty  500.00 

3 D036 Apicectomy  500.00 

4 D037 Application Of A Permanent  800.00 

5 D038 Application Of Temporary  500.00 

6 D039 Clean Gloves Per Pair  30.00 

7 D040 Complete Denture Booth  6,000.00 

8 D042 Complete Resoration  500.00 

9 D041 Complete Single Arch Denture  3,000.00 

10 D017 Currettage  100.00 

11 D043 Deciduos Teeth Extraction  150.00 

12 D044 Dental Advice  50.00 

13 D045 Dental Catridge  50.00 

14 D033 Denture Repair  300.00 

15 D050 Disampaction Open  1,500.00 

16 D026 Disampaction open and closed  300.00 

17 D052 Disimpaction  250.00 
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18 DO53 Dry Socket  300.00 

19 d008 Dry Socket Dressing  200.00 

20 D054 Elevation Dissembaction  500.00 

21 D030 Enucleation  3,500.00 

22 D051 Glass Ionomer Restoration  700.00 

23 D055 Habit Breaker  500.00 

24 DO57 Immobilisation of Mandibular  2,500.00 

25 DO56 Immobilisation Simple Dental  100.00 

26 D012 Incision  & Drainage  500.00 

27 D058 Intermaxillary Fixation Imf  1,500.00 

28 D029 Marsupialization  3,500.00 

29 D059 Medical Exam  300.00 

30 D013 Mersupialiasation  1,000.00 

31 D015 Partial Denture (1 Tooth)  700.00 

33 D016 Permanent Filling (Composite)  800.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

34 D060 Permanent Filling Glass  700.00 

35 D061 Porcelain Jacket Crowns  6,000.00 

36 D062 Post Extraction Hemorrhage  250.00 

37 D023 Prophylaxis  250.00 

38 D018 Prophylaxis Polishing  300.00 

39 D014 Rct  1,000.00 

40 D032 Relining  2,000.00 

41 D020 Removable orthodontic  2,000.00 

42 D063 Removable Partial Denture  1,500.00 

43 DO63 Root Canal Treatment  1,500.00 

44 D022 Ros  50.00 

45 D019 Rpd  700.00 

46 D027 Rpd Additional tooth  300.00 

47 D064 Scaling Cleaning  1,200.00 

49 D024 Simple Extraction  200.00 

50 D010 Simple Extraction  200.00 

51 D025 Splinting  500.00 

52 DO66 Sterile Gloves Per Pair  50.00 

53 D067 Study Castes  200.00 

54 D031 Suturing  600.00 
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55 D068 Temporary Filling  300.00 

56 D069 Temporary Restoration  200.00 

57 D009 Tms Reduction  350.00 

E.N.T  

1 E001 Anteral Nasal Packing  200.00 

2 E019 Aural Toilet  200.00 

3 E002 Cauterization  500.00 

4 E003 Consultation Fee  50.00 

5 E023 Direct Laryngoscopy  1,000.00 

6 E018 Ear Syringing  200.00 

7 E006 Ear Syringing  200.00 

8 C005 ENT  0.00 

9 E007 ENT  0.00 

10 E016 FB Ear Removal  200.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

11 E017 FB Nose Removal  200.00 

12 E0008 FB Removal  200.00 

13 E008 FBS Under G/A  1,000.00 

14 E009 FBS Under Local Anesthetist  300.00 

15 E010 FBS Under Sedation  1,000.00 

16 E015 FB Throat Removal  200.00 

17 E011 FUNSOFT  0.00 

18 E012 Indirect Larygoscopic  500.00 

19 E022 Nasal Absces Incision  500.00 

20 E020 Nasal Packing  300.00 

21 E021 Nasal Pack Removal  200.00 

23 E013 Special Clinic  50.00 

24 E024 Stitching Under L/A  500.00 

25 E014 Tonnegue Release  200.00 

  

INPATIENT  

1 I050 FUNSOFT  0.00 

LABORATORY:- U.H.C  

1 L001 Acid Phosphate  1000.00 
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2 LO60 Albumin  400.00 

3 L003 Alkaline Phosphatase  400.00 

4 LO124 Alphafeto Protein  2,000.00 

5 L037 Alt (SGPT)  400.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES 

6 LO61 Amylase  200.00 

7 L048 Asot  200.00 

8 LO62 Bilirubin  400.00 

9 LA02 Blood Group  150.00 

10 L052 Blood Grouping & Cross  200.00 

11 L052 Blood Grouping & Cross  200.00 

12 LO125 Brucellin Test  100.00 

13 L015 BS for Mps  50.00 

14 LO65 Calcium  400.00 

15 L016 CD4 Count  Free 

16 LA1000 Cerebral Spinal Fluid  300.00 

17 L018 Cholestrol  300.00 

18 LA006 Cloting  Time  200.00 

19 L004 Coagulation Profile  600.00 

20 LA0010 Coombs Test  200.00 

21 LO123 Crag Test  Free 

22 L019 Creatinine  400.00 

23 L008 Direct Coombs  200.00 

24 L021 Electrolytes  400.00 

25 L010 Erythrocyte  200.00 

26 LO80 Food Handlers  300.00 

27 LA10003 Full Haemogram  500.00 

28 LA10002 Full Haemogram And ESR  600.00 

29 LO64 Glucose  100.00 

30 L046 Glucose Sugar  100.00 

31 L022 Glucose Tol Test  500.00 

32 LO79 Gram Stain  200.00 

33 LA03 h/b haemoglobin  100.00 

34 L024 Hepatitis B (Hbs Ag)  200.00 

35 LA05 Hepatitis C  200.00 

36 LA009 H.Pylori  200.00 
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37 L005 H.Pylory Antigen  300.00 

38 L025 HVS MICROSCOPY  200.00 

39 L007 Indirect Coombs Test  200.00 

     

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

40 LO78 Kidney Function Test  900.00 

41 L032 Lipid Profile  1,000.00 

42 L026 Liver Function Test  1000.00 

43 LA0013 Occult Blood  400.00 

44 LO77 P24 Makers  Free 

45 L028 Pap Smear  500.00 

46 LO76 Perifferal Blood Film  400.00 

47 LA007 Pleural Aspirate  300.00 

48 LO75 Potassium  400.00 

49 LO74 Potassium Hydrixide Preps  400.00 

50 L029 Pregnancy Test  100.00 

51 L030 Prostrate Surface Antigen (Psa)  1000.00 

52 L031 Protein  400.00 

53 LO73 Prothrombim Time  300.00 

54 L050 RBS  100.00 

55 L0322 Rheumstoid Factor  200.00 

56 L006 Salmonela Antigen  300.00 

57 L006 Salmonela Antigen  300.00 

58 LO72 Semen Analysis  500.00 

59 LO71 Sensitivity Drug Testing  300.00 

60 L002 Serum Albumin  400.00 

61 L049 Serum Amylase  1,000.00 

62 LA10001 Serum Crag  Free 

63 LA0011 Sickling Test  400.00 

64 L033 Sputum For AFB  Free 

65 L009 Sputum For Gene Xpert  Free 

66 L009 Sputum For Gene Xpert  Free 

67 L020 Stool Cultures &Senstivity  500.00 

68 L034 Stool O/C  100.00 

69 L054 Swab Culture &Senstivity  500.00 

70 L047 Swap For Microscopy  200.00 
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71 L038 Thyroid Function Test  2,500.00 

72 LO126 Transaminases  2,500.00 

73 LO127 Tsh  400.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

74 L039 Urea  400.00 

75 L040 Urea & Electrolytes and  1,000.00 

76 LO70 Urethral Swab For G Stain  300.00 

77 LA008 Uric Acid  400.00 

78 L042 Urinalysis  100.00 

79 L053 Urine Culture &Sensitivity  500.00 

80 L043 VDRL  200.00 

81 L044 Widal Test  500.00 

LABORATORY :- U.H.C  

1 L001 Acid Phosphate  500.00 

2 LO60 Albumin  240.00 

3 L003 Alkaline Phosphatase  240.00 

4 LO124 Alphafeto Protein  1000.00 

5 L037 Alt (SGPT)  240.00 

6 LO61 Amylase  120.00 

7 L048 Asot  120.00 

8 LO62 Bilirubin  240.00 

9 LA02 Blood Group  90.00 

10 L052 Blood Grouping & Cross  120.00 

11 L052 Blood Grouping & Cross  120.00 

12 LO125 Brucellin Test  60.00 

13 L015 BS for Mps  30.00 

14 LO65 Calcium  240.00 

15 L016 CD4 Count  FREE 

16 LA1000 Cerebral Spinal Fluid  180.00 

17 L018 Cholestrol  180.00 

18 LA006 Cloting  Time  120.00 

19 L004 Coagulation Profile  360.00 

20 LA0010 Coombs Test  120.00 

21 LO123 Crag Test  FREE 

22 L019 Creatinine  240.00 
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23 L008 Direct Coombs  120.00 

24 L021 Electrolytes  240.00 

25 L010 Erythrocyte  120.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

74 L039 Urea  400.00 

75 L040 Urea & Electrolytes and  1,000.00 

76 LO70 Urethral Swab For G Stain  300.00 

77 LA008 Uric Acid  400.00 

78 L042 Urinalysis  100.00 

79 L053 Urine Culture &Sensitivity  500.00 

80 L043 VDRL  200.00 

81 L044 Widal Test  500.00 

LABORATORY :- U.H.C  

1 L001 Acid Phosphate  500.00 

2 LO60 Albumin  240.00 

3 L003 Alkaline Phosphatase  240.00 

4 LO124 Alphafeto Protein  1000.00 

5 L037 Alt (SGPT)  240.00 

6 LO61 Amylase  120.00 

7 L048 Asot  120.00 

8 LO62 Bilirubin  240.00 

9 LA02 Blood Group  90.00 

10 L052 Blood Grouping & Cross  120.00 

11 L052 Blood Grouping & Cross  120.00 

12 LO125 Brucellin Test  60.00 

13 L015 BS for Mps  30.00 

14 LO65 Calcium  240.00 

15 L016 CD4 Count  FREE 

16 LA1000 Cerebral Spinal Fluid  180.00 

17 L018 Cholestrol  180.00 

18 LA006 Cloting  Time  120.00 

19 L004 Coagulation Profile  360.00 

20 LA0010 Coombs Test  120.00 

21 LO123 Crag Test  FREE 

22 L019 Creatinine  240.00 
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23 L008 Direct Coombs  120.00 

24 L021 Electrolytes  240.00 

25 L010 Erythrocyte  120.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

26 LO80 Food Handlers  180.00 

27 LA10003 Full Haemogram  300.00 

28 LA10002 Full Haemogram And ESR  360.00 

29 LO64 Glucose  60.00 

30 L046 Glucose Sugar  60.00 

31 L022 Glucose Tol Test  300.00 

32 LO79 Gram Stain  120.00 

33 LA03 h/b haemoglobin  60.00 

34 L024 Hepatitis B (Hbs Ag)  120.00 

35 LA05 Hepatitis C  120.00 

36 LA009 H.Pylori  120.00 

37 L005 H.Pylory Antigen  180.00 

38 L025 HVS MICROSCOPY  120.00 

39 L007 Indirect Coombs Test  120.00 

40 LO78 Kidney Function Test  600.00 

41 L032 Lipid Profile  900.00 

42 L026 Liver Function Test  600.00 

43 LA0013 Occult Blood  240.00 

44 LO77 P24 Makers  FREE 

45 L028 Pap Smear  42 

46 LO76 Perifferal Blood Film  240.00 

47 LA007 Pleural Aspirate  180.00 

48 LO75 Potassium  240.00 

49 LO74 Potassium Hydrixide Preps  240.00 

50 L029 Pregnancy Test  60.00 

51 L030 Prostrate Surface Antigen (Psa)  600.00 

52 L031 Protein  240.00 

53 LO73 Prothrombim Time  180.00 

54 L050 RBS  60.00 

55 L0322 Rheumstoid Factor  120.00 

56 L006 Salmonela Antigen  180.00 

57 L006 Salmonela Antigen  180.00 
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58 LO72 Semen Analysis  300.00 

59 LO71 Sensitivity Drug Testing  180.00 

PART 27 MCHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

60 L002 Serum Albumin  240.00 

61 L049 Serum Amylase  600.00 

62 LA10001 Serum Crag  Free 

63 LA0011 Sickling Test  240.00 

64 L033 Sputum For AFB  Free 

65 L009 Sputum For Gene Xpert  Free 

66 L009 Sputum For Gene Xpert  Free 

67 L020 Stool Cultures &Senstivity  300.00 

68 L034 Stool O/C  60.00 

69 L054 Swab Culture &Senstivity  300.00 

70 L047 Swap For Microscopy  120.00 

71 L038 Thyroid Function Test  1500.00 

72 LO126 Transaminases  1500.00 

73 LO127 Tsh  240.00 

74 L039 Urea  240.00 

75 L040 Urea & Electrolytes and  600.00 

76 LO70 Urethral Swab For G Stain  180.00 

77 LA008 Uric Acid  240.00 

78 L042 Urinalysis  60.00 

79 L053 Urine Culture &Sensitivity  300.00 

80 L043 VDRL  120.00 

81 L044 Widal Test  300.00 

LABOUR WARD  

1 LW006 Blood Giving Set(Per Set Used)  30.00 

2 LW007 Branular (Per Piece)  50.00 

4 LW008 Catheter  50.00 

5 LW009 Catheterization  100.00 

6 LW010 Clean Gloves (Per Pair)  30.00 

7 LW011 Cord Clamp  30.00 

8 LW013 Delivery(normal)  1,500.00 

9 LW014 Enema  30.00 

10 LW015 Episiotomy Repair  500.00 
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11 LW017 Giving Set(I.V.Per Set)  50.00 

13 LW020 Ivfluids  50.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

14 LW022 Manual Placenter Removal  1000.00 

15 LW023 Needle And Syringe  10.00 

16 LW025 Perineal Tear Repair  1000.00 

17 LW026 Scalve Vein(All Gauge)  5.00 

18 LW027 Shaving For Theatre  50.00 

19 LW028 Sterile Gloves (Per Pair)  50.00 

20 LW030 Urine Bag  50.00 

21 LW031 Vacuum Delievery  1000.00 

22 LW024 Vaginal Examination  100.00 

MARTENITY  

1 M022 Assisted delivery  0.00 

2 M014 Branual (A Piece Used)  50.00 

3 M016 Catheter  50.00 

4 M017 Changing Of Dressing  20.00 

5 M018 Clean Gloves  30.00 

6 M024 Episitomy  500.00 

7 M021 Free delivery services(linda  5,000.00 

8 M025 Giving Set(I.V)  50.00 

9 M039 Incubation Care  200.00 

10 MA05 Injections  50.00 

11 MA04 Iv Fluids  50.00 

12 M027 Last Office Procedure  50.00 

13 M029 Needle And Syringe  10.00 

14 M031 Removal Of Sticthes  100.00 

15 M035 Sterile Gloves (Per Pair)  50.00 

16 M036 Urine Bag  50.00 

17 M037 V.E  100.00 

18 M002 wad days-daily bed fee  500.00 

19 M038 X-Pen  50.00 

20 MA07 Physiotherapy  40.00 

MCH/FP SERVICES  

1 MC001 Anc Card  50.00 
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2 MC002 A.N.C First Visit  50.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

3 MC003 Anc Profiles  300.00 

4 MC004 A.N.C Rtevisit  free 

5 MC005 CERVICAL CANCER   

6 MC006 C.W.C Card   

7 MCH03 Cwc  Services   

8 MC007 Depo Injection  free 

9 MCH02 Depo Pro.  free 

10 MC008 Immunisation Needle And  free 

11 MC009 Iucd Checkup  free 

12 MC010 IUCD Insertion  free 

13 MC011 IUCD Removal  free 

14 MC012 Nets –Adult  free 

15 MC013 Nets-ANC  free 

16 MC014 Norplant Checkup  free 

17 MC015 Norplant Insertion  free 

18 MC016 Norplant Removal  free 

19 MCH01 Pills  Per  3 Cycles  free 

20 MC017 Pills Per Packet  free 

21 MC018 Speculum  Exam   

22 MC019 Sterile Gloves  50.00 

MCH/FP SERVICES  

1 MC022 Cryotherapy  500.00 

2 MC021 Via Villi  100.00 

MEDICAL EXAMINATION  

1 ME001 Age Assessment  200.00 

2 MED04 Attachments  500.00 

3 ME002 College Certificates  300.00 

4 ME003 Leave Approval(Maternity)  500.00 

5 ME004 Med. Certificate (Employment)  300.00 

6 ME005 Medical Reports (Insurance)  500.00 

7 ME006 P3 Exam/Completion  1,000.00 

8 ME007 Pelvic Assessment  200.00 

9 ME008 School Certificates  300.00 
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PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTYHEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

10 ME009 Workman's Compensation  500.00 

11 ME010 Sick Sheet  300.00 

MISCELLANEOUS INCOME(GENERAL)  

1 MIS035 Borehole Metered Water Per  120.00 

2 MIS33 Canteen Rent  4,000.00 

3 MIS30 CSSD auto claving  200.00 

4 MIS22 FUNSOFT  20.00 

5 MIS11 G.V Paint  30.00 

6 MISC01 Sewage Charges  3,000.00 

7 MIS31 Student Attachment Per Month  500.00 

8 MIS27 Tabs Sulfate  30.00 

MORTUARY  

1 MO003 Body preparation  200.00 

2 MO002 Mortuary Body Day (Hosp)  300.00 

MORTUARY  

1 MO1 Admission Fee  100.00 

2 MO2 Body Treatment Fee  1,000.00 

3 MO3 Doctors Fee  2,500.00 

4 M005 Embalming  1,500.00 

6 MO0005 Permit  50.00 

7 MO0004 Postmortem  2,500.00 

NUTRITION  

1 1 Nutrition Inpatient Counseling  100.00 

2 2 Nutrition Outpatient  50.00 

3 4 OTP Supplementation  - 

4 3 SFP Supplementation  - 

5 5 FM85  2,850.00 

6 6 Nan 1& 2  1,700.00 

7 7 Nutrition medical records  300.00 

8 8 Prenan  2,000.00 
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PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY  

1 OTD001 Acroplane Splint  40.00 

2 OTD002 Bilateral Back Slap  40.00 

3 OTD003 Design Feeding Aid  40.00 

4 OTD004 Design Sitting Aid  40.00 

5 OTD005 Design Standing Aid  40.00 

6 OTD006 Design Walking Aid  40.00 

7 OTD007 Drop Foot Appliance  40.00 

8 OTD008 Nilateral Backslap  40.00 

9 OTD010 P.O.P 4" (Each)  100.00 

10 OTD011 P.O.P 8" (Each)  120.00 

11 OTD012 P.O.P Splinting  40.00 

12 OTD013 Resting Splint  40.00 

13 OTD014 Serial Splitting  40.00 

14 OTD015 Unlan Deviation Splinting  40.00 

15 OTD016 Wrist Cock-Up Splint  40.00 

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY  

1 O015 ADLS Training  100.00 

2 O001 Adults-In-Patients  100.00 

3 O016 back slab lower limb  50.00 

4 29 Back Slab Upper Limb  50.00 

5 O003 Community Based  100.00 

6 O017 Counselling And Assessment  100.00 

7 30 Disability Assessment  200.00 

8 O010 Massage  500.00 

9 O019 Massage And Passive Exe  100.00 

10 O020 Massage Under 5  - 

11 O018 Mental Health Services  100.00 

12 31 Neck Collar P.O.P  100.00 

13 32 Neck Collar Splint Ortho Plast  200.00 

14 O012 Occupational Therapy  100.00 

15 33 Occupational Training  50.00 

16 O014 Outpatient Rehab Adults  100.00 
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PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES 

17 O013 Paediatric Rehab Services  - 

18 34 Pressure Garments 5-12 Yrs  1,300.00 

19 35 Pressure Garments Above 12  2,100.00 

20 36 Private Patience  200.00 

21 O007 Sensory Integration  200.00 

22 O008 Sensory Int Under 5  - 

23 O002 special assessment  150.00 

24 O005 Speech Therapy  100.00 

25 O009 Speech Therapy Under 5  - 

26 35 Splintage Per Splint  100.00 

27 O004 Splinting  200.00 

28 36 Talips Serial Splinting  50.00 

29 6 Under 5  - 

30 38 Wrist Cock Up With Creep  200.00 

31 31 Wrist cock up splint POP  50.00 

OPTHALMIC  

1 OPT001 Cataract Surgery  3,200.00 

2 OPT002 Conjunctival Growth Excision  1,200.00 

3 OPT003 Consultation Fee  100.00 

4 OPT005 Corneal Seleral Laceration  1900.00 

5 OPT006 Entropin Correction  1,000.00 

6 OPT007 Enucleation  2,100.00 

7 OPT008 Epilation  700.00 

8 OPT009 Evisceration  2,300.00 

9 OPT010 Excision Of Chalazion  700.00 

10 OPT004 FUNSOFT  500.00 

11 OPT011 Glaucoma Operation  2,000.00 

12 OPT012 Iridectomy  2,000.00 

13 OPT013 Lid Growths/Abscesses  1,000.00 

14 OPT014 Lid Repair  1,000.00 

15 C008 Orthamology  100.00 

16 OPT015 Probing/Syringing  700.00 

17 OPT01 Ophthalmology  - 
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18 OPT016 Removal Of Corneal Foreign  500.00 

 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES 

19 OPT017 Tarssorrhaphy  1,000.00 

ORTHOPAEDIC  

1 OT11 Abduction Brace  1,000.00 

2 OT12 Above Knee Prosthesis  38,000.00 

3  Above knee prosthesis-Lam  29,000.00 

3 OT51 Adjustable Walker  5,100.00 

4 OT13 A.F. O(U)  1,500.00 

5 OT52 Airplain Splint Peads  500.00 

6 OT50 A/K Prosthesis Pp Tech  24,500.00 

7 OT53 Alloy Comode  10,000.00 

8 OT54 Aluminium Cane  1,000.00 

9 OT14 Ankle Support  1,500.00 

10 OT55 Application Of Skeleton  500.00 

11 OT56 Application Of Skin Traction  250.00 

12 OT57 Arch Support  200.00 

13 OT15 Arm Sling  950.00 

14 OT58 Aspiration  300.00 

15 OT61 AuxilaryCratch Wooden  600.00 

16 OT59 Auxiliary  1,200.00 

17 OT60 Auxiliary Crutch Imported  2,000.00 

18 OT16 Auxiliary Crutches(Aluminium)  3,800.00 

19 OT17 Auxiliary Crutches(Wooden)  600.00 

20  5mm cancellous screws  540.00 

21  5mm cortical screws  600.00 

22 OT18 Below Knee Prosthesis  30,000.00 

23 OT97 Below Knee Prosthesis Children  25,000.00 

24 OT64 BilaterralSkeletonne Traction  1,000.00 

25 OT66 Bilatteral Skin Traction Children  600.00 

26 OT65 Bilatteral Skin Tractonne Adult  1,000.00 

27 OT63 B/K Prosthesis Lam  19,000.00 

28 OT62 B/K Prosthesis PpTechl  15,000.00 

29  Bone cement  12,000.00 
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30  Broad dcp  8,400.00 

31 OT19 Calcaneal Spur Pad  1,200.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES 

32 OT67 Calipers Unilateral  1,500.00 

33 OT68 Celebral Palsy Chair  8,000.00 

34 OT69 Cerval Collar Evatech  2,000.00 

35 OT71 Cervial Collar Polisterine  4,000.00 

36 OT20 Cervical Collar  1,200.00 

37 OT70 Cervical Collar P.O.P  200.00 

38 OT72 Cervical Collar Top Ufftech  1,500.00 

39 OT73 Cock Splint Adult  400.00 

40 OT74 Cock Splint Adult  700.00 

41 OT21 Corset-Local Made  5,000.00 

42 OT22 Corset-Ready-Made  7,800.00 

43 OT75 Cosset Measurement  100.00 

44 OT06 Crepe Bandage Application  150.00 

45 OT03 crepe bandage removal  150.00 

46 OT23 Crepe Bandage-Roll  100.00 

47 OT04 Crepe Bandages  100.00 

48 OT76 Crutch Handles  500.00 

49 OT77 Crutch Measurement  100.00 

50 OT24 Crutch Tips-Per Pair  200.00 

51 OT78 Elbow Crutch Accustomised  1,000.00 

52 OT25 Elbow Crutches  2,800.00 

53 OT79 Elbow Crutch Imported  1,500.00 

54 OT80 Elbow Extension Splint Adult  700.00 

55 OT81 Elbow Extension Splint Peads  400.00 

56  External fixator  13,200.00 

57 OT82 Fabs  1,000.00 

58 OT83 Finger Splint  300.00 

59 OT84 Grafo  1,500.00 

60 OT26 Hinged Knee Support  4,200.00 

61 OT85 Inner Soul Unilaterral  400.00 

62 OT27 Insoles (Per Pair)  700.00 

63  Interlocking nail femur  13,200.00 

64  Interlocking nail screws  540.00 

65  Interlocking nail tibial  13,200.00 
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PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

66 OT30 Kafo(Jointed,Bilateral)  7,000.00 

67 OT28 Kafo(Jointed, Unilateral)  3,500.00 

68 OT31 Kafo(Without Joint, Bilateral)  4,000.00 

69 OT29 Kafo(Without Joint, Unilateral)  2,500.00 

70 OT86 K/D Prosthesis  10,000.00 

71 OT87 Knee Cage  2,000.00 

72 OT32 Knee Cap  500.00 

73 OT88 Knee Cap/Pads  800.00 

74 OT89 Knee Joint Set  3,000.00 

75 OT33 Knee Support  1,500.00 

76  k-wire (per piece)  600.00 

77  Locked screws cortical  840.00 

78 OT95 Matasala Bar  200.00 

79 OT34 Mermaid Splint  2,200.00 

80 OT90 Mermaid Splint Ai  1,500.00 

81 OT91 Mermaid Splint Pptech  1,200.00 

82 OT92 Mermaid Splint Topufftech  850.00 

83 OT93 Metallic Crutches Auxiliary  3,800.00 

84 OT94 Metallic Crutches Elbow  3,800.00 

85  Narrow lcp plate  21,600.00 

86  pina  39,600.00 

87 OT96 Polio Boots  2,000.00 

88 ot001 P.O.P Application  200.00 

89 0T02 P.O.P Removal  200.00 

90 OT35 Pop Roll  200.00 

91 OT10 P.O.P Rolls  100.00 

92 OT36 Pop Splint  400.00 

93 OT98 Prosthesis Repair  300.00 

94  Proximal femur locked plate  33,600.00 

95  Proximal tibia locked plate  14,400.00 

96 OT99 Pyrigoff Prosthesis  8,000.00 

97  Reconstruction nail  27,600.00 

98 OT07 Reduction  300.00 

99 OT100 Reduction Of Big Joint  1,000.00 
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PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

100 OT101 Reduction Of Small Joint  500.00 

101 OT102 Rocker Bar  200.00 

102 OT103 Shoe Raise  300.00 

103 OT37 Shoe Raise(Per Inch)  300.00 

104 OT104 Shoe Raising Per Inch  500.00 

105 OT08 Skin Traction Kit  1,000.00 

106  Small dcp  6,000.00 

107 OT105 Spinal Brace  2,500.00 

108 OT106 Spinal Cosset Pp Tech  5,000.00 

109 OT107 Spinap Cosset To Uftech  3,000.00 

110 OT108 Standard Walker  3,000.00 

111 OT110 Standing Aid Castles  4,000.00 

112 OT109 Standing Aid Cater Wheels  6,000.00 

113 OT111 Stirrup  500.00 

114 OT38 Stirrup/Shoe Attachment  300.00 

115 OT112 Surgical Boots  2,500.00 

116 OT113 Surgical Boots  2,000.00 

117 OT114 Syme Prosthesis  8,000.00 

118 OT116 Telescopic Splint  1,200.00 

119 Ot97 Tibia nails(11 by 320)  10.00 

120 OT98 Tibia nails(11 by 340)  10.00 

121 OT99 Tibia nails(11 by 360)  10.00 

122 OT100 Tibia nails(11 by 380)  10.00 

123 OT101 Tibia nails(9 by 320)  10.00 

124 OT102 Tibia nails(9 by 340)  10.00 

125 OT115 T/K Prosthesis  15,000.00 

126 OT117 Traction Kit Adults  1,000.00 

127 OT118 Traction Kit Children  800.00 

128 OT119 Tripled Cane Imported  1,000.00 

129  Total hip replacement(cemented  120,000.00 

130  Totalhip replacement(uncement  192,000.00 

131  Total knee replacement  216,000.00 

132 OT39 Walking Cane  1,800.00 

133 OT120 Wedge  200.00 
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PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

134 OT09 Wooden Crutches Auxiliary  800.00 

135 OT09 Wooden Crutches Auxiliary  800.00 

136 OT40 Wrist Support  1,500.00 

OTHER DEBTORS  

1 ODR001 Other Debtors Payments  - 

OUT PATIENT  

1 OP042 Branulla  50.00 

2 OP040 Circumcision  1000.00 

3 OP011 Clean Gloves (Per Pair)  30.00 

4 OT67 F . B. Removal  200.00 

5 OP018 Giving Set  50.00 

6 OP039 I And D  500.00 

7 OP0007 IvFlagy  100.00 

8 OP0008 IvInections  100.00 

9 OP0001 Modicate  100.00 

10 OP043 Nebulization Adult  150.00 

11 OP044 Nebulization Child  50.00 

12 OP022 Need & Syringe  50.00 

13 OP0006 OPD  - 

14 OP0005 Out  Patient  - 

15 OP045 Pelvic Assessment  100.00 

16 OP027 Pr (Per Rectal)  50.00 

17 OP046 Removal Of Stiches  100.00 

18 OP029 Scalp Vein ( Per Piece)  50.00 

19 OP038 Service  50.00 

20 OP047 Service, Needle& Syringe  50.00 

21 OP031 Sterile Gloves (Per Pair)  50.00 

22 OPO48 Stitching  500.00 

24 OP041 Urine Bag  50.00 

25 OP032 V.E. (Vaginal Exam)  100.00 

OUT PATIENT  

1 OP033 Ascitic Taping  500.00 

2 O035 Blood pressure  20.00 
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PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

3 OP00012 Catheter  30.00 

4 OP037 Dressing  50.00 

5 OP036 Hyoscine Inj  100.00 

6 OP034 ParacetamolInj  100.00 

7 OP034 ParacetamolInj  100.00 

8 op028 Paracetemol Infusion  100.00 

9 37 Pop  100.00 

10 OP035 Tetenus Inj  100.00 

11 O036 T.T  100.00 

PALLIATIVE CARE CENTER  

1 PC006 Breaking Bad News  - 

2 PC005 Continuity Of Care  - 

3 PC012 Education  - 

4 PC003 Effective Communication  - 

5 PC002 Pain And Symptom Control  - 

6 PC001 Palliative registration  100.00 

7 PC007 Psychological Care  - 

8 PC004 Rehabilitation  - 

9 PC013 Research  - 

10 PC009 Social Care  - 

11 PC008 Spiritual Care  - 

12 PC011 Support In Bereavement  - 

13 PC010 Terminal Care  - 

PARKING 

1 p0089 Parking  50.00 

2 P011 Parking Fee  50.00 

PHARMACY:- PAYMENT  

1 PHA07 Albendazole 400mg tabs  20.00 

2 P006 Amoxicillin susp, 125mg/5ml  50.00 

3 P131 Artemether/Lumefantrine 

100/20mg tabs (NOT FOR 

  

4 P010 Aspirin 300mg tabs  20.00 

5 PHA14 Atenolol 50mg tabs  120.00 
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PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

6 PHA11 Beclomethasone Inhaler 

100mcg/dose, 200 doses 

 300.00 

7 PHA18 Calamine lotion 15%  40.00 

8 P012 Carbamazepine 200mg tabs  70.00 

9 PHA40 Carbimazole 5mg tabs  200.00 

10 P014 Chlorpheniramine 4mg tabs  20.00 

11 P016 Chlorpromazine 100mg tabs  50.00 

12 PHA09 Ciprofloxacin 250mg tabs  200.00 

13 P018 Cotrimoxazole 480mg tabs  50.00 

14 PHA34 Dexaimethasone/Neomycin 

Eye Drops 

 50.00 

15 P106 Dexamethasone 0.5mg tabs  30.00 

16 P019 Diazepam 5mg tabs  50.00 

17 PHA30 Diclofenac 50mg tabs  50.00 

18 P021 Doxycycline 100mg caps  70.00 

19 PHA48 Enalapril 5mg tabs  150.00 

20 P023 Erythromycin 250mg tabs  200.00 

21 P024 Erythromycin Susp,  50.00 

22 P026 Ferrous Sulphate 200mg tabs  30.00 

23 P027 Flucloxacillin 250mg caps  200.00 

24 PHA01 Fluconazole 50mg tabs  100.00 

25 P059 FlupenthixolDecanoate (Inj) 

20mg/Ml 

 50.00 

26 P028 Folic acid 5mg tabs  30.00 

27 P123 Gentamicin Eye Drops 0.3%  40.00 

28 P062 Gentamycin (Inj) 40mg/Ml  100.00 

29 P030 Glibenclamide 5mg tabs  70.00 

30 P116 Haloperidol 5mg tabs  70.00 

31 P032 Hydrocortisone ointment 1%  40.00 

32 P033 Ibuprofen 200mg tabs  30.00 

33 P070 Insulin Biphasic  30/70 100 

Iu/Ml,10ml Vial/Inj 

 200.00 

34 P155 Ketoconazole 200mg tabs  150.00 

35 PHA21 Loperamide 2mg caps  30.00 

36 P035 Magnesiumtrisilicate Co Tabs  30.00 

37 P036 Metformin Tabs 500mg  150.00 
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PART 27 MACHAKOS COUTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

38 P064 Metronidazole 200mg tabs  50.00 

39 P121 Metronidazole susp,  30.00 

40 P068 Nystatin Oral susp, 100,000  50.00 

41 P153 Omeprazole 20mg caps  120.00 

42 P095 ORS Sachets for 500ml (new  30.00 

43 P043 Paracetamol 500mg tabs  20.00 

44 P044 ParacetamolSusp, 120mg/5ml  20.00 

45 P045 Phenobarbitonnee 30mg tabs  50.00 

46 P037 Phenobarbitonnee Tabs 30mg  50.00 

47 P046 Phenytoin 50mg tabs  70.00 

48 PHA35 PilocarpineHCl 2% Eye Drops  50.00 

49 PHA22 Praziquantel 600mg tabs  100.00 

50 P049 Quinine 300mg tabs  0.01 

51 P051 Salbutamol 4mg tabs  30.00 

52 P054 Tetracycline Eye Ointment 1%  30.00 

53 P101 X-Pen  100.00 

PHARMACY:- PAYMENT 

1 PHA059 Aciclovir 400mg tabs  200.00 

2 p104 Aminosidine 60ml  200.00 

3 p060 Aminosidine Syrup  350.00 

4 PHC002 Amitriptyline 25mg Tabs  70.00 

5 p103 Amonosidine 250mg  350.00 

6 PHA0009 Amoxicillin 250mg caps  70.00 

7 PHA0358 Amoxicillin/Clavulanate 

500/125mg tabs 

 300.00 

8 PHA0479 Amoxicillin/ClavulanateSusp, 

228mg/5ml 

 200.00 

9 p106 Ampiclox Syrup  100.00 

10 PH1 Ampiclox Syrup  100.00 

11 PH3 Antacid Gel/Susp  150.00 

12 P104 Anti-D ImmunologlobulinInj  2,500.00 
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13 P105 Anti-Rabies Vaccine  800.00 

14 PH2 Anti-Snake Venom  500.00 

15 PHA0483 Atropine Sulphate Eye Drops  40.00 

16 P093 Atropine Sulphate Eye Drops  40.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

17 p42 Azithromycin 500mg  200.00 

18 P094 Beclomethasone 

Inhal.100mcg/Dose (200 

 300.00 

19 PHA0466 Benzhexol 5mg Tabs  30.00 

20 P102 Benzylbenzoate App  40.00 

21 P111 Benzyl PenincillinInj 5mu  100.00 

22 P047 Bupivacaine Heavy Spinal (Inj) 

5mg/Ml,4ml 

 200.00 

23 P048 Cefriaxone (Inj) Pfr  100.00 

24 TCO90 Cefridine 500mg  150.00 

25 P050 Chlorpheniramine (Inj)  100.00 

26 PHA0480 Chlorpheniramine Syrup,  20.00 

27 PHA0484 ClotrimazolePessaries (+  40.00 

28 PHA0468 Codeine Phosphate 30mg  500.00 

29 P029 Codeine Phosphate Tabs 30mg  100.00 

30 P052 Darrows 1/2 Streangth Iv 

Infusion,500ml (Bttl) 

 50.00 

31 P106 Dexamethasone 0.5mg tabs  30.00 

32 P096 Dexamethasone / Neomycin 

Eye Drops 5ml Bottle 

 50.00 

33 P055 Diclofenac (Inj) 25mg/Ml  100.00 

34 p048 Diclofena Gel  50.00 

35 PHA0239 Digoxin 0.25mg tabs  70.00 

36 P056 Digoxin (Inj) 50mcg/Ml  50.00 

37 P042 Digoxin Oral Solution  200.00 

38 P031 Digoxin Tabs 250mg  70.00 

39 p057 Dyrade M  150.00 

40 P057 Ergometrine (Inj)  50.00 

41 P027 Flucloxacillin 250mg caps  200.00 
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42 P058 Flucloxacillin (Inj) 250mg Pfr  100.00 

43 p044 Fluoxetine 20mg  200.00 

44 P059 FlupenthixolDecanoate (Inj) 

20mg/Ml 

 50.00 

45 P060 FluphenazineDecanoateInj 

25mg/1ml Amp 

 50.00 

46 P028 Folic acid 5mg tabs  30.00 

47 PHA0469 Furosemide 40mg Tabs  50.00 

 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

48 P061 Furosemide (Inj) 10mg/Ml  50.00 

49 P062 Gentamycin (Inj) 40mg/Ml  100.00 

50 P030 Glibenclamide 5mg tabs  70.00 

51 P063 Glucose 10% Infusion,500ml  50.00 

52 P065 Glucose 50% Infusion 100ml  50.00 

53 p054 Haematinic Syrup  150.00 

54 P066 Haloperidol Decan 

(Inj)50mg/Ml Amp 

 50.00 

55 P097 Halothane Inhalation,250ml  1,000.00 

56 p50 HemsamicInj  300.00 

57 P067 Heparin (Inj) 5000iu/Ml  100.00 

58 PHC003 Hydrochlorthiazide 50mg Tabs  70.00 

59 PHA0485 Hydrocortisone Eye Drops 1%  40.00 

60 P098 Hydrocortisone Eye Drops 5ml  40.00 

61 P069 Hydrocortisone (Inj)100mg/Ml  50.00 

62 P032 Hydrocortisone ointment 1%  40.00 

63 P099 Hydrocortisone Ointment 1%  40.00 

64 P033 Ibuprofen 200mg tabs  30.00 

65 p043 Indomethacin 25mg  50.00 

66 P070 Insulin Biphasic  30/70 100 

Iu/Ml,10ml Vial/Inj 

 200.00 

67 P071 Insulin Soluble,Human 100 

Iu/Ml,10ml Vial/Inj 

 200.00 

68 P103 Insulin Soluble (Spcl Rate Is  200.00 
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69 p51 Iodine M/W  100.00 

70 p055 Iv Ranitidine  100.00 

71 P072 Ketamine (Inj)50mg/Ml,10ml  200.00 

72 P107 Lactose  150.00 

73 p055 Lactulose Syrup  150.00 

74 PHA0473 Levothyroxine 100mcg Tabs  100.00 

75 P034 Levothyroxine Tabs 100mcg  100.00 

76 P074 Lignocaine Hcl/Adrenaline 

1:80,000 (Inj) 

 100.00 

77 P073 Lignocaine Hcl (Inj)2%  100.00 

78 P075 Magnesium Sulphate (Inj) 50%  50.00 

79 P035 Magnesiumtrisilicate Co Tabs  30.00 

 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

80 PHA0471 Magnesium Trisilicate Co.  30.00 

81 P076 Mannitol 20% Iv  200.00 

82 p102 Meloxicam 7.5  150.00 

83 P109 Metaformin 850mg  200.00 

84 p105 Metformin 850mg  200.00 

85 P036 Metformin Tabs 500mg  150.00 

86 PHA0474 Methyl Dopa 250mg Tabs  200.00 

87 PHA0472 Metoclopramide 10mg Tabs  30.00 

88 P077 Metoclopramide (Inj) 5mg/Ml  50.00 

89 P078 Metronidazole(Inj) 5mg/Ml  50.00 

90 P100 Misoprostol 200mcg Tabs  200.00 

91 p061 Mixtard  200.00 

92 P079 Morphine (Inj) 10mg/Ml,1ml  100.00 

93 PHA0481 Multivitamin Syrup  20.00 

94 PHA0475 Multivitamin Tabs  30.00 

95 P080 Neostigmine (Inj)  50.00 

96 PHA0476 Nifedipine 20mg Tabs  120.00 

97 p101 Normal Saline Drops  50.00 

98 P110 ORS  30.00 
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99 P095 ORS Sachets for 500ml (new  30.00 

100 P081 Oxytocin (Inj) 10 Iu/Ml  50.00 

101 P082 Pancuronium Bromide 

(Inj)2mg/Ml,2ml Amp 

 200.00 

102 PHA0477 Paracetamol 100mg Tabs  20.00 

103 P043 Paracetamol 500mg tabs  20.00 

104 P044 ParacetamolSusp, 120mg/5ml  20.00 

105 p056 Paracetemol Suspension  20.00 

106 P045 Phenobarbitonnee 30mg tabs  50.00 

107 P037 Phenobarbitonnee Tabs 30mg  50.00 

108 P046 Phenytoin 50mg tabs  70.00 

109 P083 Phytomenadione (Inj) Vit.K  50.00 

110 P084 Potassium Chloride (Inj)  50.00 

111 P039 Pradnisolone Tabs 5mg  30.00 

112 P038 Praziquantel Tabs 600mg  100.00 

 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

113 PHA0478 Predinisolone 5mg Tabs  30.00 

114 PH4 Predinosolone  60.00 

115 PHA0486 Pylori kit  500.00 

116 P049 Quinine 300mg tabs   

117 P085 Quinine Sulphate  50.00 

118 p058 Relcer Gel  150.00 

119 P051 Salbutamol 4mg tabs  30.00 

120 PHA0463 Salbutamol Inhaler, 

100mcg/dose, 200 doses 

 300.00 

121 PHB001 Salbutamol NebuliserSoln 

5mg/Ml, 10ml Vial 

 300.00 

122 PHA0482 Salbutamol Syrup, 2mg/5ml  30.00 

123 P108 Saline Nosal Drops  20.00 

124 PHA0488 Silver Sulfadiazine Cream 1%, 

250gm Jar 

 150.00 

125 P086 Sodium Bicarbonate (Inj)8.4%  50.00 
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126 P087 Sodium Chloride Iv Infusion 

0.9%,500ml (Bttl) 

 50.00 

127 P088 Sodium Lactate Co Iv 

Infusion,500ml(Hartman'S) 

 50.00 

128 p046 Sodium Valproate300mg  250.00 

129 PHA0464 Spironolactonnee 25mg tabs  200.00 

130 PHA0464 Spironolactonnee 25mg tabs  200.00 

131 P040 Spironolactonnee 25mg Tabs  200.00 

132 p047 Sprinolactonnee 25mg  50.00 

133 PHC001 Sulfadoxine/Pyrimethamine 

500/25mg Tabs 

  

134 P041 Sulfadoxine/Pyrimethamine Tabs 

500/25mg 

  

135 P089 Suxamethonium Chloride (Inj) 

50mg/Ml,2ml Amp (Inj) 

 200.00 

136 P054 Tetracycline Eye Ointment 1%  30.00 

137 P090 Thiopentonnee (Inj)500mg Vial  200.00 

138 PHA0465 Tinidazole 500mg tabs  50.00 

139 p052 Tramadol 100mg Inj  100.00 

140 po49 Tramadol 250  100.00 

141 p045 Tramadol 50mg  100.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

142 P091 Tramadol (Inj) 50mg/Ml 2ml  50.00 

143 P092 Tranexamic Acid 

100mg/Ml,5ml Amp (Inj) 

 100.00 

144 p053 Traxenamic Caps  150.00 

145 p059 Warfarin 5mg  100.00 

146 P101 X-Pen  100.00 

147 PHB002 Zinc Sulphate 20mg Tabs  30.00 

PHARMACY:- SENIOR CITIZENS (ABOVE70YRS) 

1 PHA07 Albendazole 400mg tabs  10.00 

2 P006 Amoxicillin susp, 125mg/5ml  25.00 

3 P131 Artemether/Lumefantrine 

100/20mg tabs (NOT FOR 

SALE) 

  

FREE 
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4 P010 Aspirin 300mg tabs  10.00 

5 PHA14 Atenolol 50mg tabs  60.00 

6 PHA11 Beclomethasone Inhaler  150.00 

7 PHA18 Calamine lotion 15%  20.00 

8 P012 Carbamazepine 200mg tabs  35.00 

9 PHA40 Carbimazole 5mg tabs  100.00 

10 P014 Chlorpheniramine 4mg tabs  10.00 

11 P016 Chlorpromazine 100mg tabs  25.00 

12 PHA09 Ciprofloxacin 250mg tabs  100.00 

13 P018 Cotrimoxazole 480mg tabs  25.00 

14 PHA34 Dexaimethasone/Neomycin  25.00 

15 P106 Dexamethasone 0.5mg tabs  15.00 

16 P019 Diazepam 5mg tabs  25.00 

17 PHA30 Diclofenac 50mg tabs  25.00 

18 P021 Doxycycline 100mg caps  35.00 

19 PHA48 Enalapril 5mg tabs  75.00 

20 P023 Erythromycin 250mg tabs  100.00 

21 P024 Erythromycin susp  25.00 

22 P026 Ferrous sulphate 200mg tabs  15.00 

23 P027 Flucloxacillin 250mg caps  100.00 

24 PHA01 Fluconazole 50mg tabs  50.00 

25 P059 FlupenthixolDecanoate (Inj)  25.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

26 P028 Folic acid 5mg tabs  15.00 

27 P123 Gentamicin Eye Drops 0.3%  20.00 

28 P062 Gentamycin (Inj) 40mg/Ml  50.00 

29 P030 Glibenclamide 5mg tabs  35.00 

30 P116 Haloperidol 5mg tabs  35.00 

31 P032 Hydrocortisone ointment 1%  20.00 

32 P033 Ibuprofen 200mg tabs  15.00 

33 P070 Insulin Biphasic  30/70 100  100.00 
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34 P155 Ketoconazole 200mg tabs  75.00 

35 PHA21 Loperamide 2mg caps  15.00 

36 P035 Magnesiumtrisilicate Co Tabs  15.00 

37 P036 Metformin Tabs 500mg  75.00 

38 P064 Metronidazole 200mg tabs  25.00 

39 P121 Metronidazole susp  15.00 

40 P068 Nystatin Oral susp, 100,000  25.00 

41 P153 Omeprazole 20mg caps  60.00 

42 P095 ORS Sachets for 500ml (new  15.00 

43 P043 Paracetamol 500mg tabs  10.00 

44 P044 ParacetamolSusp, 120mg/5ml  10.00 

45 P045 Phenobarbitonnee 30mg tabs  25.00 

46 P037 Phenobarbitonnee Tabs 30mg  25.00 

47 P046 Phenytoin 50mg tabs  35.00 

48 PHA35 PilocarpineHCl 2% Eye Drops  25.00 

49 PHA22 Praziquantel 600mg tabs  50.00 

50 P049 Quinine 300mg tabs   

51 P051 Salbutamol 4mg tabs  15.00 

52 P054 Tetracycline Eye Ointment 1%  15.00 

53 P101 X-Pen  50.00 

PHARMACY U.H.C SENIOR CITIZEN (OVER 70YRS) 

1 PHA059 Aciclovir 400mg tabs  100.00 

2 p104 Aminosidine 60ml  100.00 

 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  PROPOSE DCHARG 

ES 2019 

3 p060 Aminosidine Syrup  175.00 

4 PHC002 Amitriptyline 25mg Tabs  35.00 

5 p103 Amonosidine 250mg  175.00 

6 PHA0009 Amoxicillin 250mg caps  35.00 

7 PHA0358 Amoxicillin/Clavulanate  150.00 
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8 PHA0479 Amoxicillin/ClavulanateSusp,  100.00 

9 P106 Ampiclox syrup  50.00 

10 PH1 Ampiclox Syrup  50.00 

11 PH3 Antacid Gel/Susp  75.00 

12 P104 Anti-d immunologlobulinimj  1250.00 

13 P105 Anti-Rabies Vaccine  400.00 

14 PH2 Anti-Snake Venom  250.00 

15 Pha0483 Atropine sulphate eye drops  20.00 

16 P093 Atropine Sulphate Eye Drops  20.00 

17 p42 Azithromycin 500mg  100.00 

18 P094 Beclomethasone  150.00 

19 PHA0466 Benzhexol 5mg Tabs  15.00 

20 P102 Benzylbenzoate App  20.00 

21 P111 Benzyl PenincillinInj 5mu  50.00 

22 P047 Bupivacaine Heavy Spinal (Inj)  100.00 

23 P048 Cefriaxone (Inj) Pfr  50.00 

24 TCO90 Cefridine 500mg  75.00 

25 P050 Chlorpheniramine (Inj)  50.00 

26 PHA0480 Chlorpheniramine Syrup,  10.00 

27 PHA0484 ClotrimazolePessaries (+  20.00 

28 Pha0468 Codeine phosphate 30mg  250.00 

29 P029 Codeine Phosphate Tabs 30mg  50.00 

30 P052 Darrows 1/2 Streangth Iv  25.00 

31 P106 Dexamethasone 0.5mg tabs  15.00 

32 P096 Dexamethasone / Neomycin  25.00 

33 P055 Diclofenac (Inj) 25mg/Ml  50.00 

34 p048 Diclofena Gel  25.00 

35 PHA0239 Digoxin 0.25mg tabs  35.00 

36 P056 Digoxin (Inj) 50mcg/Ml  25.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES 

37 P042 Digoxin oral solution  100.00 

38 P031 Digoxin Tabs 250mg  35.00 
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39 P057 Dyrade M  75.00 

40 P057 Ergometrine (Inj)  25.00 

41 P027 Flucloxacillin 250mg caps  100.00 

42 P058 Flucloxacillin (inj)250mg pfr  50.00 

43 p044 Fluoxetine 20mg  100.00 

44 P059 FlupenthixolDecanoate (Inj)  25.00 

45 P060 FluphenazineDecanoateInj  25.00 

46 P028 Folic acid 5mg tabs  15.00 

47 PHA0469 Furosemide 40mg Tabs  25.00 

48 P061 Furosemide (Inj) 10mg/Ml  25.00 

49 P062 Gentamycin (Inj) 40mg/Ml  50.00 

50 P030 Glibenclamide 5mg tabs  35.00 

51 P063 Glucose 10% Infusion,500ml  25.00 

52 P065 Glucose 50% Infusion 100ml  25.00 

53 p054 Haematinic Syrup  75.00 

54 P066 Haloperidol Decan  25.00 

55 P097 Halothane Inhalation,250ml  500.00 

56 p50 HemsamicInj  150.00 

57 P067 Heparin (Inj) 5000iu/Ml  50.00 

58 PHC003 Hydrochlorthiazide 50mg Tabs  35.00 

59 PHA0485 Hydrocortisone Eye Drops 1%  20.00 

60 P098 Hydrocortisone Eye Drops 5ml  20.00 

61 P069 Hydrocortisone (Inj)100mg/Ml  25.00 

62 P032 Hydrocortisone ointment 1%  20.00 

63 P099 Hydrocortisone Ointment 1%  20.00 

64 P033 Ibuprofen 200mg tabs  15.00 

65 p043 Indomethacin 25mg  25.00 

66 P070 Insulin Biphasic  30/70 100  100.00 

67 P071 Insulin Soluble,Human 100  100.00 

68 P103 Insulin Soluble (Spcl Rate Is  100.00 

69 p51 Iodine M/W  50.00 

70 p055 Iv Ranitidine  50.00 

 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 
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ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

71 P072 Ketamine (Inj)50mg/Ml,10ml  100.00 

72 P107 Lactose  75.00 

73 p055 Lactulose Syrup  75.00 

74 PHA0473 Levothyroxine 100mcg Tabs  50.00 

75 P034 Levothyroxine Tabs 100mcg  50.00 

76 P074 Lignocaine Hcl/Adrenaline  50.00 

77 P073 Lignocaine Hcl (Inj)2%  50.00 

78 P075 Magnesium Sulphate (Inj) 50%  25.00 

79 P035 Magnesiumtrisilicate co tabs  15.00 

80 PHA0471 Magnesium Trisilicate Co.  15.00 

81 P076 Mannitol 20% Iv  100.00 

82 p102 Meloxicam 7.5  75.00 

83 P109 Metaformin 850mg  100.00 

84 p105 Metformin 850mg  100.00 

85 P036 Metformin Tabs 500mg  75.00 

86 PHA0474 Methyl Dopa 250mg Tabs  100.00 

87 PHA0472 Metoclopramide 10mg Tabs  15.00 

88 P077 Metoclopramide (Inj) 5mg/Ml  25.00 

89 P078 Metronidazole(Inj) 5mg/Ml  25.00 

90 P100 Misoprostol 200mcg Tabs  100.00 

91 p061 Mixtard  100.00 

92 P079 Morphine (Inj) 10mg/Ml,1ml  50.00 

93 PHA0481 Multivitamin Syrup  10.00 

94 PHA0475 Multivitamin Tabs  15.00 

95 P080 Neostigmine (Inj)  25.00 

96 PHA0476 Nifedipine 20mg Tabs  60.00 

97 p101 Normal Saline Drops  25.00 

98 P110 ORS  15.00 

99 P095 ORS Sachets for 500ml (new  15.00 

100 P081 Oxytocin (Inj) 10 Iu/Ml  25.00 

101 P082 Pancuronium Bromide  100.00 

102 PHA0477 Paracetamol 100mg Tabs  10.00 

103 P043 Paracetamol 500mg tabs  10.00 
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104 P044 Paracetamol Susp, 120mg/5ml  10.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

105 p056 Paracetemol Suspension  10.00 

106 P045 Phenobarbitonnee 30mg tabs  25.00 

107 P037 Phenobarbitonnee Tabs 30mg  25.00 

108 P046 Phenytoin 50mg tabs  35.00 

109 P083 Phytomenadione (Inj) Vit.K  25.00 

110 P084 Potassium Chloride (Inj)  25.00 

111 P039 Pradnisolone Tabs 5mg  15.00 

112 P038 Praziquantel tabs 600mg  50.00 

113 PHA0478 Predinisolone 5mg Tabs  15.00 

114 PH4 Predinosolone  30.00 

115 PHA0486 Pylori kit  250.00 

116 P049 Quinine 300mg tabs  FREE 

117 P085 Quinine Sulphate  25.00 

118 p058 Relcer Gel  75.00 

119 P051 Salbutamol 4mg tabs  15.00 

120 PHA0463 Salbutamol Inhaler, 

100mcg/dose, 200 doses 

 150.00 

121 PHB001 Salbutamol NebuliserSoln 

5mg/Ml, 10ml Vial 

 150.00 

122 PHA0482 Salbutamol Syrup, 2mg/5ml  15.00 

123 P108 Saline Nosal Drops  10.00 

124 PHA0488 Silver Sulfadiazine Cream 1%,  75.00 

125 P086 Sodium Bicarbonate (Inj)8.4%  25.00 

126 P087 Sodium Chloride Iv Infusion 

0.9%,500ml (Bttl) 

 25.00 

127 P088 Sodium Lactate Co Iv 

Infusion,500ml(Hartman'S) 

 25.00 

128 p046 Sodium Valproate300mg  125.00 

129 PHA0464 Spironolactonnee 25mg tabs  100.00 
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130 PHA0464 Spironolactonnee 25mg tabs  100.00 

131 P040 Spironolactonnee 25mg Tabs  100.00 

132 p047 Sprinolactonnee 25mg  25.00 

133 PHC001 Sulfadoxine/Pyrimethamine   

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

134 P041 Sulfadoxine/pyrimethamine tabs 

500/25mg 

  

135 P089 Suxamethonium chloride(inj)  100.00 

136 P054 Tetracycline Eye Ointment 1%  15.00 

137 P090 Thiopentonnee (Inj)500mg Vial 

Pfr (Inj) 

 100.00 

138 PHA0465 Tinidazole 500mg tabs  25.00 

139 p052 Tramadol 100mg Inj  50.00 

140 po49 Tramadol 250  50.00 

141 p045 Tramadol 50mg  50.00 

142 P091 Tramadol (Inj) 50mg/Ml 2ml  25.00 

143 P092 Tranexamic Acid  50.00 

144 p053 Traxenamic Caps  75.00 

145 p059 Warfarin 5mg  50.00 

146 P101 X-Pen  50.00 

147 PHB002 Zinc Sulphate 20mg Tabs  15.00 

PHYSIOTHERAPY 

1 OTD017 Chest Physio  100.00 

2 PH017 Electrotherapy  100.00 

3 PH003 Exercise therapy  100.00 

4 OTD022 Hydrotherapy  100.00 

5 OTD021 Keep Fit  100.00 

6 PH011 Massage  100.00 

7 OTD21 Outpatient Per Session  100.00 

8 OTD22 Physio Splint  500.00 

9 PHY13 Physiotherapy  100.00 

10 OTD23 P.O.P Application  100.00 
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11 OTD24 P.O.P Cylinder Lower Limp  200.00 

12 OTD25 P.O.P Cylinder Upper Limp  100.00 

13 OTD26 P.O.P Removal  100.00 

14 OTD019 Rehabilitation  100.00 

15 OTD018 Stimulation  100.00 

16 OTD27 Stump Bandaging  200.00 

17 OTD020 Theraupitic Exercise  100.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

18 OTD28 TracionInt  150.00 

19 PH014 FUNSOFT  100.00 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

 

1 HP001 Multi-storey residential plan   

2 HP002 Multi-storey commercial plan   

3 HP003 Single storey residential plan   

4 hp004 Single storey commercial plan   

5 HP005 Setting and pegging of pit  200.00 

6 HP006 Disinfection spraying premises  50.00 per unit 

RECORDS DEPARTMENT 

1 RD002 Records Recovery(search)  500.00 

2 RD001 Stationery(OPD card)  50.00 

RECORDS DEPARTMENT 

1 RD012 Card-maternity  50.00 

2 RD018 Child Adoption Compensation  500.00 

3 RD014 Cwc Card  50.00 

4 RD015 Fp Appointment Card  50.00 

5 RD008 Inpatient File  100.00 

6 RD003 Ip File reactivation  100.00 

7 RD009 Out Patient Card  50.00 

8 RD016 Out Patient Card Reactivation  50.00 

9 RD011 Permit  50.00 
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10 RD002 Records Recovery(search)  500.00 

11 RD010 Special Clinic file  100.00 

12 RD013 Stamp Fee  500.00 

REFERRALS 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

1 RF001 Air-Lifting  - 

2 RF01 FUNSOFT  65.00 

3 RF002 Hospital Transfer non UHC  5,000.00 

4 RF03 Praziquanntel   (600 Mg )  100.00 

5 RF04 Praziquantel  100.00 

6 RF004 Requests To NAIROBI  10,000.00 

7 RF003 Requests To   12,000.00 

8 RF02 Zinnat/Cefuroxime  200.00 

RENTAL INCOME 

1 R011 Rent  100.00 

TENDERS 

1 80-83 Tender Fee  2,000.00 

2 TENDER Tender Sales  2,000.00 

THEATRE 

1 TO001 Amputation  5,000.00 

2 TO002 Appendicectomy  5000.00 

3 TO003 Bilateraltubal ligation  1000.00 

4 TO037 Breast Lump removal  1000.00 

5 TO007 Caeserian Sections  5000.00 

6 TO008 Contracture  5000.00 

7 TO052 Dilatation And Currettage  2000.00 

8 TO010 Disarticulation (Large)  2,000.00 

9 TH019 E U A  2500.00 

10 TO051 Examination Under  2500.00 

11 TH009 Excision incision abscess  1,000.00 

12 TO013 Exploration & removal of FB  2,000.00 
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13 TO012 Gastrectomy (By Pass  5000.00 

14 TO049 Haemorrhoidectomy  2,500.00 

15 TO004 Herniorrhaphy  3,000.00 

16 TO031 internal fixation  5,000.00 

17 TO038 K-Nailing Femur  5,000.00 

18 TH008 Mackdonald   Stich  2,000.00 

19 TH024 Mastectomy  5,000.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

20 TO019 Norplant Removal (Theatre)  1,000.00 

21 TO005 Orchidectomy  2,500.00 

22 TH004 Plating  5,000.00 

23 TO020 Prostatectomy  5,000.00 

24 TO021 Reconstructive Surgery  5,000.00 

25 TO022 Reduction Of Dislocation  1,000.00 

26 TO009 Salpingetomy  5,000.00 

27 TO017 Skin Grafting  3,000.00 

28 TH028 Suction  Curettage  2,000.00 

29 TO015 Supra -Pubic Catherization  1,000.00 

30 TO025 Surgical Debriment  2,000.00 

31 TO026 Surgical Toilet  2,000.00 

32 TH015 TAH  5,000.00 

33 TH001 Theatre  - 

34 TO023 Thyrodectomy  5,000.00 

35 TO042 Underwater Drainage  1,000.00 

36 TH023 V V F  Repair  10,000.00 

THEATRE  

1 T027 Adenoldectomy  5,000.00 

2 T0024 Bone Nibbling  5,000.00 

3 T0024 Bone Nibbling  5,000.00 

4 THE031 Btl Under G/A  1,000.00 

5 TO018 Cholecystectomy  5,000.00 

6 T029 Cystectomy  1,000.00 
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7 T025 Decortification  5,000.00 

8 TO016 Excision Biopsy  1,000.00 

9 TO013 Exploration & removal of FB  2,000.00 

10 TH032 exploratory laparatomy  5,000.00 

11 T0023 External Fixation  3,000.00 

12 TO014 Fasciotomy  2,000.00 

13 TH030 Fine Needle Aspirate &  1,500.00 

14 THE032 Haemorrhoidectomy  5,000.00 

15 TH031 Hernioplasty  5,000.00 

16 t0020 Hydrocectomy  2,500.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

17 t0021 Hydroselectomy  2,500.00 

18 TH024 Mastectomy  5,000.00 

19 THE030 Mva  2,000.00 

20 t0022 Myomectomy  5,000.00 

21 TO019 Norplant Removal (Theatre)  1,000.00 

22 TO027 Open Reduction (O.R.I.F)  5,000.00 

23 TO024 osteotomy(bone resection)  5,000.00 

24 THE034 Pin Insertion For Fractures  2,500.00 

25 TO017 Skin Grafting  2,500.00 

26 TO015 Supra -Pubic Catherization  1,000.00 

27 TO025 Surgical Debriment  2,000.00 

28 TO026 Surgical Toilet  2,000.00 

29 TO023 Thyroidectomy  5,000.00 

30 THE033 Tonnegue Release  1,000.00 

31 T028 Tonnesillectomy(paed)  2,500.00 

32 T026 Urethroplasty  5,000.00 

VEHICLE TRANSPORT  Approved Charges 

1 AMB03 Ambulance to 

Kijabe 

  9,000.00 
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2 AMB01 Ambulance To 

NAIROBI 

  5,000.00 

3 AMB004 Ambulance To 

 

  4,000.00 

4 AMB02 Ambulance To 

 

  7,000.00 

5 VT012 FUNSOFT   1,000.00 

6 VT004 Hire(L/R/Ambul 

ance (To 

NAIROBI) 

   

5,000.00 

7 VT002    7,000.00 

      

NOTE: Ambulance charges are only applicable to non-holders of the Machakos  County 

Universal Health Care Card. 

WARD 1(MALE)  

1 I001 Admission -  

2 I005 Bed Fee General and 

Medication (Adult) 

 300.00 

3 I008 Blood Giving Set(Per Set Used)  30.00 

4 I062 Branular (Per Piece)  50.00 

5 I062 Branular (Per Piece)  50.00 

6 I009 Catheter  50.00 

7 I035 Clean Gloves (Per Pair)  30.00 

8 I020 Dressing  50.00 

9 I010 Enema  30.00 

10 I047 FUNSOFT  200.00 

11 I043 Giving Set  50.00 

13 I012 Giving Set(I.V. Per Set)  50.00 

14 I003 Injection  10.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

15 I004 Ivfluids  100.00 
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16 I013 Last office Procedure  20.00 

17 I015 Needle And Syringe  10.00 

18 I046 Need & Syringe  50.00 

19 I014 N. G. Tube  50.00 

20 I049 Pelvic Assessment  100.00 

21 I052 Pr (Per Rectal)  20.00 

22 I055 Scalp Vein ( Per Piece  5.00 

23 I016 Scalve Vein(All Gauge)  5.00 

24 I017 Shaving For Theatre  20.00 

25 I057 Sterile Gloves (Per Pair)  50.00 

26 I019 Urine Bag  100.00 

27 WD07 Ward Days  300.00 

WARD 1(FEMALE)  

1 I001 Admission - - 

2 I008 Blood Giving Set(Per Set Used)  30.00 

3 I007 Branula  50.00 

4 I009 Catheter  50.00 

5 I035 Clean Gloves (Per Pair)  30.00 

6 I020 Dressing  50.00 

7 I010 Enema  30.00 

8 I043 Giving Set  50.00 

9 I011 Giving Set(I.V)  50.00 

10 I012 Giving Set(I.V. Per Set)  50.00 

11 I003 Injection  10.00 

12 I004 Iv Fluids  100.00 

13 I013 Last office Procedure  20.00 

14 I062 Manual Removal Of Placenta  1,000.00 

15 I062 Manual Removal Of Placenta  1,000.00 

16 WD06 M V A  2,000.00 

17 I015 Needle And Syringe  10.00 

18 I046 Need & Syringe  10.00 

19 I014 N. G. Tube  50.00 

20 I047 Orbnenin  200.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 
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ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

21 I049 Pelvic Assessment  100.00 

22 I052 Pr (Per Rectal)  100.00 

23 I055 Scalp Vein ( Per Piece  5.00 

24 I016 Scalve Vein(All Gauge)  5.00 

25 I017 Shaving For Theatre  20.00 

26 I057 Sterile Gloves (Per Pair)  50.00 

27 I019 Urine Bag  50.00 

28 I021 V.E.(Per Examination)  00.00 

29 I058 V.E. (Vaginal Exam)  100.00 

30 I006 Ward Days  300.00 

WARD 2(FEMALE) 

1 I007 Branula  50.00 

2 I004 Iv Fluids  100.00 

3 1061 Nursing Care  - 

4 I006 Ward Days  300.00 

WARD 3(PAEDIATRICS)  

1 I001 Admission  - 

2 I002 and Medication  100.00 

3 I007 Bed Fee and  - 

4 I005 Bed Fee and Medication 

General(Adult)s 

 300.00 

5 I006 Bed Fee Nursery(Incubation  50.00 

6 I008 Blood Giving Set(Per Set Used)  30.00 

7 I062 Branular (Per Piece)  50.00 

8 I009 Catheter  50.00 

9 I035 Clean Gloves (Per Pair)  30.00 

10 I020 Dressing  40.00 

11 I010 Enema  30.00 

12 I055 FUNSOFT  5.00 

13 I043 Giving Set  50.00 

14 I011 Giving Set(I.V)  50.00 

15 I012 Giving Set(I.V. Per Set)  50.00 

16 I003 Injection  10.00 
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17 I004 Ivfluids  100.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

18 I013 Last office Procedure  20.00 

19 I015 Needle And Syringe  10.00 

20 I046 Need & Syringe  10.00 

21 I014 N. G. Tube  50.00 

22 I049 Pelvic Assessment  100.00 

23 I052 Pr (Per Rectal)  20.00 

24 I016 Scalve Vein(All Gauge)  5.00 

25 I017 Shaving For Theatre  20.00 

26 I057 Sterile Gloves (Per Pair)  50.00 

27 I019 Urine Bag  50.00 

28 I021 V.E.(Per Examination)  0.00 

29 I058 V.E. (Vaginal Exam)  100.00 

WARD 3(PAEDIATRICS)  

1 1056 Nursing Care  - 

2 i056 Ward Days  300.00 

3 i046 Ward Days Under 5  150.00 

XRAY  

1 x023 Abdominal  300.00 

2 XR04 Abdominal U/s  500.00 

3 x025 Barium Meal/Swallow  600.00 

4 X099 Breast U/s  500.00 

5 x019 Cervical Spine  350.00 

6 x001 Chest  200.00 

7 x007 Clavicle  200.00 

8 X027 Dental  200.00 

9 x005 Elbow Joint L  200.00 

10 x009 Femur L  200.00 

11 x013 Foot L  200.00 

12 x002 Hand L  200.00 

13 x010 Hip  200.00 
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14 x024 H.S.G  1,000.00 

15 x006 Humerus  200.00 

16 X016 I.V.U  1,500.00 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

17 x011 Knee Joint L  200.00 

18 XR01 Lower Standard Occlusal  100.00 

19 x021 Lumbar Spine  350.00 

20 x022 Pelvic  300.00 

21 XR03 Pelvic U/s  500.00 

22 x004 Radius /Ulna  200.00 

23 XR02 Renal u/s  1,000.00 

24 x008 Shoulder L  200.00 

25 x014 Skull X-Ray  350.00 

26 x020 Thorac Spine  350.00 

27 x012 Tibia / Fibula  200.00 

28 XR05 Upper Standard Occlusal  200.00 

29 x003 Wrist L  200.00 

30 x026 X Ray Envelopes  10.00 

XRAY  

1 XR13 Ankle L  200.00 

2 XR14 Ankle R  200.00 

3 X100 Barium Meal Erect  600.00 

4 X101 Barium Follow Through  800.00 

5 X102 Barium Meal  1,500.00 

6 X103 Barium Swallow  1,200.00 

7 X031 Cranial U/S  500.00 

8 X028 Doppler 1 limb  1,000.00 

9 X029 Doppler 2 Limbs  2,000.00 

10 XR07 Elbow Joint R  200.00 

11 XR16 Femur R  200.00 

12 XR06 Finger  200.00 

13 XR08 Foot R  200.00 
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14 XR09 Hand R  200.00 

15 x37 Inguninal/Testiculer U/S  500.00 

16 X36 Inner Upper Arm U/S  500.00 

17 XR10 Knee Joint R  200.00 

18 x027 KUB U/S  1,000.00 

19 X39 Lateral Oblique Mandle  350.00 

 

PART 27 MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE  CHARG ES  

20 X38 Mammography  500.00 

21 X34 Neck X-ray  200.00 

22 X030 Neels  200.00 

23 XR023 Obstetric U/S  500.00 

24 X104 Plain Abdomen  400.00 

25 X105 Plain Abdominal Decubitus  600.00 

26 x33 Post Nasal Space X-ray  350.00 

27 XR024 Prostate U/S  500.00 

28 x032 Removal Of Plate  2,500.00 

29 XR021 Scrotal U/S  500.00 

30 XR11 Shoulder R  200.00 

31 X106 Simple Examination Lower  300.00 

32 X107 Simple Examination Upper  300.00 

33 X108 Sinus  300.00 

34 X109 Sinuses  600.00 

35 XR15 Testicular U/S  500.00 

36 xr022 Thyroid U/S  500.00 

37 X35 Thyroid X-ray  200.00 

38 XR05 Upper Standard Occlusal  200.00 

39 XR12 Wrist R  200.00 

MACHAKOS COUNTY HEALTH CARE 

 ITEM DESCRIPTION    

 E.D.C SECTION       
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 All types of inspection 3000 3000 3000 

 Treatment of termites(public 

institution) 1000 1000 1000 

 Treatment of termites(private 

residence) 5000 5000 5000 

 Control of bees 10000 10000 10000 

 Eradication of snakes 10000 10000 10000 

 MOSQUITO CONTROL       

 Stagnant water treatment 1500 1500 1500 

 Space flogging 2000 2000 2000 

 pumping water out of pool 4000 4000 4000 

 Overgrowth clearance 3000 3000 3000 

 Sale of larvivorous fish(gambusia) 50 50 50 

 Larviciding 1000 1000 1000 

 DISINFESTATIONS PER 

SQ.M(FLEAS,COCKROACHES,

ETC)       

 Domestic premises 2000 2000 2000 

 Hotels and restaurants 2000 2000 2000 

 All others 2000 2000 2000 

 Cat trapping(excluding transport) 1500 1500 1500 

 Fence infested with crawling ants 1500 1500 1500 

 RATS,MICE,PIGEONS,BATS-

DESTRUCTION       

 Private premises 6000 6000 6000 

 public institutions 15000 15000 15000 

 Factories 15000 15000 15000 

 Go downs 20000 20000 20000 

 FUMIGATION AGAINST-       
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BORER-

BEETLE,WEEVILS,MITES 

 Domestic premises(excluding 

transport) 1500 1500 1500 

 Institutions, schools(excluding 

transport) 3500 3500 3500 

 Factories, Go downs 4000 4000 4000 

 Grains 2000 2000 2000 

 Transport for any service above 2000 2000 2000 

 BIRTH AND REGISTRY       

 Amendment fee 500 500 500 

 Registration(late & current 

registration fee) 500 500 500 

 Cancellation fee 500 500 500 

 Search fee(register) 500 500 500 

 Late submission of fee(birth & 

death) 500 500 500 

 INOCULATION CENTRE       

 Yellow fever 1500 1500 1500 

 Tetanus Toxoid 300 300 300 

 Diphtheria & Tetanus 1500 1500 1500 

 Typhoid 1000 1000 1000 

 Meningitis 1000 1000 1000 

 MMR 1200 1200 1200 

 Rabbles 1500 1500 1500 

 Oral polio 300 300 300 

 Influenza 1500 1500 1500 

 Cholera 1500 1500 1500 

 Hepatitis B 1000 1000 1000 
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 CERTIFICATES       

 International certificates booklet 1000 1000 1000 

 Duplicate certificate 1000 1000 1000 

 Exemption letters 1000 1000 1000 

 Health inspectorate       

 WATER TESTS       

 Bacteriological test 2500 2500 2500 

 Chemical test 5000 5000 5000 

 Health inspection       

 FOOD PLANT       

 Private Health Facility-Annual 

health inspection 10,000 10,000 10,000 

 Institutional Annual Health 

Certificate 10000 10000 10000 

 Health Occupation Certificate 10000 10000 10000 

 Medical Certificate 1000 1000 1000 

 Liquor Sale premises inspection 5000 5000 5000 

 Sites for Toilets/septic tanks on 

construction sites 10000 10000 10000 

 Sites for private burials 10000 10000 10000 

 Export Certificate 7000 7000 7000 

 Water /Food samples 2500 2500 2500 

 Non Food Handlers Clearance 

Certificate Per Person       

 salon 200 200 200 

 Barber shop/Kinyozi 300 300 300 

 Flower Farms workers  300 300 300 

 Residential flats 2,000 1,500 1,000 

 Church/Mosque 3,000 3,000 2000 
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 Carpenter shop 200 200 200 

 Petrol/filing station workers 400 400 400 

 Cement factory employees 900 900 900 

 Bus stations All Touts, Drivers, 

conductors Etc 1,000 1,000 1,000 

 Hardware shop 1,000 1,000 1,000 

 Bicycle/Motor bike repair 200 200 200 

 Agro vet shop 1,000 1,000 1000 

 Epz Employees 350 350 350 

 Fuel pumps 1,000 1,000 1000 

 Book shops 600 600 600 

 Quarries 650 650 650 

 Sand yards 350 350 350 

 Computer schools 200 200 200 

 Art work 200 200 200 

 Music store (shop) 400 400 400 

 Video show (Cinema) 400 400 400 

 Household goods shop 500 500 500 

     

 Banks Employees 700 700 700 

 Delmonte employees 450 450 450 

 Photo copier shop 500 500 500 

 Photo studio shop 200 200 200 

 Motor vehicle shops/Mechanics 300 300 300 

 Hire purchase shops 100 100 100 

 Dressmaking shops/Tailoring 200 200 200 

 Beauty shop/ cosmetics 400 400 400 

 Charcoal shops 400 400 400 
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 Mpesa shop 500 500 500 

 Cobbler shops 100 100 100 

 Car wash 500 500 500 

 Dry cleaning and laundry shops 400 400 300 

 Welding and battery charging 400 400 300 

 Cyber café and others 300 300 200 

 Shoe shops 400 400 400 

 Bata shops 500 500 500 

 workshops 400 400 300 

 offices 400 400 200 

 Drappers (clothes) 300 300 200 

 All hawkers 300 300 300 

 Curio shops 400 400 300 

 Electronic shops 500 500 400 

 Telephone shops 400 400 300 

 Residential building (single) 1500 1500 1000 

 Residential building (storey) 2500 2500 2000 

 Commercial (single) 3000 3000 2000 

 Commercial (Multi storey) 4000 4000 3000 

 Penalty for Nonfood handlers without Medical 

examination 

and subsequent approval 
 

7,000 7,000 7,000 

  7000 7000 7000 

  2500 2500 2500 

  5000 5000 5000 

 Export health certificate 7,000 7,000 7,000 

  10000 10000 10000 

  1000 1000 1000 
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 ICE CREAM TEST     

 Coliform test 2,500 2,500 2,500 

 coliform and plate count 2,500 2,500 2,500 

 MILK TEST       

 Harvest F.P test(water in milk) 1000 1000 1000 

 Gerbr S.N.F test 1000 1000 1000 

 Resazurin test 1000 1000 1000 

 Phosphate 1000 1000 1000 

 FOOD TEST       

 Food biological test 2,500 2,500 2,500 

 Food chemical analysis 5,000 5,000 5,000 

 LABORATORY SECTION       

 ABO & rhesus grouping 250 250 250 

 Antibody screening 600 600 600 

 Hemoglobin estimation 200 200 200 

 hemoglobin electrophoresis 600 600 600 

 Heinz bodies preparation 600 600 600 

 Ham test 600 600 600 

 Packed cell volume 400 400 400 

 Total blood count complete 

hierograms 600 600 600 

 Total blood count & ESR 600 600 600 

 Red or white blood count only 500 500 500 

 Red cell count HB 500 500 500 

 White cell count and differential 600 600 600 

 Rheumatoid arthritis factor(RAF) 400 400 400 

 Malaria parasite 250 250 250 

 Eosinophil count 500 500 500 
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 Reticulocycle count 500 500 500 

 Hepatitis B surface antigen (HAB) 600 600 600 

 Sickle cell test 250 250 250 

 Blood sugar 350 350 350 

 Glucose tolerance test 2.5 hour 600 600 600 

 Occult blood in stool 350 350 350 

 Serum electrolytes (urea & 

electrolytes) 600 600 600 

 Creatinine 350 350 350 

 creatinine clearance 500 500 500 

 Uric acid 350 350 350 

 Blood urea 500 500 500 

 Blood chloride 350 350 350 

 Blood cholesterol 500 500 500 

 Liver function test 600 600 600 

 Lipid profiles 600 600 600 

 Bleeding time 250 250 250 

 Prothrombin lime 250 250 250 

 Clotting time 250 250 250 

 Platelet count 350 350 350 

 Direct coombs 500 500 500 

 Indirect coombs 600 600 600 

 L.E. Cell preparation & 

examination 600 600 600 

 Monospot 600 600 600 

 Stypren test 250 250 250 

 Blood parasites 500 500 500 

 
Blood cross matching & 

500 500 500 
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compatibility 

 VDRL,USR & RPR 600 600 600 

 TPHA 250 250 250 

 Urine routine microscopy & 

biochemistry 600 600 600 

 Culture & sensitivity 600 600 600 

 Routine culture & sensitivity 600 600 600 

 Specify gravity 600 600 600 

 Sputum microscopy/AFB culture 

& sensitivity 250 250 250 

 Culture only 500 500 500 

 Faeces routine microscopy 350 350 350 

 Serum proteins 350 350 350 

 Serum proteins electroprensis 500 500 500 

 Urea clearance 600 600 600 

 CSF microscopy biochemistry 350 350 350 

 Microscopy & concentration 250 250 250 

 Routine microscopy culture 

sensitivity 250 250 250 

 Microscopy & biochemistry ( 

analysis) 350 350 350 

 Swabs microscopy culture & 

sensitivity 600 600 600 

 Staining and microscopy 200 200 200 

 Microscopy culture 200 200 200 

 Agglutination/Haemoglulivation 

test 350 350 350 

 Blood culture and sensitivity 600 600 600 

 RPR(VDRL)TPHA 350 350 350 
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 Haemogram 450 450 450 

 RBC count 200 200 200 

 WBC count 200 200 200 

 Platelet 200 200 200 

 Packed cell volume 150 150 150 

 ESR 150 150 150 

 Bleeding time 150 150 150 

 Clotting time 150 150 150 

 Blood smear malaria parasites 150 150 150 

 Hemoglobin 150 150 150 

 APTT 350 350 350 

 Reticulocyte 200 200 200 

 Blood group 150 150 150 

 Cross match 1,250 1,250 1,250 

 Direct coombs test 250 250 250 

 Indirect coombs test 250 250 250 

 Le preparation 250 250 250 

 Sickling Test 200 200 200 

 DU 200 200 200 

 SERIOLOGY TESTS       

 HIV Screening 600 600 600 

 Hepatitis B antigen 600 600 600 

 Rheumatoid factor 200 200 200 

 ASOT 350 350 350 

 VDRL 250 250 250 

 TYHA 250 250 250 

 Brucella Antibodies 250 250 250 
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 Widal test 250 250 250 

 Helicobacter pylori 1,150 1,150 1,150 

 TB serology 450 450 450 

 Hepatits B Antibodies 850 850 850 

 Antinuclear factor 850 850 850 

 Biochemistry       

 Blood sugar 250 250 250 

 Blood urea 250 250 250 

 Oral GTT 750 750 750 

 Serum Creatinine 200 200 200 

 Serum Uric acid 200 200 200 

 Serum amylase 450 450 450 

 Serum Bilirubin 250 250 250 

 Serum Cholesterol 200 200 200 

 Alkaline Phosphates 300 300 300 

 Acid Phosphates 550 550 550 

 Serum Potassium 750 750 750 

 Serum Chloride 350 350 350 

 Serum sodium 250 250 250 

 Creatinine clearance test 300 300 300 

 Serum Calcium 250 250 250 

 Liver Function Tests 850 850 850 

 Serum AST 250 250 250 

 Serum ALT 250 250 250 

 Serum proteins 200 200 200 

 Serum albumin 200 200 200 

 Cardiac enzymes 1200 1200 1200 
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 Lipid profile 1000 1000 1000 

 Thyroid function Test 1100 1100 1100 

 Gamma GT 300 300 300 

 Serum Iron 500 500 500 

 Serum TIBC 600 600 600 

 Serum Phosphorous 200 200 200 

 C.P.K 450 450 450 

 CK-MB 1200 1200 1200 

 Magnesium levels 300 300 300 

 Prolactin 750 750 750 

 Folic acid 1350 1350 1350 

 Serum lactate 800 800 800 

 Vitamin B 12 950 950 950 

 MICROBIOLOGY/ 

PARASITOLOGY       

 Stool O/C 200 200 200 

 Urine urinalysis 100 100 100 

 Occult Blood In stool 100 100 100 

 Urine/stool culture 350 350 350 

 cultures 350 350 350 

 Gram stain 200 200 200 

 Blood culture 600 600 600 

 Skin scapings 500 500 500 

 KOH Preparation 100 100 100 

 Indian Ink prep 100 100 100 

 CSF Protein 300 300 300 

 

19. AGRICULTURE  

That under the category of “AGRICULTURE” be amended –– 
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(a) By  deleting the figure “100” relating to   “Soil testing per shamba per  season”   

and  substituting therefor the  figure “50‟ in urban areas; 

(b) By deleting the figure “100” relating to   “Soil testing per shamba per  season”   

and  substituting therefor the  figure “50” in peri-urban areas; 

(c) By deleting the figure “100” relating to   “Soil testing per shamba per  season”   

and  substituting therefor the  figure “50” in rural areas; 

(d) By deleting the  expression ““domestic animal/poultry/pet vaccination ”    

(e) By  deleting the figure “50” relating to   “domestic animal/poultry/pet vaccination 

”   in urban areas; 

(f) By deleting the figure  “50” relating to   “domestic animal/poultry/pet vaccination 

”   in peri-urban areas; 

(g) By deleting the figure  “50” relating to   “domestic animal/poultry/pet vaccination 

”   in rural areas;  

(Question of the amendment proposed) 

 

Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Hon. Chair. I wanted to propose some amendment on the fees 

which the Chair said of industries of Ksh. 11 Million which is supposed to be paid in a year that 

before they get the normal permit of Ksh. 150,000 which was proposed by the committee, they 

should produce the receipts on the Ksh. 11 Million to show that they have paid. Thank you, Hon. 

Chair. I call upon Hon. Ndawa to second my amendment. 

 

Hon. Ndawa: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Sir. I do second. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Before I put the question, I just want to give a bit of clarification so 

that you understand what has happened is that the Hon. Majority Leader has moved an 

amendment and it has been seconded that the Ksh. 11 Million being charged on the large 

manufacturing firms, and here we are talking about the cement factories and all those, who are 

supposed to pay Ksh. 11 Million as part of their environmental impact cushioning for the County 

is moved that before they are issued with a single business permit of Ksh. 150,000 to operate, 

they must show proof of payment of the Ksh. 11 Million, and he has been seconded and 

therefore that amendment has been taken into place. Is there any other amendment because when 

I put the question I will put it at once? 

 

Hon. Muendo: I can elaborate a bit. Hon. Members, don‟t think these figure of Ksh. 11 

Million is new; it has been there all the years. What is supposed to be done, they should give 

receipts to the Executive showing that they have paid the Ksh. 11 Million. It is not something 

which is being introduced but this has not been happening, so we are saying that if they want to 

get the business permits, they should show the receipts that they have paid the Ksh. 11 Million to 

the County Government before they get the license. It is not something which I have introduced; 

it has been there for years and years but it is not collected. 

 

Hon. (Ms.) Ndeti: What happens? 

 

Hon. Muendo: Pardon? 
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Hon. (Ms.) Ndeti: You are trying to tell us that--- 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Hon. Helen, your machine is off and the other thing is that 

procedurally, you need to seek permission from the Chair when there is a Member on the floor, 

but Majority Leader has yielded, so go ahead and give your contributions, but put on the 

machine.  

 

Hon (Ms.) Ndeti: Mr. Chairman, I am very sorry for breaking the rules of the House. 

Mine was to say that I just wanted to add to what Majority Leader is stating because I know there 

are some companies in this county that are polluting our environment and we are not strong 

enough to ensure that we collect this fee of Ksh. 11 Million. So, I agree with Majority Leader 

that as they pay the single business license, they must also pay the Ksh. 11 Million. That one I 

fully support.  

 

Hon. Chairperson: Thank you, Hon. Member. Any other Member with another 

amendment? Hon. Judas Ndawa. 

 

Hon. Ndawa: Mr. Speaker, it is just to put more weight on what the Majority Leader and 

the previous contributor has said. We are going to use this as a requirement. Before you come 

and apply for the permit, it is going to be a requirement that you table the receipt of that money 

that is for that environmental degradation that you are causing. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Hon. Kisila. 

 

Hon. Kisila: Mr. Chairman, there is what Majority Leader proposed on single business 

permit for these industries. I would like us to put that amount, because Ksh. 150,000 is too low 

and we need to agree on an amount. Personally, I am proposing, big industries to pay Ksh. 1 

Million, medium industries Ksh. 750,000 and small industries Ksh. 500,000 for single business 

permits for industries. 

Secondly, there is what you proposed about designated sand harvesting sites. That is a 

very important thing because anywhere where there will be no designated site means it is a no-go 

zone and no one is supposed to go there and they need a permit, a special permit to do that sand 

harvesting. So, those are the two amendments I am proposing, Mr. Chair.  

 

Hon. Chairperson: You need to be seconded, and then before you are seconded, I just 

want to make a clarification. I think for the sand harvesting, we need to come out with a figure so 

that we don‟t have to sit back again here. I would propose every sand harvesting site to pay Ksh. 

50,000 a year. The implication of that is that there has to be major, because the minute you put 

Ksh. 5,000 or Ksh. 2,000, those boys will, even the truck owners will pay for them and say that 

you can now be able to go ahead and become a sand harvesting area.  

We need first of all, because the Chair of Finance Committee pointed out that the Sand 

Harvesting Act stipulates that there has to be designated areas, so the designated areas which 

have been designated for sand harvesting, we are saying they pay Ksh. 50,000 per annum and 

those areas be actually identified and gazetted as designated areas so that everybody knows 

which are the designated, gazetted areas for sand harvesting, mentioning the river and the area 

where it comes from. Hon. Francis. 
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Hon. Kalumu: I am supporting your argument but the only way we can achieve that is 

through registration of those people who harvest sand into SACCOs and make sure that... 

because if you say that they must pay Ksh. 50,000, who will pay? They are just people who have 

come in terms of a group. They are not registered in any way. So for us to get this money, the 

only way we can do is to suggest in this Bill that we need them to form SACCOs so that now we 

can be able to get money from them. Thank you. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Hon. Kisila. 

 

Hon. Kisila: Mheshimiwa is right. The Sand Act is actually there and it talks about the 

required registration of sand dealers and sand associations, but this must go through a public 

participation process where wananchi agree and then what the Deputy Speaker is saying, they 

must be gazetted, and personally, I think Ksh. 50,000 is too low.  

I propose Ksh. 100,000, and it has to be paid, not to individuals, but through the 

registered SACCOs. You are proposing Ksh. 50,000, I am proposing Ksh. 100,000 annual fee for 

those SACCOs. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Thank you Hon. Kisila. Just for procedural purposes, what we are 

having right now is implementation of the Sand Harvesting Act and ensuring that we have got 

registered SACCOs who are being licensed to harvest sand in designated sand harvesting areas. 

Is that the correct statement? And then the charge to be Ksh. 100,000 per SACCO or per 

designated site area. Is that correct?  

So that needs to come out clearly in the final Bill so that now it can be enforced. Hon. 

Kisila you might need to have somebody to second you. Hon. Johanna you had something before 

he finishes? 

 

Hon. Munyao: Chair, maybe, I don't know, I am only trying to think aloud, I don‟t know 

what the Act says in terms of the parameters which inform an area to be termed as a designated 

sand harvesting area, and if it is not there, maybe that is something which ought to be taken into 

consideration before we come up with the figure. I don't know the potential, whether it has been 

stated. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: I agree with what you are saying. The Act talks about designated 

sand harvesting areas. Now, NEMA is the one that is supposed to give the go-ahead on the area... 

it is one of the requirements that NEMA has to do what you call an Environmental Impact 

Assessment report of the area and come back and say based on the impact assessment, this area 

can be licensed to be issuing sand. They must be having criteria which they follow in terms of 

volume, in terms of the area and what it is.   

So we are saying that ours will come into effect after the area has already been designated 

as a sand harvesting area. So, the enforcement or the determination of this area as a sand 

harvesting area falls under NEMA who have to do an impact assessment. So we are saying, if an 

area has been given a permit as a sand harvesting place, then public participation must be done 

so that that Environmental Impact Assessment is endorsed by the locals. So, I think we leave it 

as Ksh. 100,000 which has been proposed, based on the designated sand harvesting areas. Yes? 
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Hon. Kisila: This Act even goes further and talks about harvesting areas, harvesting 

hours and transportation methods. It is actually very detailed; even at night, you are not supposed 

to harvest sand in these areas. So, this is a very detailed Act which actually we can enforce and it 

will work very well. So, Chair, I think all Members need to acquaint themselves with this, it will 

be very good.  

 

Hon. Chairperson: Hon. Minority Leader. 

 

Hon. Kamitu: Chair, I just want to reinforce the statement made by Hon. Members 

because I was in the First Assembly and this Act was passed in 2014, and it is giving out very 

clear policies on what is supposed to be followed so I totally support the sentiments put in this 

Assembly by the Hon. Members. Thank you. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: The seconder, so that we can be able now to put the question? 

 

Hon. Kisila: I call upon Minority Leader to second my amendment. 

 

Hon. Kamitu: Hon. Speaker, I stand to second. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Thank you. Any other amendment in this Schedule? They are two 

and he has seconded both of them. Your proposal is for two amendments; the first amendment is 

for the single business permit: Ksh. 1 Million, Ksh. 750,000 and Ksh. 500,000. The second 

amendment, which he has also seconded, is the one for sand harvesting. Hon. Majority Leader.  

 

Hon. Muendo: Hon. Chair, I still stand on amendment on the section on quarries. I still 

maintain the permit quarries pay is too low. As we say we are collecting Ksh. 150 per tonne, that 

is collection from the business people who are dealing with ballast; it is not from the quarry. So, 

as we are collecting Ksh. 150 which I agree, which is okay, I suggest an amendment of 

increment of quarry permit to Ksh. 1 Million per year and I ask Hon. Kisini to second my 

amendment.  

 

Hon. Kisini: I second the proposal. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Any other amendments? Your amendment applies to the 30 major 

quarries; the Ksh. 1 Million, so that the normal quarries are not affected by the Ksh. 1 Million. 

Any other amendment? 

 

(Question of amendment put and agreed to) 

 

Schedule 4 

Hon. Mwanthi:  Mr. Chairman, I beg to move:- 

        THAT, Schedule 4 be amended as follows: 
UNDER SCHEDULE 4- ANY OTHER MARKET NOT CLASSIFIED AS 
URBAN OR PERI Urban as relates  to “code 805”   for “Large Industrial Plant: 
Over 75 employees or premises over2,500 m2” by  deleting the  figure  “40,000” and 
substituting therefor the figure “150,000”  
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(Question of the amendment proposed) 

 

(Question, that the figure to be inserted in place thereof 

                   be inserted, put and agreed to) 

 

Schedule 5 

Hon. Mwanthi:  Mr. Chairman, I beg to move:- 

        THAT, Schedule 5 be amended as follows:  

Under  SCHEDULE 5- MATUU, PERI-URBAN MARKETS  as relates  to  “code 

805” for “Large Industrial Plant: Over 75 employees or premises over 2,500 m2” 

by deleting the  figure “50,000” and  substituting therefor the  figure “150,000” 

 

(Question of amendment proposed) 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Hon. Kisini, you have issues relating to Athi River? 

 

Hon. Kisini: Yes, Chair of Chairs. I am just requesting you add Athi River small scale to 

that schedule 5. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Hon. Member, I have asked whether there is anything to do with Athi 

River in that Schedule I am talking about. When I was naming, I did not hear myself pronouncing 

Athi River. 

 

Hon. Kisini: And I am requesting we add it there. The reason is that--- 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Athi River is in Schedule 8.  Go to page--- 

 

Hon. Kisini: I am trying to say the for small scale, it is very punitive and last year--- 

 

Hon. Chairperson: We will discuss that when we reach Schedule 8. 

 

Hon. Kisini: Okay. 

 

(Question, that the figure to be inserted in place thereof 

                   be inserted, put and agreed to) 

 

Schedule 8 

Hon. Mwanthi:  Mr. Chairman, I beg to move:- 

        THAT, Schedule 8 be amended as follows:  

Under SCHEDULE  8 URBAN MARKETS as relates to  “CODE  805”  by  

deleting the  figure “85,000”  for “Large Industrial Plant: Over 75 employees or 

premises over2,500 m2” and  substituting therefor the  figure “150,000” 

 

(Question of amendment proposed) 
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Hon. Chairperson: Hon. Kisini you had something to put here? 

 

Hon. Kisini: Yes, Chair of Chairs. I was only requesting we categorize Athi River, 

especially the small-scale traders in Schedule 5. The reason is that there was a problem, even it 

was solved by the Chairman, Finance, with his team and those people if moved to Schedule 8, 

they will be highly taxed and they cannot afford. There was a demonstration on that, so I am 

requesting only the small scale traders be moved to Schedule 5, not Schedule 8, because the 

charges are very high for them, but for the large scale it is okay.  

 

Hon. Chairperson: I think one of the issues which I believe maybe, unless the Finance 

Chair can direct otherwise, is that if you move a town from one Schedule to another Schedule, 

then you are opening a loophole because now as far as I am concerned, they will be claiming that 

they are now Schedule 5. What you are saying is that you need to give a specific code.  

Are we saying for example, 115, 120, 195, 205......the specific code in the Schedule, 

because we need to move specific codes from here backwards so that we don‟t move the whole 

thing. Hon. Kisila and then Hon. Johanna. 

 

Hon. Kisila: Bw. Chair, these Schedules are gazetted. If we want to move any town from 

any Schedule, we must go through the process of gazetting those Schedules, otherwise we are 

opening a serious can of worms in our discussions and we are shooting ourselves in the foot. 

Otherwise, even now, we are going to have a lot of towns complaining that we moved one 

town... there is a procedure to be followed for a town to be moved from one Schedule to another. 

I suggest we don't move it here. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: That has been noted. Hon. Johanna. 

 

Hon. Munyao: Chair, I don‟t know, Schedule 8 talks of Mavoko large scale enterprises, 

meaning that there could also be a provision for small scale enterprises which Mheshimiwa is 

requesting. So I buy what Hon. Kisila is saying is if there is a process of relocating or 

categorizing or moving--- 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Can I give a suggestion? Maybe what the Hon. Member should be 

saying, because the lengthy way he has talked about is gazettement, could I suggest maybe he 

should be suggesting the fees to go down? They remain in the Schedule but the fees go down. 

Hon. Chair.  

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Hon. Members, I think if you go to the committee recommendation No. 

2, it reads that the Department of Finance and Revenue Collection should map out towns stated 

in Schedule 5, which are peri-urban and Schedule 8, which is urban, to avoid overcharging 

traders outside these areas but within the ward which has peri-urban or urban towns. 

I think if you go there you will find some of the markets that had such cases. Some of the 

markets are in Kiima-Kimwe and Machakos Central and the ones we are talking of Athi River. It 

is true, when we are talking of some of these figures, when we are adding some companies even 

up to Ksh. 1 Million, remember Athi River is in Schedule 8, there are those small scale 

enterprises in his ward that need to be checked on.  
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The Department is aware of that case; we met there with them and they also told us that 

they want it to be formalized, but we even met with the department there and it is true that there 

is something which needs to be done to those small scale traders because... and remember, Athi 

River is just like a settlement area; there are those indigenous people who were there from before 

and they are also being charged the same as those big and wholesale shops that we have in the 

same urban areas.  

So that was their request that we see how best we can do for those small scale traders 

who are there and factor their issue. I don't know whether it should be captured in our report, 

maybe not in the Act, but we can capture that in our report. Thank you. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Hon. Thomas. 

 

Hon. Mutinda: Mine is just to advise the Hon. Member that I think it is important that he 

leaves the small scale traders at that level because the moment you move those people from the 

urban and you take them down to peri-urban, they'll lose out on the benefits of the municipality 

funds, so the most important thing is to try to see that they get the services of the municipality 

funds so that they are upgraded.  

Otherwise, he can deal with the issue administratively because they are small scale 

traders and leave it as it is, because at this level, the moment it is dropped to peri-urban, then no 

development will go to those people, so they will stay there forever. Thank you, Chairman.  

 

Hon. Chairperson: That's an important point which I also wanted to highlight, in that 

the minute we touch Athi River, you touch Machakos Town, because they are in the same 

schedule, and the reason why you are hearing we are putting Ksh. 100 Million in Athi River and 

Ksh. 150 Million in Machakos Town for the municipality, it is because their businesses are being 

primed up.  

For example the kiosks which were there before which were on......Hon. Dan is not here, 

but I hear him calling it Madharau Street, is that an official name? Which he now says has been 

upgraded to Heshima Street by the putting up of the cabro works.  

So, remember that person is enjoying services which are being designated for a town of 

his class, so we cannot now start comparing him with somebody who is in Tumba, my area there 

where they are selling grass. So, I think I would suggest that it comes as a note to the document; 

we leave it as it is but the committee notes that that needs to be researched and given attention to 

see how it can be treated legally, and we need this document. Hon. Judas. 

 

Hon. Ndawa: I think as the wise men says, a document can only be changed by the 

writer or the author of the document. The person reading the document cannot change it to mean 

something else. In that schedule, I think the committee of Finance was very clear and it was very 

fair. It listed Machakos Town, Mavoko large scale enterprises, Athi River; I believe the word 

large scale enterprises will also apply for Machakos, Athi River, Mlolongo and Syokimau, so as 

long as small scale is not appearing in this column, I think there is no cause for alarm, Hon. 

Member.  

So, what we are requesting is that the revenue officers should also be human; they charge 

according to the size of the business. Thank you, Chair. 

 

Hon. Chairperson: Let us continue. Hon. Francis. 
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Hon. Kalumu: Here, there is a code in the large scale Mavoko and... The only thing to 

deal with here is the code, not the larger schedule, because when you transfer, you have heard 

from Hon. Kisila what will happen. So, if you look at Schedule 8, you will find that there is a 

code for small scale shops.  

The only thing, if it is punitive for them, because we still want to grow those people to 

become large scale businessmen, the only thing, maybe to assist Mheshimiwa, is to say let that 

code go down a bit. Thank you.  

 

(Question, that the words to be left out be left out, 

put and agreed to) 

 

(Title agreed to) 

  

(Clause 1 agreed to) 

 

Hon. Mwanthi:  Mr. Chairman, I wish to move that the Committee do report to the House 

its consideration of the Machakos County Finance Bill and its approval thereof with amendments. 

  

(Question proposed) 

  

(Question put and agreed to) 

  

(The House resumed) 

 

[Hon. Speaker in the Chair] 

 

CONSIDERATION OF REPORT AND THIRD READING 
THE MACHAKOS COUNTY FINANCE BILL, 2019 

  

           Hon. Museku:  Hon. Speaker, I wish to report that the Committee of the whole House has 

considered The Machakos County Finance Bill No. 7 of 2019 and approved the same with 

amendments. 

 

          Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Chair of Chairs. Hon. Chair, Finance committee. 

Hon. Mwanthi: Madam Speaker, I beg to move that the House do agree with the 

committee in the said report. I call upon Hon. Brian Kisila to second. 

 

Hon. Kisila: Madam Speaker, I wish to second that the House agrees with the committee 

in the said report. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Kisila and Hon. Stephen Mwanthi and Hon. Chair of 

Chairs. 

  

(Question proposed) 
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(Question put and agreed to) 

           

          Hon. Mwanthi:  Hon. Speaker, pursuant to Standing Order 131(2), I wish to move that 

The Machakos County Finance Bill No. 7 of 2019 be now read the Third Time. I call upon Hon. 

Helen Ndeti to second.  

           Hon. Ndeti: I second. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you. Hon. Chair, you wish to thank the Hon. Members for what they 

have done so far? 

 

Hon. Mwanthi: Thank you, Madam Speaker. It has been a long day for both the Finance 

Committee and even the whole House for the work that we have had, and so I congratulate 

Members for all what we have done. Making such a Bill is not a small job. We met preparing on 

how best we can do to our people and that with over 90 per cent from Members, we feel as the 

committee appreciated. Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

  

(Question proposed) 

 

(Question put and agreed to) 

 

(The Bill was accordingly read the Third Time and passed) 

 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Members, you have now passed the Machakos County Finance Bill 

No. 7 of 2019 and now it will go to the Governor for assent. I wish to thank you Members for the 

dedication you have shown in the exercise we have just completed. The views which you 

expressed in the debate which were very robust, we take it that the Executive will be able to 

implement. Thank you. 

 

MOTION 
REPORT ON VETTING OF NOMINEES TO THE POSITION OF COUNTY PUBLIC SERVICE 

BOARD 

  
Hon. Speaker: Hon. Members on this Order, we have a report and the Leader of the 

Majority Party Hon. Mark Muendo is the one who is going to prosecute. 

  
Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I want to present the report of--- 

 

Hon. Ndawa: Point of order, Madam Speaker. 

  
Hon. Speaker: Point of order Hon. Ndawa. 

  
Hon. Ndawa: Madam Speaker, I am requesting if we can be provided with the report so 

that as he takes us through we can be able to see the contents. 

  
Hon. Speaker: Table Clerks, where are those reports? 
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Hon. Mulatya: Madam Speaker, I think it is uploaded. 

  
Hon. Speaker: They are on the......Hon. Ndawa where is your jembe, your hoe? You 

came to the farm without an implement. Yes, because we are delaying. In fact, we were going to 

ask Hon. Members, I wanted to guide particularly now on the report you notice you have been 

sitting here since morning but because we must do the business and because the report is there 

we will be able to go to just sections of it which we need to discuss as you will be required also 

to look at this report on your own and also on the hard and soft copies you have.  

So I believe that the Majority Leader has been guided accordingly. Things like 

background and mandate and so on we go just to the salient points. Is it recommendation yes or 

recommendation no and I think that is where your most importance is. So you have the report 

with you; Hon. Ndawa you have the report with you. So let us carry on Hon. Members. We must 

finish this within the shortest time possible. 

  
Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker, for the guidance but I have to move the 

motion first. 

  
Hon. Speaker: Yes. 

  
Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker.  

Hon. Speaker, that aware that Article 235 of the constitution section 8(1)(a) of the 

County Governments Act No. 17 of 2012 provides that the County Assembly 

shall vet and approve nominees for appointment to county public offices as maybe 

provided for the Act or any other law; 

Madam Speaker, aware that pursuant to section 57 and 58(1) of the County 

Governments Act No. 17 of 2012, the County Secretary and head of public 

service forwarded to the Hon. Speaker, of the County Assembly notifications on 

nomination of three persons vide letter reference GMC/2/CS/CA/Vol./60 dated 

21st August, 2019 and received on 22nd August, 2019 for consideration and 

subsequent approval by the County Assembly for appointments as members of 

Machakos County Public Service Board; 

Hon. Speaker, I wish to move the motion that this House discusses and approves 

the report of the committee on appointment on vetting of nominees to the position 

of County Public Service Board. 

Thank you, Madam Speaker. I propose Hon. Kisila to second my motion. 

  
Hon. Speaker: Yes Hon. Kisila, you have been requested or proposed to second. 

 

Hon. Kisila: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I second the motion. 

  
Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Brian Kisila. Hon. Majority Leader, guide us on the 

pages you want us to look at of the report. 

  
Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Let me start by thanking the committee for 

doing the vetting and the recommendations. Let me say, Madam Speaker, as you guided this is 
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just employment; so if we have recommended our recommendations you can put amendment or 

you can adhere with what the committee has recommended.  

Madam Speaker, I will start with preface because the other pages are just the normal ones 

which we normally have and knowing that Members have been there doing a lot of business I 

think we are in agreement. So I will not take long. 

  

PREFACE 
Hon. Speaker, Section 8(1)(a) of the County Governments Act No.17 of 2012 provides 

that the County Assembly shall vet and approve nominees for appointment to County public 

offices as may be provided for in the Act or any other law. 

Section 58(1) of the same Act states that the County Public Service Board shall comprise 

of: 

a)   A chairperson nominated and appointed by the County Governor with the 

approval of the County Assembly; 

b)   Not less than three but not more than five other members nominated and 

appointed by the County Governor, with the approval of the County Assembly; 

and 

c)   A certified public secretary of good professional standing nominated and 

appointed by the Governor, with the approval of the County Assembly, who shall 

be the secretary to the board. 

   
9 1.1 Message from Office of the County Secretary, Machakos County 

Hon. Speaker, pursuant to Article 235 of the Constitution, Section 57 and 58(1)(b) of the 

County Governments Act No. 17 of 2012 the County Secretary and Head of Public Service 

forwarded to the Hon. Speaker of the County Assembly notifications on nomination of the 

following three persons vide letter Ref: GMC/2/CS/CA/Vol./60--- 

 

Hon. Speaker: Volume 5/60. Volume V in Roman letters. 

  
Hon. Muendo: Dated 21st August, 2019 and received on 22nd August, 2019, appendix 

attached, for consideration and subsequent approval by the County Assembly, for appointment as 

members of the Machakos County Public Service Board. 

1.     Mr. John Kimeu Kumbu. 

2.     Dr. Jane Mutheu Mutune. 

3.     Mr. Franklin Musila Makola. 

 

1.2 Committal to the Committee on Appointments 

Hon. Speaker, in a sitting of the Assembly held on 4th
 
September, 2019, the Hon. 

Speaker communicated to the House the message from the County Secretary, the notification on 

the nominations. Pursuant to Standing Order 42(1) and (2), the matter was committed to the 

Committee on Appointments and in line with the Public Appointments (County Assemblies) 

Approval Act, 2017. 

 

1.3 The Committee on Appointments 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee on Appointments is established pursuant to the Machakos 

County Assembly Standing Orders 184(1), with the Hon. Speaker as the Chairperson, the Leader 
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of the Majority Party, the Leader of the Minority Party and three other members nominated by 

the House Business Committee, on the basis of proportional party membership in the Assembly 

taking into consideration the numerical strength of the parties and interests of independent 

members. 

 

1.4 Membership of the Committee 

Hon. Speaker, the Committee on Appointments comprises the following Members: 

1.     Hon. Florence Muoti Mwangangi     - Speaker (Chairperson) 

2.     Hon. Mark Kimanthi Muendo           - Leader of the Majority Party 

3.     Hon. Alex Peter Kamitu                    - Leader of the Minority Party 

4.     Hon. John Brian Kioko Kisila           - Member 

5.     Hon. Tariq Mulatya Muema              - Member 

6.     Hon. Winfred Syonindi Mutua          - Member 

  

1.5 Committee recommendations 

This is what the committee recommended. Hon. Speaker, the assessment of the nominees 

was guided by Section 58(3)(a), (b) and (d)(i) and (ii) of the County Governments Act, 2012 and 

Sections 7, 8, 9 and 10 and assessment form set out in the Second Schedule of the Public 

Appointments (County Assemblies Approval) Act, 2017. The Committee set the pass mark for 

assessment at 75 per cent. 

The Committee therefore recommends as follows: 

1.   Dr. Jane Mutheu Mutune scored 91 per cent and therefore recommended 

to be appointed a member of the County Public Service Board. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Mark Muendo Majority leader, have you referred to the pass mark 

agreed? 

 

Hon. Muendo: Yes. 

 

Hon. Speaker: 75 percent? 

 

Hon. Muendo: Yes. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Alright go ahead 

 

Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Maybe you did catch my eye--- 

 

Hon. Speaker: I did not catch your--- 

 

Hon. Muendo: The ear. Just above there it says the committee set the pas mark for 

assessment at 75 percent. 

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you. 

 

Hon. Muendo: The committee therefore recommends as follows: 
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1.   Dr. Jane Mutheu Mutune scored 91 per cent and therefore recommended 

to be appointed a member of the County Public Service Board. (Refer to 

pages 8 to 12) 

 

Hon. Speaker: For the hearing on her approval. 

 

Hon. Muendo: 
2.   Mr. John Kimeu Kumbu scored 73.4 per cent and therefore he is not 

recommended to be a member of the County Public Service Board. (Refer 

to pages 12 to 19) 

3.   Mr. Franklin Musila Makola scored 78 per cent and therefore he is 

recommended to be appointed a member of the County Public Service 

Board. (Refer to pages 19 to 30) 

 

1.5 Acknowledgement 

Hon. Speaker, I take this opportunity to thank all the Members of the Committee for their 

dedication, undivided attention and contributions during the entire approval hearings. The 

Committee also appreciates the Office of the Hon. Speaker and that of the Clerk to the County 

Assembly for the administrative support accorded to it during the exercise. 

Further, the Committee is grateful to the members of the public who found time to attend 

the proceedings. The Committee appreciates the media fraternity for having been available to 

cover the proceedings of the Committee, thus enhancing accountability and transparency in the 

exercise. 

On behalf of the Committee on Appointments and pursuant to the provision of 

Section 58(1)(b) of the County Governments Act No. 17 of 2012; Sections 7, 8, 9 and 10 of the 

Public Appointments (County Assemblies Approval) Act, 2017 and Standing Order 42(2), it is 

my pleasure and duty to present to this Hon. House the Committee report on the approval 

hearings. Thank you, Hon. Speaker. 

 

(Applause) 

  

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Majority Leader for that presentation which has taken a 

reasonably short while but with all the details with you and I notice that the office of the Clerk 

has furnished again each member with a written report. So you have been guided on the 

presentation when the chair was reading and so you will be able to take a debate now on that 

report. 

 

(Question proposed) 

  

Hon. Members, I am inviting you to debate the motion. Hon. Museku. 

  

Hon. Museku: Thank you, Hon. Speaker. First and foremost, I would like to thank the 

committee on Appointments, the Chair and the entire membership of that committee for having 

worked diligently to ensure that they rated the nominees to the various appointments to ensure 

that our CPSB becomes functional. 
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As you are all aware, the CPSB has been without membership since the last one was 

dissolved after expiry of its term in August 2018, which means we are now going to almost 

seven months without a fully constituted County Public Service Board. So I would like to thank 

the committee for having done that.  

Secondly, I would like to congratulate the nominees who have been vetted and accepted 

as members of the CPSB; we have a doctor there, we have a Mr. Makola there and also tell them 

one thing that; as you are all aware, we have a much ballooned wage bill. We have a payroll 

which is skewed which therefore means that their work is cut out for them. 

They will need to move with due diligence and speed and look at the recommendations 

and the various issues which have been raised by this Hon. House concerning the manpower or 

employment status in our county. We know we have very many challenges; we have payrolls, 

some in IFMIS, others in worksheets, their work is cut out for them. Mine is to advise them to 

move in with diligence and be able to give us a streamlined workforce in Machakos, give us a 

wage bill which is within the statutory requirements of utmost 30 per cent so that we can be able 

to guide this county to better ways. 

I have also seen that there is one slot which was not filled; I will request His Excellency 

the Governor to nominate another nominee as quickly as possible so that they can be vetted by 

the Appointments Committee and have all the slots filled up in the CPSB. Otherwise, I want to 

congratulate the entire committee and say that it is a good thing that we have a functional CPSB. 

Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

  

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Museku. Hon. Ngunga 

  

Hon. Ngunga: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I also rise to thank the committee for the 

good work they have done. I am sure issues of vetting are not simple; sometimes it becomes very 

emotive, because these are people who are tasked with very important tasks that of ensuring that 

we have a lean and performing workforce. 

However, I want to state that from what the Leader of Majority has said, the minimum 

composition of the CPSB would be a chairman and three other members. So, from the foregoing, 

is to say that even after this exercise we do not have a complete CPSB. Madam Speaker, looking 

at the report, and I am waking up to plead for one John Kimeu Kumbu; I am pleading on behalf 

of this gentleman because when I look at his work experience, the committee agrees this man is 

experienced, he has 25 marks on that. 

I look at his education background and the committee agrees that John has 25 marks; that 

means he is competent in that line he is interested has 15 marks and so forth and he can also 

communicate well. That is page 18, Madam Speaker. 

When he appeared before the committee, John was able to present himself well and the 

committee gave him 10 marks and so he has a total of 73 per cent. Madam Speaker, I think the 

committee must have set this pass mark at about 75 per cent which is really a high threshold. 

From my background as a high school teacher, I would mark composition and I would mark 

grammar and any student in my opinion who scored anything roughly around the expectation of 

a grammar teacher like me, 73 per cent in my opinion would be really a nice 'A.' 

With this connection Madam Speaker so that we fill the void that is ahead of us because 

you know if we are to start again, this exercise, it will be about six months away from 

constituting a Board. I want to ask Hon. Members, if we can be able to agree so that we can 

plead on behalf of John so that we have the three members in place so that we plead with the 
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Governor again so that we have the chairman CPSB being brought to us so that we look at him 

so that at least we have the board in place.  

Madam Speaker, the last time we had a meeting with the Executive, we engaged and 

members were in agreement that we have challenges and especially in our health centres. Nurses 

have retired, doctors too and services are not been rendered. We cannot be able to employ 

because of the absence of a CPSB. Madam Speaker, one and half a mark is something I would 

want to ask my colleagues to close their eyes and imagine John had scored what is actually 70 

per cent and above.  

  

(Applause)  

  

This is a plead and I am asking the House so that this exercise and I am sure Madam 

Speaker you must have been very thorough and so I am sure for you and I know you Madam 

Speaker and for anybody to score 73 he must have been really thorough. 

  

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Ngunga, allow yourself to be informed by Hon. Mueni. Hon. 

Mueni, go ahead. 

  

Hon. (Ms.) Mueni: Thank you Madam Speaker. Thank you, Madam Speaker. I think if 

we close our eyes to any name, we will be letting the committee which was doing the work down 

because they must have discussed and come to a conclusion of not getting that nominee. So, this 

House is not just for formality of getting somebody who has not succeeded so Mheshimiwa 

Ngunga with all the respect, I think we have not to let our committee of Appointments down by 

just closing our eyes and bringing somebody who is not able. 

If somebody is beyond 75 per cent, even in class, if your son comes down on that, think 

twice about getting the marks to go to secondary school which is better. Thank you. 

  

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Mueni. Hon. Ngunga you were finalizing. 

  

Hon. Ngunga: Thank you, Madam Speaker. But I think while we are at that.....I will ask 

for your protection so that--- 

  

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Kamulu, just a moment. Let Hon. Ngunga finalize then I will come 

to you. 

  

Hon. Ngunga: Yes, kindly if you allow me Members, I had made my points in such a 

way that I wanted them to flow, so that the House can go with me. 

  

Hon. Speaker: Then Hon. Ngunga you also need to ask to House whether, even with the 

three they will perform because the chairperson is still lacking. 

  

Hon. Ngunga: Thank you Madam Speaker. I think what I am trying to plead for is we 

will be able to clear this hurdle of the three members like I had indicated earlier that for the 

board to be properly constituted we need the three members and a chair and the chair I am 

sure, Madam Speaker, is already with us and the thing is just a process of vetting that is going to 
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be there. It will be easier for us Madam Speaker to finish up with the three so that we wait for the 

chair.  

For the purpose of those who doubt, I am sure and I know this House has the powers to 

ask for amendments, the powers to plead and ask the committee to agree with us that we think 

John can also perform the duty. The idea here is not really the marks, is whether this person is 

competent to discharge the duties. I am sure Madam Speaker, if you allow us, of the course, we 

have the capacities if eventually we realize this gentleman cannot be able to perform, we have 

the capacity to recall and recommend otherwise.  

So the purposes of time and being constructive, this is my plea to the House and the 

Committee so that we agree and move together. Madam Speaker this special sitting that you 

convened must bear fruits; I am happy the Finance Bill has gone through and in the same spirit I 

am asking that this report goes through 100 per cent. Thank you. 

  

(Applause)  

  

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Ndawa, I will come to you Hon. Kiteng‟u. I am looking at Members 

who never uttered a word in the previous Order. 

  

Hon. Ndawa: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I will start by congratulating the committee 

for the hard work they did and the report they brought to us; it is self-explanatory. The only issue 

I have is on the same nominee, Mr. Kumbu. Even the national exam, the pass mark is supposed 

to be set after the exam has been done.  

If you set pass mark before the sitting of the exam and all the kids perform poorly we 

may not having any child joining university the following year. So, I want to say that the 

committee erred when it sat down and set marks before interviewing the nominees.  

  

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Ndawa, be guided by the law. This is a Schedule that is provided for 

in the Act; it is not the committee that set them. So it only said from this because if the law gave 

this, you must also qualify professionally, experience-wise and communication and all these are 

important. So if each of the members is ranking the candidate independently and then somebody 

comes down with what they have come with and the committee has set a pass mark, then it is 

unfortunate. Please make your point quickly so that we can move on. 

  

 Hon. Kieti: Point of information. 

  

Hon. Speaker: There will be no point of information; you do not inform the Speaker 

Hon. Kieti; I will give you an opportunity to contribute. 

  

Hon. Ndawa: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Just as my colleague has said, if the pass 

mark was 75 and this gentleman scored 73, Madam Speaker, this week on Monday we had a 

meeting with the Executive, the elected Members and some of the issues that came up--- 

  

Hon. Speaker: Do we have the minutes tabled here in the House? 

  

Hon. Ndawa: Madam Speaker, it was not a meeting that I would have taken minutes 
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Hon. Speaker: There were no minutes taken; so it is hearsay? 

  

Hon. Ndawa: It was an interaction between the Members and the Executive pertaining 

the status of Machakos County. 

  

Hon. Speaker: So then now it is hearsay for the House; you table a Paper if you refer to 

some minutes but you just want to tell us there is need for this and this. 

  

            Hon. Ndawa: Yes. One of the issues that came out is that Members of this House have 

proposed some projects to be done in their respective Wards but there is no one to give out the 

BoQs because we have very few Quantity Surveyors in the County. We have only two and the 

two we have are working in every department within the County.   

So there is an urgent need for the Quantity Surveyors to be employed and the only person 

who has the authority to employ is the County Public Service Board. So, I think the House has 

the mandate to accept the report or reject it. 

 

Hon. Speaker: It as powers and not mandate. It will look at the report of a committee 

and please remember, objectively contribute and pass it in the interest of the people you 

represent. So, can we go on and have the views on that particular aspect; Members, without 

repeating? 

  

            Hon. Ndawa: Yes. Madam Speaker, to terminate or to conclude my contribution is that, 

we reconsider our decision and if possible we amend the report to include that particular 

nominee so that we can move forward. Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

  

            Hon. Speaker: Hon. Kiteng‟u, please be very brief. 

  

            Hon. Kiteng‟u: Thank you, Hon. Speaker. Mine will go also on the same Mr. John 

Kimeu Kumbu. Hon. Speaker, I will just tackle two points as the marks were awarded and Hon. 

Speaker, one is, I pray that the County Government of Machakos has a properly-instituted 

County Public Service Board because in every department even the ECDE teachers are not 

enough but again also the Engineers and each time we visit those offices demanding for 

Engineers and all those clerks, they always tell us that they do not have enough officers. 

Hon. Speaker, if I go to work experience on page 16, I can see that he got 25 marks, 25 

marks, 20 marks, 20 marks, and 20 marks; page 18, sorry. That is work experience where this 

person shows clearly that this person has got proper work experience. If you go again to decision 

making and problem-solving skills, which is awarded 15 and--- 

  

            Hon. Speaker: This is the mark that is set by the law; the ones which are not in bold are 

the ones which are awarded. 

  

            Hon. Kiteng‟u: Yes. I am saying the maximum is 15 which is set by the law and you can 

see one he was awarded 5 marks and again there were 13, 12 and 10. If you try to compare 

decision-making and work experience, I am just concerned you cannot be able to make a proper 

decision but you have a work experience whereby you are scoring the best in work experience 
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but on decision making so I fail to understand, how was the person making the decision--- 

 

            Hon. Speaker: It can happen, Mheshimiwa Kiteng‟u. 

  

            Hon. Kiteng‟u: That according to me, Madam Speaker. I am trying to think. The on 

education training and relevant to the position, I can see one Mr. John Kimeu, there is one 

member who was awarded zero, then there are 25, 20 and 15 and 20. So, Hon. Speaker, here I 

fail to understand, with the respect I have for the appointments committee, all of it which is 

Chaired by you Hon. Speaker; is that, is it one John Kimeu who does not understand exactly 

what is going on or there was one Member who just acted out of jealousy to issue 0 on 

experience? 

  

(Applause) 

  

That means with zero, he nominee had no papers on the table because if the pass mark is 

a degree, then he must have presented the degree in every Member of the Committee. So, for the 

benefit of Machakos County, I pray to the committee and the whole House that we consider this 

person by just amending the pass mark to 70 because 73, I can see he just missed 1.6 per cent. 

  

(Applause) 

  

So, I plead to the House, we consider this person. Thank you, Hon. Speaker.  

  

            Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Kiteng‟u. Hon. Kieti. 

  

            Hon. Kieti: Thank you, Madam Speaker for giving me this opportunity. One of the areas 

that I had noted is the area that, Hon. Kiteng‟u has addressed and my main concern is on 

Assessor 1 from page 17 to 18. When you look at the scoring of Assessor one against the 

candidate Mr. John Kimeu Kumbu, I think that Assessor, I do not know whom it was but when 

you look at the way the Assessor awarded marks against the other Assessors, I think this is 

something that as a House we should challenge and awarding a candidate a zero, even in the 

National Examination, as a trained and experienced teacher, you are not supposed to give a 

candidate a zero. No one can score a zero because the handwriting itself is a mark. 

  

(Applause) 

  

So, having a Degree and this area is talking about education, training and after looking at 

his training, it is as if he has done something--- 

  

            Hon. Speaker: Hon. Kieti, the Assessors do it independently and I told you it is one of 

them otherwise we would influence if you tell them to award this. So, in the view of this 

Assessor, they looked at the education and the training relevant to the position and they felt that 

it is not relevant so, you cannot fault them. Another Assessor looks at it and feels like it is 

relevant and gives it 25 percent.  
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So, just do your work now if you must do it, leave the Assessors alone and let the 

committees do their work and now do your work. Why does the report come to you? So, let me 

have another contribution, Members. 

  

(Applause) 

  

            Hon. Kieti: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I strongly support the report for the three 

candidates but I am only requesting the House to consider that candidate because looking at the 

Assessor, I think there is something wrong with that Assessor. Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

  

(Applause) 

 

(Loud consultations) 

  

            Hon. Speaker: Hold on Hon. Kieti. Order, Members! Hon. Kieti, look at the 

presentation; the same Assessor has given 100 percent to that candidate. So, let us not challenge 

how an Assessor awards because at one time they will feel this one gets 10 out 10 which is 100 

percent but in another one, they will feel this one gets zero percent which is in their view. So, I 

told you to do your work and if you do not have anything different, I am going to ask the Mover 

of the Motion to reply. Hon. Johanna. 

  

            Hon. Munyao: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I wish to applaud the committee for the 

good work done and I will not fail to touch on Mr. John Kimeu Kumbu. Madam Speaker, I was 

an examiner for Kenya National Examination Council before I joined these other careers. 

  

            Hon. Speaker: Why can‟t you, Hon. Members, wait we hear what he was doing when he 

was an examiner, please?  

 

(Laughter) 

  

            Hon. Munyao: That is just some background on my contribution. 

  

            Hon. Speaker: I am telling the Members when you say you are an examiner they start 

clapping. You may be saying the opposite of what they are expecting. So, let them give you time 

to contribute. Go ahead Hon. Johanna. 

  

            Hon. Munyao: So, Madam Speaker, I want to believe that going by the training of Mr. 

Kumbu, I am not sure whether the committee requested for even the transcripts because you find 

you may be trained as a nurse or a doctor and in the training, you find you even do 

administration in that field, you do psychology and other aspects which make you an all-round 

person and that is why you find other than a person being a doctor you find the person is also the 

MoH co-ordinating the entire department and therefore we cannot totally say that Mr. Kumbu 

with all that training lacked training relevant to the position of being a member of the Public 

Service Board. 

In my training as an examiner, there are cases where you are faced with a situation where 

we refer to as a benefit of doubt and in such cases the benefit is supposed to go to the child. In 
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this case, the benefit is supposed to go to Mr. Kumbu so I request that we review the case and 

also we save the County another tussle of investing again in the recruitment process of getting 

another person. Thank you, Madam Speaker. 

  

(Applause) 

  

            Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Johana. I call upon the Mover of the Motion to reply. 

  

            Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Let me say--- 

 

(Hon. Maitha spoke off record) 

  

            Hon. Speaker: Hon. Members, did somebody shout the name of the Kisila? I do not 

know who Kisila is because we do not have a Kisila here. Who shouted Kisila? I thought it was 

Hon. Maitha. That is very wrong. The holiday is over; we are back to serious business. 

  

            Hon. Muendo: Thank you, Madam Speaker. The report in front of you is a report from a 

committee and some of us are saying marks were awarded this way and that way. I think the 

committee is competent; this is not the first time they have done vetting. We have done the 

CECs, we have done the COs and mostly relevance of the job is very important. This person, 

Madam Speaker, is going to work for the entire County, this person is going to be responsible for 

what we call ballooning wage bill, for what we call lack of well-coordinated personnel. 

Therefore Madam Speaker, the committee felt that they gave the best but it is the House 

to decide what you want. Mine was just to give you and tell you that this committee was 

committed and they wanted to give the best, there was no competition, there was nothing like 

competition because the same people are going to work for the county government of Machakos. 

Let me that the committee and the members for their support on this report. Thank you, Madam 

Speaker.  

 

(Loud consultations) 

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Members. I have heard the reply by the mover of the 

motion and from the debate of the record; it appears that the members are headed towards having 

the report amended, to approve the member who has not been recommended for the 

appointment.   

 

(Question, that the words to be left out be left out, proposed) 

 

Hon. Members, can I have a very short debate on that particular proposed question. Hon. 

Museku; very quick.  

 

Hon. Museku: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Madam Speaker, the House has spoken and 

I do believe that I am in agreement with the House. that, considering the pass mark which was 

achieved by this gentleman one John Kimeu Kumbu, I do believe that one and half marks as 

Hon. Francis Ngunga said might not be enough for us to go back and redo the entire exercise 

again.   
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(Applause) 

 

Hon. Speaker, as I pointed out, there is need for speed in this issue of getting the County 

Public Service Board in place.  So, I therefore strongly agree with the rest of the House that we 

go ahead and include this gentleman as part of the people who passed so that we can be able to 

get this County moving forward again. Thank you, Madam Speaker.  

 

(Applause) 

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you. Hon. Ikusya; briefly.  

 

Hon. Kaloki: Thank you, Madam Speaker. I strongly want to stand or rather agree with 

the House that we move the amendment; 73 marks is equally a good mark and I don‟t want to 

dwell on that. It is the high time we pass these team of competent service board members so that 

the county can move forward. We had the last board which really never served us at all; it was 

always divided whenever they came into this House and it is the high time that we put our own 

team that we have vetted, a team that we trust to manage our county employment affairs for the 

next five years. Thank you, Madam Speaker.  

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Ikusya. Hon. Kisini.  

 

Hon. Kisini: Thank you, Madam Speaker. The House has spoken and to save the 

situation I support this Kumbu.  

 

(Laughter) 

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Kisini. That is brief and to the point; Hon. Mwikali.  

 

Hon. (Ms.) Mwikali: Thank you, Hon. Speaker. I wish to join the rest of the Members in 

this House in supporting with amendment the report on the appointments committee. It is very 

clear that this House wants these members to go down to business and start serving the county in 

that position of County Public Service Board. Therefore, I support, Madam Speaker.  

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Mwikali. Hon. Maitha, very briefly.  

 

Hon. Maitha: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Madam Speaker, I start by thanking you for 

reading the mood of the House. 

 

Hon. Speaker: I always do. 

 

(Laughter) 

  

Hon. Maitha: That amendment was overdue to these Members. Madam Speaker, as the 

other Members have said, a shortage of one mark is not all that bad for someone to be approved 
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but again Madam Speaker, although you are saying that we should not speak, I would wish to 

request the Appointments Committee---  

 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Maitha, I did not say you should not speak.  

 

Hon. Maitha: To ask the appointments committee; it is not in the interest of us here to 

see a member being awarded zero and Madam Speaker, we know now where that man--- 

 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Maitha, you are out of order! Hon. Maitha, can you resume your 

seat; 

 

(Laughter) 

  

Hon. Maitha, resume your seat. Hon. Cosmus Masesi.  

 

Hon. Masesi: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Madam Speaker, I stand to support the mood 

of the House bearing in mind the Committee has clearly said that this person one John Kumbu 

has experience of managerial post of 26 years.  

 

Hon. Speaker: We are talking of amendments.  

 

Hon. Masesi: So, Madam Speaker, I fully stand with the amending the report and having 

this one John Kumbu recommended as a member of County Public Service Board.  

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you. Hon. Kamulu.  

 

Hon. Kamulu: Nimefikiria sana nikiketi hapa nikaona huu mjadala huwezi kuisha bila 

sisi kuongea kiswahili, kwa hivyo ninaunga mkono ya kwamba Bw. Kumbu achukue hii nafasi 

kwa sababu sisi zote tumejua ya kwamba kenda karibu na kumi. Kwa hiyo, Bi. Spika nashukuru 

sana, na sana sana Bw. Franklin Makola ambaye ametoka wodi yangu; yeye ni mzee ambaye 

anajua kazi kabisa--- 

 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Kamulu, we are talking about Mr. John Kimeu Kumbu; Hon. 

Kamulu, continue in English.  

 

Hon. Kamulu: Hapana.  

 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Kamulu! We are talking about Mr. John Kimeu Kumbu.  

 

Hon. Kamulu: Nataka pia kumshukuru Bw. Kiongonzi wa Bunge Mheshimiwa Muendo 

kwasababu ya yale maneno ambayo ameanza nayo mwanzoni; alisema kwamba sio mwisho ya 

yale alikuwa ameandika katika committee na ameyarudia tena na Bi. Spika akaonelea kwamba 

tufanye hayo mabadiliko. Kwa hivo hayo ni mabadiliko mazuri ili tuache 

hiyo committee ichukue nafasi na iendeleze kazi hiyo kwa uzuri. Asante sana, Bi. Spika.  

 

Hon. Speaker: Thank you, Hon. Kamulu.   
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(Question, that the words to be left out be left out, 

put and agreed to) 

 

Hon. Members, with the amendment of the report as per your view, the report will be sent 

to the Governor as per your resolution, which you have just passed so that the people that you 

have recommended can be appointed. 

I can see Hon. Museku is putting up his hand. I am being guided and it is good that I still 

have to put the question; Remember we started by proposing and in the process you did an 

amendment and now you still need to go back but now you remember I will have to put the 

question in the manner that is including the amendments.  

 

(Question of the Motion as amended put and agreed to) 

 

So, Hon. Members, as I had indicated, the report will be send now to the Governor for 

implementation and just allow me to make this announcement from the Appointments 

Committee that it appreciated that we need a County Public Service Board in the office; it has 

been long overdue and that we noted even with the three members who had been brought, we 

would still need another member and the Chair.   

That communication was brought to the Assembly and the Committee has already set a 

date from 3rd of February if I remember so that it can prosecute that report because there is a 

process of advertising to the public so that it can come for the hearing. The Clerk Assistant to 

that committee is already assigned a role to start playing; I believe he must have already 

advertised so that now we have the hearings on the date, 5th of February, so from third of 

February the committee is meeting to prepare for the interviews from 5th of February, 2020. 

Then we can bring again the report before you so that you are able to make a decision on going 

forward.  

Then the final announcement Members; there is the issue of the pending bills and the 

issue of implementation of Ksh. 10 million and Ksh. 15 million project wards. Hon. Stephen 

Mwanthi and I had a discussion as well as the Majority leadership and Minority leadership and 

we agreed that the House leadership will need to take time and engage the executive on that issue 

effectively and the soonest so that the matter is brought for the information of this House.  That 

is where we stand at that particular matter. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

Hon. Speaker: Finally, Hon. Members with that, the sitting that you are having is 

adjourned. Of course, it was automatically after today it would end but remember I need to 

remind you that on the 11 of February, 2020, we are now coming back to the usual sittings of the 

House after the long recess. I wish you a good finalization of the recess in the remaining period. 

Thank you, Hon. Members.  

 

The House rose at 3.52 p.m.  

  


